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PREFACE

Perhaps the major factor limiting the effectiveness of a military flight mission is whether the
aircraft or weapon in question reached its geographical goal correctly, In this sense, thr acquisition
of a physical target by the use of aircrew vision could become a crucial issue. Vision ii, after all,
our only relevant sensor for distant objects, and human vision is a complex and elegant ;ease which
currently defies replacemcnt by any machine capability.
With target characteristics given (including size, shape, luminance and surround and/or lead-in
features) visual target acquisition from aircraft is a process affected by many factors, which may for
convenience be broke, down into physical and biological ones. Physical parameters, governing the
transmission of light from the target and surround to the eye, are adequately understandable and
measurable, although they can, taken together, form a forbiddingly complex body of factors. They
include time of day and year, and geographical location; on these depend foliage and ground cover,
sun or moon angle, weather, visibility effects due to the atmosphere, and similar parameters. Aircraft
height, speed, navigation accuracy, external view and occupancy similarly determine what chances of
seeing all or part of the target the sircrew have, and aircraft height, in particular, interacts with
geography to determine whether a target is screened by its surroundings or not. A third conglomerate
of physical factors might be concerned with technical aids to vision, and could introduce two major
complications, image quality (from TV or infra-red scanning equipment, for example) and image size
(often, the magnification-field of view compromise inhereit in, for tx ple, binocular sights).
Biological factors, governing the transmission of information from 4ye via brain to motor act,
are not nearly so readily specifiable and emphatically not so easily measurable. Just as things
physical can seem after a few inspections comonplace and stable, so things biological seem to need
their very variety and variability to survive. A human observer is firstly an individual, then a
statistical member of a group; an aircrewman looking for or at a grcund tarpet is no exception to this
generalization. Nevertheless, one can list a range of physiological optics and psychologieh
titles
whlch seem to refer to relevant and useful dimensions. In the first group come static and dynamic
visual acuity, colour vision, and the ideas necessary to describe eye movement behaviour. In the
ceccnd group come pre-mission briefing, experience and skill, which surely interact with each other,
and dimencions related to competing tasks and decision style. Many features and events apparently
compete for an aircrewman's attention, notably navigatiol and flying cuntiul duties on the one hand
and distractions associated with concern for one's safety and survival on the other. It is known that
individuals differ substantially in attentional capacity and its allocation. As to decision style,
it may be illustrative to consider the caricature of a 19th Century military man who knows next to
nothing and commits it dogmatically to several volumes, and the caricature of a 19th Century scientirt
who spends over 50 years collecting all the data he can and never utters an assured word. Somewhere
between extremes like these may lie the normal population of adults from which aircrew are selected
to perform visual target acquisition tasks.

Dr. Jo l.F. Huddleston
(Programme Organizer and Proceedings Editor)
Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, HamDshire, U.K.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION

An examination of data on the value of a aingle visual glimpse in acquiring a target supports
An
the expected view that the foveal performance of the eye is the primary determining factor.
adequate description of foveal performance has been found to match up with much acquisition data, the
description at the moment being simply in terms of the optics of the aye lens and the resolution and
geometric layout of receptors in the fovea, plus a simple factor to represent the blurring and
restorative properties of microminiature eye movements. It does not seem too cumbersome to work towards
the inclusion of peripheral detection, accommodation, and pupil behaviour as factors in the foreseeable
future, when it is expected that the likelihood of single glimpse acquisition of a wide range of visual
stimuli may be adequately described mathematically, This description should then represent a general
model of the performance of the basic visual lohe.
To model the eye's searching behaviour, that is to describe how this single glimpse visual lobe
is directed from one pert to another of a visual field to be searched, turns out to be rather less
successful currently. A good fit to target acquisition data is not always achieved on the simple
assumption that single glimpse detection performance is summed over a series of randomly aimed glimpses.
On occasion, however, such random search descriptions fit laboratory data and, to a lesser extent,
field data quite well. Hope for wider predictiun of operational performance in the future lies in
discdvering how search is structured or biassed. One encouraging model assumes that the eye evaluates
the search field peripherally for target-like objects, and direLts foveal regard to them preferentially.
(In passing, one may note that peripheral acuity does not seem to change with viewing distance).
Nonetheless, the degradation of some components of laboratory performance to match up with those of
field performance still requires arbitrary factors in the mathematics describing the acquisition, and
these factors vary from experiment to experiment even when target luminance values are taken into
account or controlled. Target-within-background relations are particularly troublesotmin this context.
It can be said, however, that the vagaries of visual search have very grei. .uthority in thj determination of acquisition performance, and techniques to eliminate or structure search would bring
handsome practical benefits.
Research is progr,!ssinf slowly on the question of how observers make use of differences between
tdrget and non-target stimuli. A -,.C nably complete account can be give.. of discriminations based on
contrast or size differences and diflte ,nces in detailed shape when these parameters are taken singly,
but these factors may have been examined as :-ichfor reasons of experimental convenience as for reasons
of practical importance.
It is strongly suspecoed that some total description of luminance edges and
gradients throughout the entire search field will have to be added before adequate modelling of the
acquisition of real targets in real backgrounds can be expected. A conjoint prediction from quantified
size, shape, and pattern of light and shade seems scme way away, and would still omit many factors
(culour, for example, which assumes greater importance for objects nearer the airborne observer than
those currently being examined).
It transpires that earlier iormulations describing the visibility of briefly-exposed point light
sources have been in considerable factual error. Continuing studies suggest that lengthening the
exposure time may permit the use of lower source luminances than were previously thought to be
effective. As to target illumination by flares. shielding of these high intensity sources from an
observer's direct gaze, and using mcre than 2 to cover a given terrain strip, were found to have
surprisingly little effect on observer performance. There is, however, an important interaction
between flare height plus terrain slant range (to the observer) and observer height, indicating a
preferred height band for an observer required to search illuminated terrain.
Leaving light sources and flare illumination aside, night operations ..King use of ambient light
or heat energy for target acquisition depend for their effectiveness or. technical aids to vision such
as low-light TV or infra-red scanning systems. There is some work in hand on the calculation of flight
paths yielding maximum coverage by appropriate airborne sensorb of the terrain of interest. and this
will probably have to proceed on a piece-meal, route-specific basis. Requirements imposed by human
vision on the display of such sensor data turn out to be quite rigorous, and point to considerable
weight penalties incurred by carrying such technical aids. Al~houah design engineers would probably
welcome firmer and more representative data on human perception of hlue-scan display surfaces, such
data seem hardly likely to ease their equipment problem much since one can hardly hope for the limits
of visual performance themselves to be radically changed by research. As to marking an acquired
target by aiming the head, huwevcr, more knowledee is certeinlv required. In particular, the
interactions between body, head and eye movements, and the effect4 uf retinal diiparity, cannot be
adequately described at present. and a better description is needed to allow design specification of
helmet-mounted aids.
A major hindrance to applied work :untinues to be observer variety and variation, which conspire
to make repeated measurements on a number of individuals an absolute pre-requisite of reliable research.
Some few workers have tried to understand perceptual differences between individuals in terms of
psychophysicil phenomena "higher" than, say, visual acuity, but their attempts have been largely
thwarted. Complementarily, observers have been asked to state what target and background features
they believe make a give!n acquisition task easy or difficult, but the initial outcome has hardly been

V.

helpful, although considerable refinement of this technique is possible. Comparisons between preflight briefing materials can, however, be made with some confidence, and tend to suggest that the
appearance of target and background features cannot be adequately inferred from maps of the area, but
can be well understood from oblique view dLagrams approximating to forward-looking aerial photographs;

Dr. Jo H.P. Huddleston
(Programs Organizer and Proceedings Editor)
koyal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, Hampshire, U.K.
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THE LIKELIHOOD OF LOOKING AT A TARGET
by
Charles P. Greening, Ph, D.
North American Rockwell Corporation
3370 E. Miraloma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92803
Mail Code DF53

SUMMARY
Visual search behavior is characterized by brief glimpses of the terrain, separated by rapid eye
movements, or eaccades. The likelihood of looking at a target with any particular glimpse Is, in most models of
search behavior, assumed to result from either random motion or a mechanically systematic search pattern.
In the present study, It is assumed that the observer uses extra-foveal vision to evaluate the terrain "'fore
each secoade, to maximize the likelihood of looking at the target. Quantitative data on extra-foveal search, obtained
in a different context by Williams, show that such behavior is lawful and predictable. The results are here applied to
dynamic air-to-ground search, yielding target acquisition pro~lctions which compare favorably with those obtained by
other methods.
THE PROBLEM
Most tactical surveillance and attack systems depend, for their successful employment, upon the detection
of a target by an observer. Tactical targets typically occur in somewhat cluttered surroundings, thus complicating
the detection problem. Whether the detection is made by direct visual search of the terrain, or indirectly through
use of a sensor/display system, the observer must somehow reject the clutter and detect the right object, subject Lo
verification. The quantitative prediction of the effects of the confusion objects upon the search and detection process
has proven to be difficult.
EXISTING APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM
It is generally acknowledged that an observer searches a field-of-view in a series of saccadic movements.
The relatively small arcs of most distinct vision, or the foveal region, movea from place to place over the scene,
remaining fixed between jumps for a few tent.s of a second. Very little visual information Is received during the
jumps. Hence, the success of a search effort depcnds upon the appropriate placement of the area of distinct vibion
during the pauses, or glimpses. The probability of looking at the target foveally with any particular glimpse depends,
at least in part, upon thP Rlse Of thV. area heing searched, the presumed area of "distinct vision", and the method of
distributing the glimpses.
Usually the problem has been attacked by assigning a definable limit to the area of distinct vision (or
detection lobe), and then assuming that this area, or aperture, is moved eilher systematically, or randomly, or some
combination, over the area to be searched. 1, 2,3 The presence and characteristics of the non-target objects in the
3
search field are presumed to affect the search performance by lengthening the glimpses, or by modifying the
effective search rate by a "congestion factor",
AN ALTEitNATIVE APPROACH
The approach to the problem suggested here rests on the assumption that the glimpse pattern of the observer
is dependent directly upon the appearance of target-like objects in the peripheral visual field. Limited eye-movement
data collected during dynamic search appear to confirm this assuniptln. When observers were looking for a missile
site In a forest clearing, for example, more than four-fifths of their eye fixations fell In clearings or breaks In the
forest. It would seem that this kind of performance could occur only if the peripheral view from each fixation provided
enough Information to guide the next saccado to a clearing.
4
A method of testing this assumption riore fully was suggested by data obtained by Williams In his eyemovement research on conspicuity of symbols for command and control displays, lie found that it was possible to
establish quantitative relationships between the 'argetness" of the displayed non-target images and the likelihood of
looking at them when looking for the target. For example, if the target image was a gray square o:e-half inch on a
side, he found that other images on the display were looked at less and less frequently as they departed from grayness,
or sqoareness, or half-inch-ness. Furthermore, these probability gradients were remarkably consistent in slope as
the target was varied along any one dimension. Williams was able, after his experiments, to state than an object
two-thirds as large as the target will attract the attention of the observer as often as an object four Munsell hue units
different from the target, or as an object ,ne .Munsell value unit lighter or darker. %,illiame data were obtained with
well-defined, nonsense objects In a static display. The relevance of the findings Lo the search for real-world targets
In a dynamic field is not obvious. However, a preliminary study performed at Autonetics Indicates that the method
is promising. That study will be described in relation to other, previously published work.

VALIDATION OF A VISUAL SEARCH MODEL
One method of predicting target search and detection performai e has been through the use of search
models. An important class of models, based upon the PRC model of 1957,6 computes the expected probability of
detecting the target in a particudar "glimpse" as the product of PL (the probability of looking at the target), and P.
(the probability of resolving the target). The latter Is almost purely an optical/physiological phenomenon and has
been described on the basis of existing data and laws of physics. The probability of looking at the target, however,
has been much less tractable.

.8

The "glimpse model" uaed n studies at Nor. American Rockwell, and a recent experimental validation
study, have been described in some detail elsewhere. 0 Briefly, the model (see Eq. 1) y elds a cumulative probability
of target detection as a function of decreasing range, as the observer approaches the target area.
N

Poum(v

-I

-Tr

(I - PLO)PR(J))

where:
x

a horizontal distance from observer to target along the pound track

PL

- probability of looking at (with foveal vision) the target

PR

- probability of resolving (seeing well enough to recognize) the target

k

- an Integer such that x., > the minimum visual range, as established
by field-of-view limlttlons

N

- an integer such that x > the maximum visual range, beyond which
detection Is impossibe.

The model, as expressed, will yield a curve of cumulative probability as i function of range for any set of
target, background, flight geometry, atmospheric and observer parameters. The c-mputed curve can then be compared
directly with the results obtained in the field rr in a simulation, provided all the necessary parameters can be
determined. (See Figure 1.)
In the published study reterred to above6* all parameters involved in P %'eremeasured in the course of a
dynamic, cinematic simulation using 35 mm color motion pictures obtained from Righta over varied Southern California
terrain. The values of PL in that study were obtained by having judges view still photos of the target area under
standardized conditions, and estimate the number of target-like areas In thc field-of-view.
THE PRELIMINARY STUDY
The preliminary study using the new method of estimating PL was based on the earlier, published work. No
new simulation data were taken, but the computer model was re-run for each target, using the new values of PL. In
this preliminary study, a series of tll photos of scenes used in the earlier target acquisition study was the basie for
the application of the Williams findings to real-world searoh.
As a first step In the attempt to apply the Williams "probability gradient" to the detection process, the
eisting target photos were re-examined. It was immediately evident that, at the r~nges at which detection normally
occurred, distinctive hue differences were almost non-existent. Consequently hue was not considered n this
validation attempt - only size and value.
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Figure 1. Computed and Measured Probability of Recognition for Target No. 103 - Four Silos
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Figure 2 is a sketched representation of all the readily discernible objects in one of the target photographs
(Target 4103), Eauh of these objects was measured for width and height of Image, and was given a value rating by
comparing with a set of M.iunsell chips. In the case of targets with substantial vertical extent such as buildings, the
size comparison was made using whichever dimension of the confusion object differetd most widely from the
corresponding dimension of the target. This choice was made because there were many objects in some of the fields
whose shape was radically different from the target (e. g. , smoke stack when the target was a building). For such
o.ases, it did not appear that the contfsion obJeot attracted notice, even though Its height might be Identical with the
height of the building.
The probability figures for the varioue objects in the field were computed as follows! First, the probability
associated with the target size and target value were beth arbitrarily set to 1, 0. Next, for each confusion object, a
probability valuv was read from the corresponding probability gradient presented in Williams' paper. Examples are
shown in Figure 3.
For example, if an object in the field-of-view was just as high as the target and one-half as wide, the
probability value Associated with this object due to its size can be seen to be. 22. Similarly, if this object is found to
be one-half Munsell value unit darker than the tartmt, Its probability value due to that parameter can be read from the
appropriate curve as. '7. The combined probability for each non-target object was obtained by multiplying the size
and value numbers togother (see Table I for a sample set of numbers).
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Figure 2. Sketch of Target 103 (Four Silos) and Vicinity
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Table 1. Computation of PL for Target #103
Object

Size (mm)

Target

2.5 x 1

1

4x 1.5

2

at

Value (Munsell)

Vi

s1 x v 1

2.6

1.0

1.0

.35

3.5

.50

.17

121 1.0

.06

3.5

.50

.03

3

12 x 1.0

.0e

7.0

0

0

4

2.5x.5

.20

2.0

.75

.15

5

x4

.07

3.5

.50

.03

6

10 x 2

.07

3.0

.75

.05

7

3.5x2

.20

3.5

.50

.10

8

3x2

.20

2.0

.75

.15

9

1 xi

.16

4.0

.30

.05

10

4 x1

.35

2.5

11

10 x .5

.07

4.0

1.0

1.0
.30
Y (a

1

.35

x V)

.02
1.10

1.0

-

.48

PL

1+1.10
form.

The number obtained by adding the probability products for all objects in the field is not useable In that
Consequently, tho probability of looking at the arget was normalized by the use of:
1

PL

N

where: si is the relative fixation rate due to size difference
v is the relative fLxation rate due to value difference
N is total number of measured objects in the field
For the remaining targets, PL was computed by the method outlined above. The detection and recognition model was
then exercised using the new values of PL with all other values identical to those used in Reference (;.
The new method of computing PL did not. In general, change the fit dramatically from that achieved in the
earlier study. The major effect was one of making the slope of the curve steeper and increasing slightly the median
recognition range. Qualitative judgement on the curve-fitting of the data in the 27 cases bhows that approximately 11
were improved, 8 made worse, and 8 indeterminate. The median recognition ranges from the model, with the revised
method of computing PL, can be eomparedi with the exrerimental values by computing the mean of the medians, and by
computing a product-moment correlation. Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of median: recognition ranges obtained from
the model and from the simulator experiment. The correlation Is .51 for these two sets of medians. Th,- mean value
of the medians is 3994 ft. from the model, and 4190 ft,from the simulator data - a difference of only 4.7 percent.
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Figure 4.

Scatter Plot of Median Recognition Ranges from Experimental
Data and from Computer Model
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DISCU3SION

Dr Frick (US)
In Figure 1 of your paper, showing cumulative probability against range, is time implied in any
way?
Dr Creaning (US)
Only inaoar as time is tied in with decreasing range, that is there is a controlled speed of aircraft approach. The model therefore has a controlled movement speed from the simulation.
Mr Oveiington (UK)
Ir your probability function graphs, is there any attempt to account for distance away from
fixation point?
Dr Greening (US)
Yes; implicitly in the way the data were arrived at. You will find more in Williams' writings
whtch are referenced in my paper. There is a distanccP function in there.
Mr Overington (UK)
I have the impression that these data were from highly supra-threshold, highly contrasting targets.
If so, they would refer to highly conspicuous target and target-confusible objects it the scene, as
opposed to poor visibility low contrast situations.
Dr Greening (US)
Yes. That assumption was made and borne out by the data. Objects in the real world are rarely
squired near threshold values; one is not generally pressing the operator hard.
Overington (UK)
My experience doesn't always confirm that finding.
Hr Ericson (US)
Subjects' expectations, due to briefing and repeated trials, were probcbly accurate.
someh.w try to set up the same fulfilled-expectation-situation in your real world task?

Did you

Dr Greening (US)
Yes, in the sense that part of our briefing data was a photograph of the target from the air
(but not identical to the actual target run view). So they did see target-in-ground as pert of their
concept. Williams' people did have an image of the target right in front of them.
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VISUAL S.ARCH PERFODANC
HUMAN
HOLELLING OF RANDON
BAED CK THE KYICAL PROPWRl

OF THE

by
Ian Overleaf on
Head of Applied Option Kesna.on

British Aircraft Corporation &,td. (B.A.C.)
Guided Weapons Division
P.O. Box 77
Filton House
Bristol 399 7A
United Xingdom.

SUMMARY
The physical properties of the eye lens and retina together with the
involuntary eye movements (tremor and drift) are considered as the basic
factors defining single glimpse detection probabilityCoupling of data
concerning these with sample probability theories of information transmission
from eye to brain via neural networks allows accurate prediction of
several sets of basic laboratory th~reshold data.

Introduction of the concept of convolution of object profiles with
the spread function of the eye lhnu allows extension of such single glimpse
The effects of atmospheric attenutatnon
predictions to unharp objects.
and range dependency of subtanded size may also be introduced at this stae .

Using this comprehensive formula for single glimpse probability as an input
a cturulative search probability model is developed for random search which

of
takes accounta

eof

visual lobe effects and the

vie,

transition from single glimpse to multiple glimpse situation at an

part of

the field of view.
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INTiRODUCTION

Modelling of random visual search performance is normally carried out on an empirical belie by
attempting to couple together sets of basic detection threshold data much as those relating to reveal

detection performrance and relative peripheral perfrmance, due allowances being made where appropriate

B2-2
fcr such items as magnification(if an optical aid is used) and atmospheric attenuation. This process
cannot usually allow for such factors as image quality and, if one inspects the various literature on
detection thresholds, must be highly depencant on which threshold data are used as a stsrting point.
A multiplicity o" threshold data have been compared by I-vies (Ref.1) who shows that the contrast
thresholds for a given size of target vary by 10 1 1 betw, or experimenters.
Impetus was giver, to researoh at B.A.r. to attempt to put such modelling on a firmer foundation by
results of a number of highly controlled field trials involving acquisition of aircraft through visual
Although not an air to gound exercise such trials provided an ideal controlled situation for
aids.
studying random search and it is )oneidered by the author tluat any findings are equally applicable to
That most air/ground situations involve
air to ground viewing in truly random search situations.
However, the basic
structured search to another matter and is beyond the scope of the present paper.
motelling concepts developed herein may possibly be extended to encompass definable structured search.
The results of the above field trials, whilst being highly self consistent, were markedly inferior
to expeota*ions.
Since it was known that the M.T.F.'s of the visual aids used were relatively poor the
burning question to resolve was 'Is the inferior performance compared to that predicted due to inaccurate
modelling of search, incorrect assumptions from input threshold data or the quality of the visual aid?'.
In order to answer this question a much fuller and better understood modelling of the acquisition process
was required than had hitherto been used.
Now a model of foveal detection performance for extended objects at a fixed field luminance had
With this model it
been developed at B.A.C. based on the physical properties of the human eye (Ref.2).
hnd been shown possible to predict accurately a variety of laboratory threshold data available from
literature including Ha. Blackweil's limited search and infinite viewing time experiments involving
detection of disc targets (Ref.3), the experiments concerning the effects of aspect ratio on the detection
threshold of rectangles by Lamar et al (Ref.4) and the ef4ct of defoous blur on thresholds of simple
The present paper shows how this model may be extended to cover
stimuli studied by Ogle (Ref.5).
peripheral performance and point objects and how image quality, atmospheric effects, stimulus growth and
By coupling
overlaying of glimpses may be included in one relatively simple mathematical formula.
this formula with a cumulative probability function it is then pcssible to model any random search
Since the model is a relatively simple formula it is easy to assess the sensitivity of
cituation.
acquisition performance and the cumulative prubability function to the various parameters.
2.

THE BASIC FOVEAL MCDEL

As a starting point it is necessary to ionsider the fundamental relationship between available
This is
visual stimulus and deneation produced for simple shaped, extended objects in plain fields.
given in Ref.2 as

loge [(K2 +
where

K )C

+

I

Kf(n),

(

K2 is a retinal image edge profile slope constant which is dependent on the spread function of
the eye lens together with blur introduced by image motion associated with involuntary eye
tremor and drift.
K3 is an image positional constant.
K

and

aare constants associated with population sample, field luminance and probability level

at which a decision is made as to the existence of an object.
C is the contrast of the object against it's
f(n) is a function

background.

of the number of retinal receptors (n) lying along the image contour.

For naked eye viewing K2 and K3 may be determined from measured data for the average eye.
N.B. In reference 2 the formula is stated in terms of log 0 rather than log with obvicus implications
on-the values of K and J quoted there and used here. Slnoe the ultimate tntontion is to model random
search, which must be on accumulation of single glimpse data, the main interest must initially lie in cm
Then, from Ref.2, we may write
appropriate form of Eq (1) for single glimpses.
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(2)

/fn - ) is the reciprocal of the product of n(n - 1) possible comparisons between signai
where f(n)
neural noise factor (see Ref.2 for discussion and explanation
channels at deep neural level and a 1
of this).
For fovea3 naked eye viewing of simple, sharp edged objects in plain fields this is fully
For smaller
definItivo where the dizensions are in excess of 5 minutes of arc subtense at the eye.
The effects of complex sh.apes, although
objects it is necessaxry to develop a correction formula.
sienificant, don't appeEr to be enormous (Ref.6) and for the purpose of this paper they will be ignored,
For specific definable complex
the size being always considered in terms of an equivalent circle.
shapes, and in particular for line features, it will be seen possible to develop alternative forms of the
basic cquations.
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Now with reference to Eq (2) the following ibservations may be made for a field situations-

prevailing visibility and intrinsic target

(i)

C will in general be a function of viewing range,
contrast Co .

(ii)

n can be defined in terms of linear object dimensions and viewing range.

(iii)

Viewing range itself can, in the most general case,
object distance and observation tie.

(iv)

K, will be a constant for foveal viewing at fixed field luminance.

be defined in terms of rate of ohange of
It will, however, be a

function of angle off optioal axis (o.f.Ref,7) for peripheral viewing, and of field luminance.
(v)

S, being a constant assooiated with the minimal sinal equired at the brain for a decision to be
made, will in general be a constant for a fixed level of motivation but should vary with
motivation.

(vi)

K3 may be considered a constant under moat conditicne.

(vii)

K uill be governed by the imaging properties of the eye lens and the edge quality of the input
For viewing through visual aids and/or turbulent atmosphere the effective value must
siimulus.
be factored to allow for the optical quality of the visual aid and/or atmosphere.

Thus, for approximate prodictions of the single glimpse situation in the field it is neocessary to
derive a correotion for small size, and to define C and n in terms of viewing range, K2 in terms of
optical quality and K1 in terms of viewing angle.
3. EXTENSIONS OF THE POVEAL MODEL
3.1.

The Small Size Domein

For small object dimensions there is a gadual transition, for naked eye viewing, from the basic
function
(n)

1' 1
logs F(K 2 + 3K3 )c
le
for both dimensions

K3C + I

+ '
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> 5 minutes of aro subtense to
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for both dimensions less than 0.6 minutes of arc where the object is effectively a point.
Hers K2 and K are new slope and position conpl.nts associated with the point spread funotion of the
2 3
imaging system (including the eye lenb.

d is the angular subtense of the diameter of the equivelent oirole (mine. arc).
n0 is a limiting number of retinal receptors associated with the image 'oontour' of a point object.
These two formulae and the transition range car be approximated by

loge
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where
where
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a being a constant whioh effectively defines the region of transition (on the size axis) from Eq (1) to
It has a value of approximately 0.6 for naked eye viewing.
Eq (3).
Also n can be represented by

( f 45.2(~

)

*

Ir......(5)

this bein" an approximation to give the correot funotion (approx.) for n at large radii
(where n s2.86 t(r 0.35) ) (Ref.1) and at small radii (O0.31' arc) (where no- 9).

(

.

1.2' arc)

For most purposes it is considered adequate and convenient to use a simpler approximation for n where
n

9/2 (d2

4 4)'.

Putting all the above into a form of Eq (2) containing only contrast and size we getsloge

K2 + K
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The above is approximating J(n - 1) in Eq (2) by n
3.2.

Contrat and Site &IsRane Functions
We are now ready to consider the introduction of basic atmoepheric effects end d

Now for contrast&.

where

C0 .exp(-01)

range funotions.
(7)

for viewing against the horizon sky (Ref.e)
CO is the intrinslc contraat of the object of interest,
o' is the atmospheric attenuation coeffioent,
R is the viewing range.

Whilst this iS not striotly true for other viewing situations (e.g. hig elevation ground to air
viewing) it was considered An adequate approximation for modelling the acquisition process for low flying
aircra.t and as such was used to check out the model predictions against field trials results.
For air to ground viewing a more complex formula

C . %o [I

b(l

-

-

exp(orR)

)J "

........

(8)

must be used for the general case where b is the so called 'sky/ground luminance ratio' (Ref.9). In oases
where the luminance of the target background approximates to that of the horizon sky Nq (8) approximatea
to Eq (7.
N.B. Equations (7) and (8) both asnume a homogeneous atmosphere, and diffuse target and background
surfaces, assumptions which themselves can .ead to certain problems in a practical field situation (Ref.1O).
Also d .
where

aa

I

D is the linear diameter of the equivalent object circle in metres.
R is the range in Km.
d is in min,.tes of arc.

Then we may write, from Eq (6)
l (K2 K+

log
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The above is a semi-rigorous definition of the situation for naked eye viewine (i.e. assuming it is
permissible to ignore shape effects).

3.3. Uneharp Objects
It may be that, instead of the object of interest presenting a Good, sharp luminance discontinuity
This situation
to the eye, the change of luminano across the edge of the object is gradual ('unsharp').
can ar.e in simulation or can be due to viewing through imperfect visual aide, to certain forms of
atmospheric turbulence or to fine shape structure on the object which is unresolved by the eye a discrete
detail.
In any of these oases the effect can be allowed for in modelling if the effective luminance
profile as presented to the eye can be specified.
For large objects ( 10' arc) all that is necessary
is to convolute the luminance profile of the object F(x) with the effective line spread function of the
eye Ae(X).
i.e.

Image profile

G(z

. /F(.

-).A(f

(0)

).dJ

-em

If now O(x) in differentiated with respect to x, x being measured perpendicular to the luoal image
The peak
contour direction, the result, d.G(x) . A(x), is a retinal image luminance gradient function.
value of this, AT(x):, is then dx a measure of the maximum luminance gradient in the retinal image of the
object F(x).
But for viewing of 'sharp' objects the equivalent to the above is the line spread function
(approximately) and similarly the maximum, A.(x)M is a measure of the maximum
of the eye, As(x),
luminance gradient in the retinal image of a 'sharp' object.
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Thus thu ratio AT(X)m/A(),

May be taken

as a quality factor whioh must operate on

in

N.B. The above is only striotly true for largo objects and where A (x) is the .JM epread function ot the
eye.
For small objects (10' aro diameter and less) strictly apealing 2-dimensional convolutions with the
jpont spread function of the eye should be used but the subsequent differantiation and talting of the ratio
are identical.
The Aided Vision Caee

3.4.

For viewine through visual aide,
for magnification oAd veiling glare.

in addition to allowing for optioal imaging quality#, we must allow

Magnification is taken ce.re of by writing 1D in place of D in Eq (9) whilst veiling glare, whinh is
a softening of general scene contrast, is allowed for simply by operating on f(O 0) by a footorI.
Strictly ape iking, in addition there should be a modification to e sinoe the system point spread
function will be larger than for the naked eye with consequent change tn the ease range for transition
from a 'point' object to an 'extended' objeot.
However, since the change toes is dependent on the IbM
diameter, and since a change of e only has a minor
of the system point spread function as well a@ it's
effect an threoholds of the smallest objects, it was considered an excessive oamplicAtion to allow for it
in the present model.

3.5.

The Complete Foveal Final@ Glimpse Model
From the above the ful1 equation fox single glimpse foveal viewing may be written out.

L"

J
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Visual Lobte

To tonsider search one must consider detection lobes and extra-foveal detection.
This may be
covered adequately by Invoking different values of n from Osterberg's data on retinal receptor
for other
range
of
a
function
as
size
lobe
visual
of
measure
a
providing
concentration (Ref.11), thereby
set conditions.
An adequate fit is
ne/n .1/(

where

0

ie

given by a relationship
j

(unpublished work by ".P.

LaYin)

the viewing angle considered measured in degrees fram the fovea.

at least for small values of a (.4

1)

/

)o.,4

(n.

Hence, for determination of visual lobe size, Eq (11)

.
L
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~
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becomes'-
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(236M

1)2
)
.

(12

with B as for Eq (11) and where 9 is the radius of the visual lobe in degrees.
Eq (12) is then the
complete equation of vision for &ouisition of simple targets in a simple baok ound in a single glimpse
subject to the limitations on Pape 2 (shkape), 4 (atmospheric attenuation lawe) and above.

4.

SIMIICATICWS WN INTED"2M*Ci0

OF VOARI.A .
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a common situation for full

the left hand side (L.H.S.)

of Zq (12)

considerably.
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for small x.

Thip leads to a much simpler equation to inspect; vits2
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Now the L.H.S. of Zqs. (12) and (13) represents the average stimulus available to each retinal
receptor pair 3Iing long the image edge contour and the right hand side (R.u.S.) represents the stimulus
required to reach threshold at a defined confidence level.
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The R.H.S. contains experimental oonstnteg range, angle off fovea, magnifioation and target as.
the R.H.S. beoomes a constant e.jd we may universally equate the remaining
Hense, if we hold these constant
parameters in Eq (13), (i.e. 0 ,, 1 and AT(x)., -( ), whereupon(0. "T.A. (x),A
") "constant may be
bviu&s.
This, of Oourse, is littli more than a statement of the
taken as Invariant.
2 2
For Eq.(12) or (13) when 236M .D 4 BOR2 (say 1 1 20) then the R.H.S. becomes indopendant of M and
Also around the memo condition (8M 4 .n 4 . a4)* becomes nearly equal to R2 .
Thus under %heas

D.

conditions, i.e. where M1
2

.

2

.f(o

0 ).

7/2

1/7.7' the stimulus situation becomee much simplified and

. onatant for a given system quality (Riooo's Law for point objects).

At the other extreme when 236M2.D2 > 80R 2 X 10

Similarly Eq (12) also simplifies to
1 "..; K97 *AK
K3)B

where

B

simplifies to
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L

Eq (13)

K1 .R1 5(#

6aa'

B'+ I
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Under these conditions, in either case, if threshold is designated by T,
(T

.

..

.

(16)

which may be taken as a general law for extended objects.

5.

THE SEARCH SITUATION

To this poit all theory has been applied to probability of acquisition in a single glimpse.
In a practical sitjation the target will be presented at some position in a bounded search field and the
probability of detecting it in one glimpse will be related to the size of the prevailing visual lobe
(for the instantfneous stimulus onditions) and the size of the search field.
This will always apply
for empty field search through a visual aid with any significant maLifioation, even when in a so called
'no search' mode, since the eyepiece field of view of most visual aide is between 30 and 50 .
Even for
naked eye viewing there is usually an uncertainty of position of several degrees, although this may not
be so in oertain wall briefed situations. Thu the simple single glimpse probability defined by Lqr(12)
and (13) is a very inadequate representation of the complete acquisition process.
However, it is still
the basic input.
What is required is a modelling of the accumulation of probability of acquisition with
successive glimpses as the stimulus grows through threshold.
If a weighted search pattern and a soft-shell visual lobe are considered - the realistic practical
case - then the computation is very complex.
Portunately it is possible reasonably to approximate the
visual lobe situation by defining a hard shell lobe as the 50% single glimpse probability envelope and
saying that all targets within the envelope will be detected and all outside it will be missed.
Averaged over a number of glimpses this should not be seriously in error.
If also a uniform weighting
to search within the field is assumed (a reasonably fair assumption if the observer has no prior
information from which to structure his search) it may be shown that the single glimpse probability is
given by
2
2

P9 -

.......

(17)

-

where B is the instantaneous value of visual lobe radius from Eq (12) using values of K and
appropriate to a50o single glimpse probability, and 8F is the radius of the soarch field.
Then the total probability of detection in m glimpses will be

This, of course, is only a true statement if the glimpses are independent.
The approximation of visual lobes as hard shells defined by the 506 probability contour is only
adequate when the foveal single glimpse probability of deteotion is unity.
When the foveal probability
of detection is less than unity, 9a must be defined as the radius for a probability of Pf/2 and the total
probability must be limited by pf
where pf is the foveal single glimpse probability.
In this case the single glimpse probability is

In general the cumulative glimpse probability after m glimpses in given where
mpfr(1pg

Pr.n"

or

m

"Pp
f

I- pf(1p
0
r.1 fr

)pf(m_,)(1

-

pg(n-i))

)

.pf(1

- p1 l)

.....

gr

1.9

-

1 p(1 - P

(20)
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For a 'no growth' stimulus situation Pfr and pcr in Eq (20) are constant and equal to p

end pV

respeotively.
In the case where the stimulus is growing throua threshold fairly rapidly it in likely
that p after several glimpses will be unity and that the only glimpses which contribute signifioantly to
In this case 1 is gven by Eq (18) approximately.
Im Lrimthoae where pf is unity.
N.B. If one has not a b
field (i.e. naked eye situation), it is oonsid~red that no correction for
field boundary is required and it is then probably permissible to use p - #,12 instead of Eq (17).
6.

PREDICTIOtI

OF! LLBOAATORY THMEbaUO

DATX

-

In order to check on the adequacy of parts of the extended model of vision it is necessary to find
controlled laboratory data taken under appropriate oircumstances against which to make predictions in the
first instance. Now a majority of laboratory data is neither true single glimpse, true random search nor
true infinite viewing time.
However, three particular
sets of data were considered appropriate - those of
3timulus
J.H. Taylor (Ref.7) for sinsle glimpse detection of
Dameter
various sizes of objects in peripheral vision, those of
(Derees)
Krendel and Modinsky (Rsf.12) concerned with empty field
search and Blaokwell's infinite viewing time foveal
e
0.017
detection experiments (Ref.3) for studLying small size
0
*
effects.
6.1.

Peripheral Viuio0

In order to check the adequacy of the extension of
the model to peripheral vision an exercise was carried
out to attempt to find one pair of constants K1 and
,
which would fit the whole range of J.H. Taylor1 s data
obtained at a background luminance of 75ft.L..
It was
found that one pair of constants would indeed provide a
very adequate prediction of these data - K - 1.1 and
S.. 0.0004.
The predictions of Talor's lata using
these constants are shown in fig.1.
l
6.2.

0

D
*

0.06
U
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Emety Field Search

Krendel and Wodinoky's data are available as a
set of mean search times for different combinations of
contrast, size, field luminance and search area.
With such a set of data it is preferable to work
backwards from the set of ms6n search times for
various object sizes and contrasts and to compute a
set of values of K necessary to prediot them by
assuming Sia am uled previously.
Now there is a suspicion of wasted glimpses for
small search fields as found by Enoch (Ref.13).
Also
all other data for which the model had been used as a
predictor to date were obtained at high photopic levels.
Thus it was decided to compute values of KI for a
selection of object conitrasts and sizes at the highest
field luminance tested by Krendel and Wodineky and
with the largest and smallest search areas studied.
The largest search area, having a diameter of 430, was
well above the search field sizes where Enoch found
significant
glimpses
whilst
,
the smallest
search
aehaving wasted
diameter
of 680
wsisthin
therphre
area, a

0.029

0

*

we..

where Enoch found wasted glimpses,

the

-1

0
*0.2

A
2
• 2.00
-

0

1

2
3
2
i Eooentrioity.

4
e 4es
(Degres)l

R__.1.
Predictions of J.H.Taylor'e
Peripheral edquition
Thresholds using
cqistonThesodsusn
.A.C. Vision Theory with Constants derived
from Tylor's 0.25 Data.
Predictions.
0
* Taylor's Data.

For any particular situation if we take the
search time for 5C probability this may be related to
asmEq
(18
limpeuh time).5 - I - (1
pg)
m . i/t
(t a . search time for 506 probabilityl t g , mean
5

For this exercise a value cf 0.3 sees. was taken for t , this being the median value ascertained by
a number of workers wno have studied eye movements.
Then, fvum this value of p and Eq (17), one -an derive a value of 9 and, from Eq (12),a value
of K1 .
The questions are whet~er the values of K for a given search arel are constant, whether the
mean value of K obtained for the large sear'ch araa Is significantly different from that required to fit
the Taylor data, and whether the values of KI for the small search area are appreciably greater than for
the large search area.
If the values of K for a given search area are fairly constant this tends to
support the Dodelling concept used.
If thl mean value of K is greatly different from tnat to fit Taylor
data it would suggest a marked ohang3 in basic foveal threshold performance due to search.
The results of the exercise to compute a set of values of K are to be found in Table 1.
It will
be seen that the values of K for the large secrch erea are toleraily constant over a wide range of
contrasts and aizeb, paxtlcu larly bearing in mind the fact that the tabulated results of Kxendel and
*dins.y are taken fro. beat fits to their data which they acknowledge themselves to be not always good.
Of greatest iportance is the fact that there are no a
uS trends of K1 in terms of size or contrast.
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Search Field) Target
Diameter i Diameter
(Mina.)
(degrees)
43

6.8

Contrast

mean 50A

1

0.43
0.68

4.8

The average value of K for the large search
field (K - 1.62) is a4preciably higher than
that required to fit the J.H. Taylor data.
Part of this difference is to be expeoted due
to the Krendel and Wodineky data being
obtained at a lower field luminance than that
used by Taylor.
In addition it is to be

K

tDe

7.2
2.7

1.47
1.28

13

0.086
0.11
0.14

21
11
3.3

1.91
1.88
1.43

24

0303
0.072

21
3.6

1.50
1.88

13

0.086

1.8

2.68

24

0.03

8.3
3.7

3.00
3.50,

0:038

expected that the threshold* will be higher
than those of Taylor due to the method of
experimentation being one of free ohoioe.
The values of K obtained for the 6.8 search
field are lees latisfaotorily constant.
They are, on the other hand, very appreciably
higher than those for the larger search area,
the ratio being approximately as would be
predicted from Enoch.

6.3.
Table 1.
Selected mean acquisition times from
Krendel and Wodinsky and values of K to match with
the model of equation (12) using glilpse times of
0.3 secs.

No Search. Infinite Viewing Time

The opposite end of the viewing
spectrum from wide field search is where we
have no search at all, an extended viewing
time and no atimulue growth.
This is
represented in the laboratoz7 by Blackwell's
classical Tiffany Foundation experiments

(ReflOo).

Such a viewing situation must yield the absolute maxima acquisition ranges for a given set of
field conditions.
It was postulated by Overington and Lavin (Ref.2) that for such a situation the basic
threshold formula for foveal vision should be modified by removing ar noise function.
Thus the formula
proposed for infinite v-ewing times instead of Eq (2) was

s

K1

_________t

loge

.K;Cn

E

.

.

.

.

(21)

.

(22)

_

Converted into a size, contrast and range function
similar to Eq (12) this becomessa2
'C2'~)
1
1)125
K2VTx)M * "33
B
K,. A 2..( ,,.*
)1 -25

log go

-

33"B
+ +31
[K

22

(2 361 .2
. + So2)

where in the limit, for fixated foveal viewing,

.

.

.

0a- 0.

The values of KI and 6 necessary to
fit the Blackwell data at 30ft.L. have been
computed. They are found to be KI - 1.05
and S - 0.0004 which are virtually the same
as those shown to be necessary to fit the
Taylor data (obtained at 75ft.L.) using
Eq (12).
For a fit to a typical set of
daylight data (e.g. 300ft.L.) it was found
necessary to reduce K to 0.74, retaining
S at 0.0004.
The fits achieved for both
30ft.L. and 300ft.L. are shown in fig.2.
The implication of the close
agreement of constants for similar
luminance in this and the proceeding
Sections is that for a fixed field
luminance total visual performance for
simple stimuli may be predicted by one pair

30
2n
10
5
4
2
I
.'
).001

1.0
1

0.1
Contrast.

0.01

.

0,5

of constants simply by invoking a
progressive 'suppression' of receptor
channel noise as glimpses &,e overlaid.

F
Theoretical Predictions of Blackwell Infinite
Search Curves.
Data from 3lackwell £
300 ft.L.,
& 30 ft.L..

It is postulated that the form of

this progressive suppression of noise is

Theoretical Predicticna -

itself a cumulative probability function.
Then for a finite number of overlaying
glimpses N, and with an infinite viewing
time foveal probability If - 1, we have

V

1-

e

W (I - P.)

pgq is the single glimpse probability on the qth. overlaid glimpse.

V

> #2, we still have

-1 1 - pq)

30 ft.L.

..........

where In is the accumulated probability in N glimpses.

For a search situation where m

a 300 ft.L. (K1 : 0,J

where

m

a/2P.

Ki11

(23)

05
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Howeverp in place o Mq (18)

1t.
"I1- J1 (I - #N) . .

T2
here a m 91/2
e nd rrelates to
the rth of a f miteenumbor of glimpse
positions 8.

0-

~l0For

a substantially no growth
these foraulas beconme simply

osituation
.0~

-

6-an

0
n

0

I
300f t.L.(approx)
Co. - 0.6

0 for
_

10

_

_

_

1-

whanoe

6.5P
7.2 mtres.

".

(I -

p)

(1-

P)

N.

.. l- 0i-p

. . . (25)

i.e. a simple oumulative probability
function for m glimpses.

__

20
Visibility (Km)

(4)

3o

Equally in a no growth situation
where feveal probability is pf for single
glimpses and if for infinite viewing time
Acquisition Range v Visibility for a variety_4N.q.l
P
of Conditions where v . 0.2 Km/sec..
I f (If
x Reference Conditions- OF - 250, C - -0.9, HD - 30metres,
I . 3oft.L,. (approx.).
(p
All conditions plotted have .
A1,T(x)M/A ()
- 1.
fin
Pf " x (f
N
Other conditions quoted are variants from
p
i
d
the reference condition.
"
.
... f p+

,a s

or

fr =-

[pf

if

-

+ (if.

-

pdj..(26)

This formula fits all end conditions and explains the transition from single glimpse to compound
glimpse situations.
N.B.

on,./j2
1: <

In a stimulus growth situation, of
course, the stimulus is growing through
threshold during the accumulation of
overlaid glimpses.
Thus each overlaid
glimpse is 'stronger' than the preoseding
one.
The detailed mathematics of
accumulation of overlaid glimpses in this
situation, which involves growth of visual
lobes interacting with search accumulation,
is beyond the scope of the present paper.
It is therefore recommended that, for the
present, the fixated foveal viewing model
in a growth situation be used solely as a
predictor of absolute maximum acquisition
range as growth tends to zero.
A
probable minimum acquisition range may then
be predicted by assuming approximately
20 overlaid glimpses necessary to approach
the infinite viewing condition. Knowing
the approach speed and assuming an average
of 3 glimpses/second the maximum
differential closing of range during
accumulation of glimpses may readily be
computed.
7.

.192

N .t1 but can heve an v lue greater than unity (i.e. is not limited to integer values).
When N=.?
1r
aaCF
When N >I1,
sa

18
16
14
1112
0
a0
48
6
Co

- 0.9

4

1

3 ft.L.

2

W e( )
.m
v - 0.2 Ia/seo.

PRACTICAL USE OF THE CcMPLETE MODEL

ve are now in a position to
consider the total random search situation
(assuming independence of glimpses) and
the best performance with search tending
to zero.
Now the main purpose of this
comprehensive model is to study acquisition
performance in a stimulus growth situation
in the field.
For the computation in a
searoh and stimulus growth situation a

10

20

30

Visibility (KJ)
FiR.4.
Aoquisitior Range v Visibility for Various
Search Conditions (Large Target).
0 GF" 0 (single glimpse foveal).
X
t' . 2 5 0.
V
ti M Roo.
F0F.0

1
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value of R is first obtained from Eq (12)
or (13), with 0a . 0 (i.e. for foveal
single glimpse detection).
This value
of R is then usrd as a starting point
for search probability computations.

12

A set of range increments are
next chosen from the computed value of R.
(increments of 0.2K-.are found to be
appropriate for aircratt approach).
For the first of these ranges Eq (12) or
(1)
ia used to compute a value of Sa .
The value of 0
is entered into a
probability program together with
F
and a single glimpse probability
compated.
A number of glimpses for
the differential range is computed from
mean glimpse time and approach speed
using M : :R/vt where 6 R is a range
increment, v ie the closing velocity
(Km/seo) and t is the average glimpse

"

a

6
S
.
3
t.L.
)
0UL0
ft.L
AT U/A
0.2 K/so.c

1
COflltiM

2

L

't

I

0.
10

By intirpolation the cumulative
time.
probability over these glimpses is
produced.
Finally more values of
rangare injiected into Eq (12) or (13)
and the above procedure repeated until

30

20
Visibility (KCm)

!
.5.

Acquisition Range v Visibility for Various

Search Conditions (Small Target).

the required cumulative probability is

achieved or the complete

09

C
4

ixated foveal (no search, no

umuatve

probability profile is constructed.

0
o

For predictions of 'no search'
performance for a set of viewing
conditions a value of R is obtained from Eq (22)

G

0 (snl glip
Op
2.50

.

$1,

with

I

roth).

ovs)

. 50

19 set equal to zero.

A computer program has been written which combines Eq (12) and (13) by inclusion of a 'power'
constant on the R.H.S. and also allown an alternative input from Eq (13).
This program then allows
computation of an appropriate 50% probability acquisition range (single glimpse or infinite time) and
goes on to compute the complete cumulative probability/range curve where appropriate.

8.

SaU

SAMPL

OTIPJTS

Amongst the factors atudid u-in the model to date are some typioaL relationships between
acquisition range and previling visibility for a selection of target sizes and search areas, the effects
of search area on acquisition range and accumulation of probability for specific sizes, and the effect
of image quality on acquisition performance.
Some sample results are shcn in figures 3 - 7.
In figure 3 are shown a number of acquisition curves a functions of visibility.
It is interesting to
note that they are all of very similar shape.
Certain of these ourves, most particularly the wide
field search curves, have been verified in field trials as being accurate in both trend and absolute
value (visibility being measured along the mean inclined viewing path which is very different from
meteorological horizontal ground visibility - ee for instance Ref.14).
In figures 4 and 5 the massivo
effects of search on acquisition
in a stimulus growth situation
are well illustrated.
pote
paricularly the vast difference

ibetwen

0.6
0.8

\
\

S0.6 -

best fixted fva

a & b - H ft10 Ka.
a&d-R-20K.
\ O
d -R v . 20 m.
6e& f - Re - 30 Ka.

I %
f%

a'
0.4

effects of degrading the retinal
sharpness by a factor of 2.

\image

'

acquisition
and that with
0
10 dLiamester search field in fig.5.
Fig.6 illustrates the change of
slope of the cumulative probability
curves as a function of both
visibility and search area.
Finally in fi.7
can be seen the

0.2
9.
12It
15

00
10

20

ha been shown possible
to develop a complete model of the

FI..
Typical Probability /Rang
Plots am a
Function of Search Angle and Visibility.
(v . 0.2 Km / meo.)
25 0
$p .
500°
19

visual acquisition process for a
random search situation based on
the physical properties of the eye.
*ith the model it becomes possible
to investigate the interactions
between such factors as search
field area, retinal image quality,
target growth rate and visibility,
as well as tisir interactions with
the more 'standard' parwetee,

5

R=Vge (Ka)

x

Foveel

single

acquisiton range (P-0.5).
alimpse

23
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The 'K" Factor in Air-to-Ground Acquisition Modelling.
D. 0. SILVETHORN
BRITISH AIRCRAFT OORPORATI? LIMITED
OUIDED WEAPO2S DIVISION : BRISTOL WORKS
SUMKARY
The
in which the
range". The
provides the
brightness.
functions.

simplest acquisition lask from the modelling viewpoint is that of detection under conditions
target and its location are fully learned. This task is scored as a "potential detection
starting point at B.A.C. for modelling this task is the Tiffany Data (Blackwell, 1946) which
probability of detection at a given target contrast as a function of ingular sire and field
The link to detection raage is provided by appropriate size-range and contrast-range

This paper illustrates that correspondence obtained between the shapes of the probabilirj-range
curves is good both for field and simulated field detection data, but that actual performance levels are
much lower than predicted. A "degradation" factor (the K factor of the title) has been introduced to cover
this discrepancy and a similar fudge factor has been invoked to cover differences between simulated and
direct field trial data.
The paper examines the factors on which K is dependent and describes relevan.t experiments at
P.A.C. and the associated attempts at modelling them. It is at once a progress statement and an indication
of the necessary further stuuies.
LIST OF SY'MBOLS
A,a

-Area

Bo
b

-Field
(or background)
-Sky-ground
brightness brightness
ratio

C

-Apparent contrast
-Intrinsic Contrast
where contr&st is defined as the ratio of the brightness difference between te.rget and
background to the background brightness

H
H

-Glimpse time
-Altitude

I(
n
p
p
pf
Rf
S
t

-Degradation Factor
-4iu=ber of
-Probability density
-Single glimpse
-Single glimpse fcvreal
-Ran(5e
-stimulur. value
-Statistic "number of atandird daviations"

V

-Visibility

X,Y
a(
0
0
s-

-measures in Cartesian coordinates
-angAlar subtense
-Cumulative Probability
-Angle off axis
-Standard deviation

The symbol
1.

-

Ft. Lamberts

(circumflex) over bzy other symbol refers to the median value.

IVI RO IUCTION

Yodelling in any sense requires a definition of aims, identification of relevant parameters, the
collection of relevant theoretical and/or empirical data, assembly, or programming end finally validation.
It is an iterative, learning procesa7 it is a simplified, incomplete expression of the reality; its suocisa
and its value depends on the abi.ity of the moeller to identify the relevant parameters. In a sense, the
m.odel stands for a scientific hypothesis and as such should be capable of predicting effects uhioh advance
the understanding of underlying processes. Arising frnm this, the sensitivity of the end product to the
various input factors and Lo their interctions can be assessed with the aim of simplification and also to
stimulate further development.
Again, in validating the model against experimental or field data, it must
be expected that inconsi~tencies will be revealed when such data is derived from situations akin to
but not idantical with the syqtcr modelled. The model however wouid be of little value if it had no
capability :or ettrapolations part of the validation process must be to detcrmiro the limits to
extrapolation.
This paper first considered the aims of modelling target acquisition for the air-to-ground case
and is followed by a -ujmary of the relevant parameters to be considered. A simple model for the no-search
case ip discussed and a used to introduce tht K or degradation factor as a necessary element. A more
advnnccd model for the no-searrh case, best handled by a digital computer program, is given and the results
of certain comparisons with flight and simulated flight experimental studies are described.
2.

kOI ELLfl

AIMSq

Modelling in the present context aimp to predict the probability of acquiring the designated
target as a funotion of its range as the target is approached on a defined course.
the term acquasitix, is used to cover "detectioa" as a response to the presence of an object, and
"rsoopniio" as a response to th-i presence of an object matching the target description. The acquisition
task may be performed under no-a,,aroh or search conditions, with the naked eye or aided.

2G
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The accuracy requirement, an important part c. any statement of modelling aims, is complex end
has not been fully defined at the present level of study.
I shall leave it here simply as + 5a0 on the
threshold detection range, 11, as given by the model itself and excluding errors in the measurements of
input parameters such as visibility. Some such statement is necessary if the modelling is to be efficient.
Starting from a 'bet'
performance prediction, the approach adopted has been to identify the
sources of degradation likely to affect the real world situation and to estimate the magitude of the
degradation or K factor. The "best performance" prediction as used in the present studies is for the nosearch case end is based on the 'erea theory' of detection as exemplified in the Tiffany data (Reference 1).
This data describes the detection of circular disc targets in a plain field as a function of their angular
diameter e
their contrast C and also of the field brightness BO . Unlimited viewing time was given to each,
well practiced, subject using the psychophyical "method of constlanT",
There are alternative starting points which are well summarined by Davies (Reference 2A). In his
paper tc this conference, Overington describes his development of an alternative based on an edge detection
theory.
The level of accuracy given above might suggest that a crude model, such as
K V might be
adequate.
Inspection of experimental and field data shows this not to be the case; the range of values
of K needed is too wide.
More detailed modelling can be expected to show the dependence of K, as defined
in this maner, on other factors as listed in the following section.

3.

IDI'IFICATIO1. OF RELEVA JT PARAME2iMS
riofly, those may be considered in four principal groups as follows:

3.1.

Visual characteristics of the target and field as projected along the sight-line.
Real-world

taructs are usually three-dimensional

objects of complex

interior

detail;

while the

dimensions can be regarded as fixed, brightness levels will depend on the direction and intensity of
incident illumination and the reflcctive properties of the various target surfaces.
The field will generally
be structured: the level of background clutter,
the presence of objects confusable with the target and target
scree'dn
will affect acquisition.
The target position in the field will be known for the no-search case
and unknown, but within a defined area for the search-case.

The sight-line direction may be resolved in terrs of along-track range,
are taken am

the basic geometric

offset and altitude.

These

factors affecting acquisition.

Observer

A1-,vde4

offs t

Alon c
'
th
3.2.

These and their
observer.

".Tar~ct

rates of change nay have psychological

!<odification of the target/field

and well

as physiological

characteristics by transmission through

implications

for

the atmouphre.

The principal effects here are well established and operate by attenuation of the target intrinsic
contrast.
The simplest expression of the effect is given by:

c0

C

e-3 ' 2 P./%'

()

(where the constant 3.92 relates to a visibility
defined by the Z_ residual contrast point).
appropriate expression for air-to-ground viewing is given by,

C _
(which reduces

to (i)

A more

C

for a sky-ground brightness ratio,

(2)
b-i).

The validity of these expressions depends on a homogeneous atmospheres altitude (or layering)
effects, the presence of broken cloud between sun and eight-line, precipitations and localised industrial
laze arc typical factors which may upset this homogeneity.
3.3.
!odification
include:
(i)

of the target/field

characteristics

Properties of the imaging system,

by imaging systems.

such as magnification,

veiling glare,

less, field of view and blur. Similar factors will apply
situations for experimental purposes.
,

(0ii)

For optical systems,
aperture affects.

The relevant factors here

the interaction with the optical properties

Interaction with the observer's interpretive
Radar imagery.

capacity -

transmission

when simulating real world

of the eje.

particularly

-

e.g.

for Infra Rod and

'
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3.4.

Observer Characteristics

The observer, reoeiving a vis al input, will oorelate this with msmorised information to reach a
decision and then to make an appropriate response. Fatore a&facting hi. performance inolude:-

4.
4.1.

(i)

Optical efficiency of the observers visual process. Mechanical effects of the environment,
particularly vibration, should be included here. Target and Field motions relative to each
other and to the observer can also be expected to affect visual performance.

(ii)

Psychological factors, affecting the ability of the observer to interpret the visual scene
in the light of the briefing given and to make the appropriate decision in both search and
no-searoh modes. In the search case, approach speed and search area must additionally be
considered. Implications of the required response for the observers dtoisxun making must
not be neglected.

A SIMPLE NO-SEARCh MODEL
Mathematical Description

At

We assume an approach along the eight-line to a target of area A. normal to the sight-line.
a range R then, the angular diameter da. of the circle of equivalent area is given byt

Assuming a visibility, V, the apparent contrast CR at range R is taken ds given by equation
(0) viz,

Co.

e-""

V

The Tiffany data as reported by Blackwell for foveal, unlimited viewing time is approximated,
for the threshold, by:

',
the threshold stimulus, is a constant for a given
. < 5 minutes of arc.
for small uitgular sizos,
background brightness.
which by
Fp. 00.
We airilarl describe the atimulue magitude at range R by

substitution from (I1 and (3) becomes:
-.

397q (A,,C.)'

____

(5)
Since Ao and C0 are "intrinsic" charateristios of the target we define an intrinsic stimulus

3o8 7 9(AC.)"' whe nce

which in 1!aperian logarithms becomes

Using the approximation

for the "frequency of seeing" surve given by Blockwell, we find

The probability of detection at range R is

then given by:

(ZTI)"
log,j

where

, ,

,,

,

2" +

ft
S'

4

At
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-

l

7b.)
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-
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?inally, simulating the approach to the target by inoremental steps in range, and calculating
at each stop leoq
from (6) ,
t* from (7b) and thus
_ from (7a), we therefore map out the
cumulative detection probability.
By its derivation, this dehoribee the probability of detection given
unlimited viewing time at each range. While this is not of much practical field value, it does correspond
in experimental situations to what we have called "Potential" detection probability.
Fro'

this analysis certain other features of the model

ollows

(i) The range at which a given probability 0 is reached is given by:

So - Io 5,o

log. R, + 1'96R*/v =

(8a)

-

where

In particular, the median datection range is given by

(ii)

4.2.

Since toU,,S is, approximately, normally dietributed about Ioi.,
then 069j +9
)
ie,approximately, normally distributed also, from which it appears that neither log R nor R
can be normally distributed. However, for purposes of -' tting cumulative probability
curves as predicted by modelling, and determined frcm experimental data, it has been found
helpful to express these curves in PROBIT v LOG RANGE form (where PROBIT - t + 5 1 this
will be reooised as equivalent to plotting on normal probability paper).

A First Comparison With Experimental Data

Figure 1 illustrates at (A) model predictions and at (B) certain experimental results expressed
in simil.ar form. The model was not used here to predict the experimental results but to show that the
general form of results is compatible.
An interesting point arises here, the value of S4xlt used in
the model is derived from Blankwells "average observer" while the experimental results are based on 4
replications by each of 6 observers.
This suggests the Blackwell variance to be too high, which is in
accord with values commonly found in our own experimentation or. thresholds. This discrepancy may be due
to the different psychophysioal methods used by ourselves and Blackwell. Snoe we use a curtailed method
the 'threshold trrcking" method-we acquire data from individual subjects over a matter of a few days

while -the more elaborate method of Blackwell involves

subjects for much longer periods.

It will be observed also that the experimental results depart from the expectation provided by
the model for the 10Km visibility case. l-hile we can largely discount results at greater than 90% or less
than the 10 levIls on the basis of their low accuracy in probability, there does remain an effect to be
explaine d.

4.3.

The Degradation Factor, K.

In order to seek a match betweon the experimental data and the model prediction it is convenient
to introduce a degradton factor K into the model.
This we assume, in the first place, to operate on
the threshold stionlu S such that the degraded stimulus
in given by:

SK=KS
where K is greater than unity in the sense of degradation and less
than unity in the aense of onhanoement. Thus

io5 % -

4- )o(10)

--

Replacn
I09
ir, equation (8b) to represent the cperative threshold characteristic and combining
with (da) and (10) gives

lo(O"O + 1-96,P/V = 1o0%So- ioc - - t6' ,64 -togK
or

ror

.....

(la)

the threshold range

13-+ 1-%
16,/

-1

So - 10o,

- lo3,.K(1b

Clearly, the degradation term, log, K, can be seen to describe also a degradation of the
intrinsic stimulus through intrinsic contrast and, or absolute area. This incidentally provides a mears
to represent magification and veiling glare factors in sight systems (sight transmission loss can be
represented directly by a degradation of the threshold stimulus).

4.4.

Further Comparison with Experimental Data

The teak uet required subjects to deteot a diamond shaped target aided by a X1O magnifioation
The
sight. The simulation provided a target growth situation as represented in equations (1) and (3).
ta.rget was prasonted on a plain illuminated screen so observcd through the fixed eight as to appear
30Km
20
and
of
10,
randomly in one of several positions. Targets of two sies were used; visibilities
were simulated. Each of six subjects compl3ted tour runs at each nize and visibility condition against
randomly selected target positions. Figure 1 illustrates at B the cumulative probability curves for the
three visibilities at one size.
To estimate the degradation factor, using equatinn (1 b), the median detection ranges for each
. Using
')
.q(t/
size-visibility combination were extracted end used to calculate values of 2 1eo
2
the intrinsic contrast of 0.6 set in the simulation and the two sizes (7.4m2, 14a.m) together with the
, consistent with
sight magnifioation,values of 30 were obtained. A value -0.575 was taken for log
the Blackwell Foveal unlimited viewing time data of loft Lamberts, which assumed the sight transmission
loss. The values of K then obtained from (11b) werei
A0

10
20
30

7.4

Ao

K

V(Km)

18.3
14.8

16.7
17.2

V.(Km)

K

10

19.3

20
30

17.1
16.3

Using the mean value of K viz 17.5 in (Ila) the median, 10 and 90% points were estimated with
; -F
apf
eba0.271.
the predicted 10, 50 and 90%points, as a
The data is illustrated in Figure 2, togethera with
good flit can be claied - but it remains to show
For all practical purposes
how far the degradation factor can be predicted. There is clearly no single source of degradation and
the following components have been identified for the present example.
function of visibility.

(i)

(ii)

Task differences between the experiment and implied by the simple models in particular
there is an element of search in the experimental task which is more akin to the Blackwell
6 second, 8 position search case. This difference, estimated from the Tiffany data is
represented approximately by a degradation factor of 1.6. A stimuiw, growth situation,
in one direction only, is provided by the experimental task. Davies (Reference 2)
This is
of 0.55 is apptopriate.
suggests that for this case an increase in I*%,.
equivalent to an increase of 0.633 in tojtt , or to a degradation faptor of 1.9.
Transmission loss and magnification factors have already been included
Sight effects.
in the modelling. There remain veiling glare and blur effects. The latter has not
been estimated for the sight used but the veiling glare effect has been estimated at
providing: Apparent contrast

-

0.7 x target contrast at the screen.

This is equivalent to a degradation factor of 1.2. A further factor, whose magnitude
has not been estimated, ooncoerns the setting up of the sight in terms of focus and
inter-pupilary distance of the relatively inexperienced subjects.
(iii)

Effects of target simulation as they affect the quality of the image presented on the
screen. Intrinsic contrast and the effeot of visibility were checked at one position
on the screen and for a relative'y large target. A bias was in fact found in the
cntrast measurement but the corrected value has been used in the present modelling.
While it la now felt the method of cheoking out the simulation was inadequate, more
detailed studies of the equipment have shown that the degradations introduced from these
sources would be relatively small. A factor not considered is that of degradation of the
simulation by vibration in the optical systems.

(iv)

Subjects; although practice was given, it was not as comprehensive as that given to
subjects in the Tiffany experiment and it has been found that our equipment engineers
istently better than experimental subjects in this simulation. However no
perform o
controlled studies have ter carried out and we ae not able to estimate the degradation
factor applying.

The combined degradation factor taken over all factors for which estimates have been made thus amounts to
1.6 x 1.9 x 1.2 - 3.64 - which falls far short of the figure 17.5 estimated to be present. Srbsequent
cheoks of the equipment showed that sight setting-up could be a very critical factor and also an optical
component to be at fault. These were subsequently corrected nd much improved results obtained. As far
we have to reconsider whether the experimental situation is covered by a
as the modelling
the no-search came.
degradationis ofconcerned
simple

5.
5.1.

A SECOND NO-SEAR(CH M4OMl
Specification
This model is developed from the simple model of the previous section and provides for:
(i)

Alternative targets; either a ouboid of given dimensions (height, width, length) or a
oone of given height and base radius. The bases of both cuboid and cone lie in the ground
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plane.
(ii)

A straight and level approach to the target with given altitude and offset, and in the
case of the ouboid, normal to the plane containing one face.

(iii)

Caloulatiun of A,, the target area normal to the eight-line at range R along track, to
replace AO in eqUation (1).
Atmospheric attenuation of contrast as represented in equation (2) i.e. including the skyground brightness ratio.
(The target is assumed to have no interior detail and to present
a constrnt intrinsic contrast against a plain field).

(iv)

(v) The stimulus charateristic to be expressed as tabular values of threshold contrast against
angular subtenso; thus removing the tess constraint exiating in the earlier model.
The
"frequency of seeing" curve is here represented in aeq. c/t whence the statistic t of
equation (Tb) becomes t The degradation factor is representcd by a
shift in the contrast axis viz
1
"
or
eK*6S.
%,
Hence
it is the square of the degradation factor of the previous model.
No direct validation of tho8 model has been attempted. It is thought more useful to draw
comparisons with experimental data obtained from flight and simulated flight situations. The chief problem
arising from realistic situations is that of obtaining an accurate description of the target size and contrast.
In its absence we can expect only to uraw broad comparisons on the effects of principal factors. Two types of
acquisition task must be distinguished here: acquisition when the targets position in thj terrain is exactly
known and acquisition when the position of the target (if present at all) is uncertain within a defined search
area. It is considered that the first task is covered by the present model through the degradation factor an
considered in the previous section.
The second task however requires a different modelling approach s
given in the next section.
5.2.

Some Exercises with the Model

General exercises have been completed for a wide range of levels in the various factors,
particularly for the ouboid
target. Offset wa Cenerally igporea ainoe, as far as the model is concerned,
it is symmetrioal with altitude.
The general form af the results obtained are in good agreement with the
predictions of the simple modal previously described. A typical sample of the cumulative probability plots
obtained is given in Figure 3 whJle Figure 4 sumarizes some of the results obtained. Of particular note is:
()

he predicted a1titude e feot which in given by
R at 1220 Km .( at 150m) + 0.3 (in ki) for a cube of lOw side
I at 1220m - 1.12 (R at 150m) + 0.8 (in km.) for a horizontal square of 10m side and the
difference is negligible for a vertical square of 10m side.

(ii) The effect of sky-ground ratio is considerable and draws attention to the need for good
photometry.
A special exercise was carried out to predict acquisition performance against targets of similar
shape but differing scales (the "Soale-faotor" effect). The full-ecale target used was a ouboid of fullscale dimensions 18.3m high x 91.5m long x 18.3m w4 de. -i,* and j scale targets wore also used. The scale
factor effect was examined for various contrasts In the range 0.05 to 0.25, alti
75, and 150m, zero
offset, sky-ground ratios 1 and 5, visibilities 10, 40km and infinite, and degrad?%ir 'ac~or
f 1 and 5.
It was found that the results could be expressed closely at any probability level b.;
Ro ie,V)
where R. and Ro are the detection ranges for a target of scali a and full scale respi-c
ly.
For

V

-

f(B,V) - a

;

V - 401m, f(s,V)

-

s

; V - 1Okm,

f(s,V)

a*

The latter two results reflect a curious coincidence in the choice of visibilit.es)

5.3.
Some experimental studies completed at B.A.C. with implications for modelling.
VOTE,
These accounts refer to Cind, Terrarision and STAF simulations, outline descriptions of which are
appended.
I

Altitude

A number of experiments have been carried out at B.A.C. in which altitude has been variable but the
most relevant of these was a direct study of the effects of altitude on both potential detection and, on
The Terravision simulation was used, each of six subjects perfoimed
potential recognition performance.
the acquisition task against each of six targets at each of four altitudes: 61m (200 ft.), 122m (400 ft.),
232m (760 ft.) and 608a (2000 ft.). The targets were:
11

Wing of a country house
Signal box on a railway siding
A specified oil storage tank of a group
Main block of a power station
5) Vertical plane square of 40.7m side
6) Horizontal plane square of 10.7m side.
Mean potential acquisition ranges taken over subjects and targets for each altitude were as tabled below.
It was found that the relationships of both detection and recognition ranges to altitude could be expressed
in the form:
1-k?
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0.25 for dtectior and k - i.30 x j03 and
"Best fit" procedures yielded k - 2.34 103 and n
n - 0.28 for rocognition. For oaes of computation it was asLmed n - 0.25 for both cases, d.justing the
Using these values detection and recognition souroc were predicted as
value k for recognition to 1.61.
given in the table below together with qstimated errors witti respect to actual values.
ALTITUDE

RANOZZ (Kmn)

TABL.C OF I=Ai

'.'

ScOnE
Detection

61
2.22

122

232

608

3.12

3.64

4.57

Recognition
Predicted Detection

1.55

2.31

2.59

3.28

?.56

3.04

3.46

4.55

+15

-3

-6

0

2.19
-5

2.50
-3

3.28
0

Percent Error (Detection)
Predicted Recognition
Percent Error (Recognition)

1.84
+19

(The negative sign on percent error indicates an underestimate)
The level of error achieved is well within the requirement, although not shown here are
differences between targets. The errors howeverin both scores at tne 6.m altitude are relatively larget
it would therefore be dangerous to extrapolate the present result below this altitude. Since the
simulation used provides essentially an infinite visibility, we can expect the parameter k to include
Thus a better workin6 model for the altitude effect might
degradation factors as considered previously.
be:
SR608

covering both detection and recognition. To use this of course it is

( H

necessary to predict the acquisition range R608 at an altitude of 608m.
It will be noted that the altitude effect found in the s.udy is much greater than that predicted
by the model. This ,'esult is confirmed in other experimental studies including those of Dyer (Reference 3).
A likely reason for the observed better performance with increasing altitude Is the reaurtion in scraening
afforded: this is less by direct ousouratione since in the present study targets were located to avoid this
but rather by target to background merging. This being the case, the model should approximate high altitude
conditions (apart from visibility effects) better than the lowen Alternative reasons for the observed
discrepancy include possible variations in target intrinsic contrast as a :unction of the eigt-.line
direction, and thus of altitude, but the broad agreement with Dyer's flight data sugge.t this in a second
order effect or that tie simulation agrees well with the real world in this respect.
2. Speed Studies
In various B.A.C. studies where it han boon an experimental variable, speed has had a small
eifect on acquisition tanks where the target position rolative to the terrain has been given. This is in
accord with the view that such tasks have a relatively small search content and can be modelled by simpie
degradation of the no-search case provided the target area acquisition is not delayed by a paucity of'
terrain clues.

3. First Run Versus Potential Recognition Performance
An experiment was carried out, using the cine' acquisition simulation, to study the learning effect
over consecutive rans against each of six specified targots. The six, relatively inexperienced,uubjects
used were given map briefings as to the target location. It was found that the lea.ning could be expressed
as:
n=

a-be - n

Average values of thu parameters a, b, c taken over subjects are given below for the six targets.
Target

a

b

c

a'

P;,

1. M'otorway Road

4.78

5.15

0.88

4.97

59

5.45

5.77

1.02

5.62

64

7.77
8.29

6.90
8.31

0.54
0.90

7.34
8.30

42
59

5.05

3.18

0.76

4.12

53

7.51

6.01

0.76

6.76

53

Bridj-e
2. Reservoir

Causeway
3. Radio ?.:ats
4. Mainteranoe
Building
" :otorwcy Junction

6. Blenhoin Palace

For n greatcr than 3, no significant increase in recognition range was found and the plateau
Tax". From the
lvcl roached wt-zrot gignificantly different from the median potantia. -econpait4'n ran,
tabulatcd .ilues of a and b above, the approximation
-on)

-

Rn

I

a'

cc.nbe proposed, where a' = (a + b)/2, given also with the table above.
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based on this approximation is given in the table also,
acquisition range V1 to median potential range
expressed an a perentage P . The mean value clmp in 55, suggesting the relation
e e
(
CM eas
& useful workirng prediction. The median aoquisition ranges foreach
target and the predicted aoquisitibt ranges on this basis arn given in the table below together with the

estimated pencent

error.

Target

1

3.14
Ybdian lot Run
Acquisition Range (Km:
(km:

,

0.55
Error

2.74
12.6

2

3

4

5

6

3.56

3.90

5.06

3.56

4.69

3.08

4.02

4.57

2.26

3.72

3.1

9.6

13.7

36.8

20.8

are within the required error margin of + 50,. for 91 assuming roughly similar errors

Then ekror

in estimating % ax .

.

A further experiment with important implications for modelling was carried out to investigate the
relationship between first run acquisition and potential acquisition performance under different briefing
conditions. The oine acquisition simulation was again used. Briefing oonditions were as follows:
Condition A.

Prior experience of the route by flying over it, correlating with a map. The
scored run was then carried through at 450 Knots the target being named and its
map location given.

Condi:ion B.

In addition to the map with target location marked, target photographs taken
from various ranges were given. 'The target background was kept to a minimum to
avoid giving location cues. The scored run was carried through at 450 Krots.

Condition C.

A slow speed run at 180 Knots with the map briefing only.

Condition D.

A high speed run at 450 Knots with the map briefing only.

Potential range ,,measures were taken for a single slow forward run immediately following the first

run condition. From a population of 48 (R.A.F. airorew) subjects, groups of 12 were drawn to cover each
The median first run acquisition and potential range soores
Target/brief condition in a balanced manner.
obtained under the various briefing conditions and fcr each of the four targets used are given, in
kilometers, 2n the following table:
Briefing Condition
D
C
B
A
Target
I
max
max,
1
max
1
max 1
1
7.76
8.87
5.64
'
5.09
3.21
6.13
6.06
8.85
1. Power Station
Pump House
2.

Oravel Works

5.39

8.64

3.

Road/River
Bridge

4.12

5.03

4.

Road/Rail

2.90

4.85

Bridge

1
I
,

4.02
3.26

7.34
5.12

3.05

4.27

6.89
4.54

11.72
6. 03

3.97

7.35

3.69

4.29

2.16

5.88

1 2.32

5.36

I

,

Overall, for first run performance RI' results for oonditions B and D are similar but less them
taken over targets for
also similar. Average values of fl/f
those for oonditionj C and D which are
8
B, 0.61 ; C, 0.57 ; D0.62. ThTH are rather higher than the
Ao0.6 ;
each briefing condition are:
mean value of 0.55 obtained in the previously described experiment. However using the relation
I 0.55 1ax to predict the first run acquisition ranges, the percent errors were found to be:
Briefing Condition
D
C
B
A
Target
1

-20

6

2

-12

1

3

-33

-14

4

-8

-23

-4
-6
-17

49

-24
2
-29

30

(where the negative sign implies an underestimate)
Whil- these results are still within the required error tolerance for R1 , the margin of error now
to
is apparently -educed. Examination of the tabulated values given above shows I
permissible in R
be dependent to Hie extent on the briefing condition for the preceeding firet run. Thu. it is inferred
that the potential acquisition range was not fully developed in this study i.e. 'fmax has been underestimated.
This, to an undeteminea extent, counters the bias in the error table above.
Both experiments then give some hope that if the potential detection range can be predicted fairly
closely by the model - say withir. 10-20,. - we will be able to predict first run performance within the
&pressed In this manner it is not possible to give the relationship between 1st run and
specified acouracy.
Potential as a deagra4stion factor as presently used in the models.
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DetectiOn - R00onitiOn

4.

While meaures ofDdeteotion" and "recogition" performance have been taken in several B.A.C.
studies, there hae been no special study of their relationship. In that subjeoct were reqnired in these
experiments first to record detection then reconition, their response are likely to be biaed. 5evural
inconclusive attempts have been wiade to quantify the relationship from the data available including one
study to determine whether elapsed time or elapsed rang wa the releva,,t parameter. Typioally, from the
altitude study described previously, the mean ratio reoognitton range/detection range is 0.72 with
negligible variation with altitude.

From the results of the scale factor studies reported below it may be inferred that the modelling
of recognition involves factors of shape and target/bankground relationship which are not covered by the
present model and cannot then be entirely expressed through the degradation factor K. Again, the results
described in the previous section imply that, in the complex terrain situation, detection, as performed,
contains some elements of reoognition.
5.

Scale Factor Studies

Two experiments were arriedout, one using the Terravision simulation, the other, STAF. In both,
two ouboldtargets of different shapes, each at three scales (1, f, 1) were placed in turn at the sam
position in the terrain. The results of first-run detection taks against these targets in both simulations
showed no scale factor effect contrary to the model predictions given above. Various ertefaOts in the
simulation, experimentl design and experimental procedures were examined in an attempt to explain the
The most likely explanation however is that the basic requirement of the model for a
observed result.
simple target in a plain bcokground - is violated. In the simulations, the targets were intimately related
to complex backgrounds (they can be esaid to "merge" with the baokground) and under such conditions it ie
likely that subjeot were responding, unanimously, to a different criterion to that supposed.
A further effeot was noted: in a modelling exercise which attempted to match the experimental
results for the smallest target (leant affected by "merging") no degradation factor was required for the
STAP data but a degradation factor, in excess of 75 was required for the Terravision data. This reflects
the difference in display quality and a similar effeot is noted in the "Vehicle detection" exercise reported
below.

In view of the limitations of a telovisual display due to its line structure,
it would appear
improper to model the observed Terravision data by a degradation factor. A correct modelling of the contrast
growth situation as it appears on such a dieplay is required to cover both real world oases and simulations
thereof.
Vehicle Detection Study

6.

The model has been used 0o examine the relationshin between acquisition performance in certain
field trials and in a Terravision simulation of these trials against a vehicular target placed in a large
uncluttered area of terrain. Using measurement& of size and contrast of the displayed targett an attempt was
made to match the observed median deteotion performance by 'stimating the degradation factor required and
6Cj c/C . A similar attempt was made to match the
to match the observed variance by appropriate value of
o.
results of the field trial. For the experiment, the rouired values were : - 50 4nd de 5 9 /t
. The latter values are ent~rely within our
O.I
while for the field trials, K - 5 and diT.. C/e
expectations while the former again reflect the limitations of a telovisual display.

6.

KODEL FOR

6.1 .

MMUC-,kA1

SEARCH

General Description

This model is based on the accumulation of detection probabilities over a serTuence of single
glimpses each randomly directed at the search area. The glimpse time gt is used to determine the number of
Glimpse times such as
glimpses in a given interval of time (or of range in the target approaon condition).
Iichtenstein (Reference 4) show an approximate spread of from 0.1 to 0.6 seconds with
given by Ford, White,

a median value of about 0.33 sees. This is the value oemonly used in our studies. For n particular
glimpse (at range R) the taget is assumed to have a stimulus value s given by Equation(2) for apparent
Since the glimpse will in gcrocral be directed at an,
controot and by Equation (3) for the angular subtense.
angle 9 with respect to the sight line to the target, the single gliipso detection probability will be a
The empirical data of J.H. Taylor (Reference 5) providnes the
function of bo h stinalus value and Q.
threshold contrast C for datection at 0 off axis as a function of angular size. This, togather with a
qt
can be interpreted as a detection probability/O profile - what I have termed
standard deviation
a degradation factor is to be useod in the model it is
the Target Deteotability Profile. (T.D.P.). If
assumed to operate, as previously, on the contrast threshold. Aasuming the search to be uniform over the
search area, the (T.D.P.) can be approximated in the model by a rectangle of height pf (the fovoal single
this corresponds to the
For pf-.,
glimpse probability) and width 9 corresponding to a probability pf/2.
conventional hard shell lobe.
Nith this approximation two alternative models are available:
Type 1, in which the average single glimpse probability is taken over all possible
Here the single glimpse probability is given by
positions in thi searoh area.

where lobe area,

hii

a,

and search area,

molel further assumes

A,

are measured normal

the target always
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to the sight line at range R.

to be in

the search

area and that

target

Thus

there are no

B3-I0

field-of-view restrictions.
Type 2 in whicb the single glimpse probability is obtained for the given target position in the
search area when,
pg

.

pf

I'

The model for this cse oaloulates a' as the lobe area within the search area and also within the
field-of-view and A' as that part of the search area within the field-of-view. As the approach to the
target is mAde, the interaction of field-of-view with lobe and search areas of course changes appropriatelyi
i" at any time the target is found to be outside the field-of-view, pg . 0.
For both types, values of p are found for each glimpse (by interpolation from samples in order to
reduce computation) and these an the# accumulated. Previously this has been calculated fromi

7",(

-(12)

I1

The start point, n - 1, is taken for a rsnge Rmax when the value of pg in vanishingly small. The
distance travelled is given by:
Rmax

-

R

V..gt

The accumulation however has been found to prediot superior acquisition to the no-search case
under certain conditions. This is clearly incorrect and the method now adopted is to limit the search
probability by the no-search probability. Properly we should take the single glimpse foveal probability
and accumulate this, however these probabilities are not independent and Equation ( 12 ) does not hold,
and an alternative such as now proposed by Overington in his companion paper is required. In the meantime
we have used the no-search model as previously described.
6.2.

Examples of the Application of the Search Modal

Typical outputs for the Type 1 model are given in Figure 5 , illustrating the effects of
glimpse time and velocity for various sky-ground brightness ratios. For reference, the corresponding
no-sear h probability curves are also given. It is immediately apparent that the distributions obtained
differ in form for those obtained for the no-search oases and that the magnitude of the difference is very
sensitive to eky-ground ratio. It can be seen also that there are limiting probabilities at near-zero
ranges from which detection success rates can be determined.
Data from a "widesoale search" experiment has also been used as a basis for modelling. In this
experiment, using the Terravision simulation, subjects were required to
oetect a single cone target during
simulated straight and level fliht
along one side of a defined search area. (The field-of-view available
- 500 to one side of centre - was rather les than that generally obtainnd through a cockpit window).
The
3earch area measured 1.7 Km wide by 5 Km long and targets were centred nominally at the intersections of
a 4 x 3 rectangular grid.
By using cone targets it was hoped to control intrinsic contrasts in the simulation. From
sample measurements values ranging from 0.5 to 0.75 approximately were found. Where measured they were
used in the modelling, otherwise an average value was used. The degradation factor required in the
model was estimated from the observed data by trial-and-error methods and found to be of the order 75.
Figure 6
illustrates the observed success rates as a function of offset for two speeds, 100 Knots and
400 Knots; also shown are the success rates estimated by the model. Clearly the model underestimates the
observed success rates particularly at the higher speed. Again it i% suggested that the effect is explained
in terms of the nature of the televisual display and it is assumed that with realistic modelling of this
effect, the need for so large a degradation will disappear.
The model also showed a much smaller offset
effect than was observed in the experiment. The mst likely explanation here is that subjeuts changed their
search strategy according to the perceived task difficulty, it is suggested that searoh was concentrated more
at the lower offsets rather than uniform. Intermittent target screening, present in the simtlation but
not in the modelling may have been a contributory factor to this offset effect.
7.

BROAD CCNCLUSI IC
Modelling to date has had mixed success but I would make the following particular points.
(i)

(ii)
(Iii)

(iv)

the degradation factor as defined can be used only for particular purposes relating to
ohanges in the stimulus or stimulus response characteristic. It will not conveniently
describe such affects as observed in altitude or such constraints as appear when
televisual displays are used. Modelling the televisual display is n important requirement
if only to make better use of simulations such as the Terravision system.
If %e conditions modelled are widely different from fliiht or simulated flight oonditions,
particularly in respect of the target background relationship, then the model will fall.
While better descriptions of target contrast (in terms of the illuminating conditions)
and of non-homogeneous atmospheres are both desirable, it is just as important to have
good photometric measures of intrinsic contrast, visibility and sky-ground brightness
ratio.
For search oases, glimpse distributione other than the assumed uniform distribution Must
be modelled.
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(v)
(vi)

APPMDIX.

Mfeote of terrain screening need to be modalled for both search and no-search cases.
Concept@ of "Deteotion" and "Reooition" need reconsideration.

31IULAI
T

8 FOR AIR-TO-ROUND AO03ISITI("I

'
S UNSS

I.01n4
film, obtained fo a wine rang of terrains and targets at fixed speed
Air-to-ground oin
(180 Knots) and fixed altitude (2000 feet, 610m) and prooessed under controlled oonditions, are replayed
under laboratory oonditiona using a bak-projwotion faoility inoorporating a special De Oude Delft screen
Acquisition range is calibrated from frame.to-go.
material,
2.

Cin4 -Tele

system.

3.

th'ough a 625 line close circuit television
Cine' film, a above, are alternatively dieplad
T.V. monitors to 14" inch diagonal have been used to provide displays in moving cockpit simulations.

Terravision (as manufactured by P,,difon Ltd)

A terrain is modelled, at a scale typically of 300011, on a moving belt. A television oamr& scans
the terrain through an optical system so as to niulate the view of the ground through a cockpit window in
a manroeuving aircraft. This view can be relayed direotly on a television monitor mounted in the ocakpit
The eysten does not include a visibility
simulation or recorded on video-tape for subsequent reproduction.
simulation which is adequate for acquisition studies so is used effectively with an infinite visibility. The
display quality is poor although, part from the abeenoe of oolour, experiei.oed airorew are not over critical.
There are range constraints in acquisition due to the television system - as the target site dinishes
through the equivalentof 1 T.V. line width, the contrast attenuates rapidly. Perepeotiyo ohangas with
approach conditions are realistically reproduced although the field-of-view, roughly 30 x 50 , is somewhat
limited. Acquisition range is measured directly by the belt drive system or by calibration of elapsed time
from a defined start point.

4. STAF System (Still-Target Aoquiaitiori Faility).
High quality still photographs, as positive transparencies, are mounted on a large translucent
In this way, daylight brightness levels cn be approached. The subject is
screen rnd back-illuminated.
the screen, and normal to it, at a controlled
seated on a motorised chair and is moved towards, or away from
rate, over a distance of some 30 feet. This represents a dive approach under effectively an infinite
visibility condition. Perspective and screening across the photograph remain unrealistically constant as an
Acquisition ranges are usually measur-ed in
approach is msa_ but this is considered of minor importance.
terms of the distance between chair and screen and may be calibrated as real-world detection ranges if
required.
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CAIMATION AND SITUIATION OF THE EFTECS
OF

WOV COMP=fl

SEARCH

SIiATIONS

by
C I Howarth, J R Bloomfield and M E Dsaey
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University Par*, Nottingam NG7 2RD, LU

SdlARY
7W attenpts were made to elucidate complex search situatiors.
In the first, using Howarh and Bloomfield's theoretical work as a basis, calculations were made of
the cumulative search time data likely to occur when a target that was an extreme example of a distribution
of objects was presentod among a sample of these objects. The calculations covered variations in i) the

target-nontarget cut

ff point, (ii)

the response tine tk.

the size of the visual lobe area associated with the target, and (iii)

was necessary after a targe

was located.

The second, a simulation study making use of the Monte Carlo method, treated a situation in which a
number of targets were presented asvng many nontarget objects. A single target, which had a small visual
lobe area associated with it, was prvsented with a variable number of targets, with large visual lobe areas.
The size of the visual lobe areas associated with the to kinds of target were varied, as were the number
of the large lobe area targets and the length of the response timnes necessary after a target had been
located. The likely effect of these variations on the time needed to locate the single target is reported.
In genernl, more tire was needed the smaller the lobe area of the single target, the greater the lobe area
of the large lobe targets, the &eater the number of the latter present, and the longer the response tnes.
Me cu=ulative curves obtained changed in shape as the four variebles altered in these directions. The
change in shape is likely to be found with humn observers who adopt the most suitable strategy for locating the small lobe area target.

Symbols
Ps

=

probability of detecting a target in a single glimpse

a

z

area covered by the visual lobe in a single glimpse

A

=

total searrh area

a

=

eccentricity, angular distance my from the fovea at which a target

=

can be detected in a single glimpse
diameter of nontarget, backgrimd discs

dT
m

diamterof target disc
gradient of st ight ine obtained by plotting 0 against

T

=

ts
rr

=

fixation time

=

resrponse time in fixation units

IOB- 1TIJ

mean search tine

x

intercept of nr axis, when nr, is plotted against the reciprocal of

y

gradient of straight line obtaired by plotting nr against the

reciprocal of IdBTJ
Pn

probabi.ity that a taret will be found within

n0

40

Lx5

n

fixations

Idb-dTlI
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A. IWRODUCION
Mbst work on visual search has involved saiple, single target search taaks. In an attempt to elucidate mars omplex search situations, we carried out tWo studies making use of a conputer. In the first, we
made calculations of the search tines likely to occur when a target that was an extrom exanple of a distribution of objects was presented amnng a sample of these objects. 7he calculations were carried out
using as a basis our previous theoretical work (Howarth and Bloomfield, 1; 2; 3). In the second, a search
task in~ving the location of a number of taret6 ang many nmntargets was sinulated, using the Monte
Carlo meth3d i.e. employing a rndom number generator). The studies were undertaken so that soae of the
variables of possible interest might be singled out for mwrs detailed enpirioal study. Also, some indication night be given of the generality of the results of a subsequent experimental progrrm.

B.

CATION OF LOCATION TIMS WI

A CONTIJW= nI1S BUTION OF TA'S AND 0rWARMS

1. Search situation
These calculations involve the following paidigm. A distribution of objects was considered. An
arbitrary cut-off point was selected. All objects falling beyond this point were taken to be targets,
with the remainder being rKntargets. Then, the ctmulative probability of a target being located, if one was
present, was calculated. The calculations oovered variations in the target-nontarget cut-off point, the
size of the visual lobe area associated with the target, and the response time that was necessary after a
target was located.
2. Function used in calculation
The basis for these caloLlations was provided by our previous theoretical work (Howarth and Bloomfield,
1; 2; 3). Fra the known charecter-istics of the eye, we derived an equation relating the extent to which
a target differs from the notargetes to the tine necessary to search for it. Briefly, this derivation is
as follows:
i related to the averege area, a,
The average probability of detection in a single glinpse,
covered by the visual lobe in a single glimpse and to the total S"ac area, A, as follow~s:
A(i)
can be detected in a single gliMse,
If e is the angular distance nay from the fovea at wih the taet

PS

1=

(1)

then, on the assumption that the area covered by the visual Iobe 3-the plane of search is circular,
= R 02

a

(2)

(In fact, this area is elliptical, but the error in estimting a introduced by adopting an assumption
of circularity is relatively small.)
Bloomfield and Howarth (3) empirically determined 0 for a target disc presented among regularly
arranged nontarget discs. They found that
n

=

(3)

dB-dT

where d. sthe diarniter of the nonta-get, backfroud discs, d,,, the diameter of the target, and m the
geden of the straigt line obtained by plotting e agaist the difference between these diareters. A
similar relationship has been sinced obtained in a mre extensive experiment by Bloomfield(4).
From equations 1, 2, and 3, the relationship of ps to the diameter difference can be derived:

a.

P

n an search tim,
The

2

(4)

-

, is dependent on the type of search struty

that the observer uses.

is fixation timet

ad T

T

(1 4 1), for an efficient, exhaustive strategy
pt

-,

for an independent gl;infpe strategy.

(5)

Substituting (4) in (5) gives

= t.
2-

am

Since t,

A2 2 + 1) efficient
n(dB-4)

t (didependen

A and m shouid be constants for a given search situation, both equations (6)
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1
CdT)

-s

(7)

providing, in the case of the efficient strategy, that T is large onpared to t .
Equation (7) was found to fit data from a nmter of simple search experimnts involving the location
of a target disc in a display containing mny nontarget discs. It could also be adapted to fit data
obtained using a single low contrast target in an unstructured backgroud.
The calculations were carried out using the assumption that the obser-er's fixations would be
independent of each other. Then, pn' the probability that a target would be detected with n fixations,

is given by

Pn&1

:

1z- %(n-nr)(8

U

e()

where nr is the time needed to respond after locating a target, in fixation units.
Bloomfield(5) sugested, for location of a sirgle disc target among a number of nontarget discs, that
response tire is related to the target-nontarget diameter difference, as follows:

nr = x + Where

is the intercept on the n

x

(9)
axis
e and

y

i

the
n gredient of the straight line obtained wen n

is plotted against the reciprocal o0 the diameter difference.
The present calculations were carried out using equation (8), with the values of ps and nr gven
by eqmtions (4) and (9) respectively.
3.

Metlbod

A population of discs was considered. They varied in diameter, but were normally distributed. It
was assumed that on each search trial a sample of the population was present. The man of the population
was used as an estimate of dB.
A cut-off point could be selected. If a particular disc fell beyond this, it was considered to be
a target. The area beyond the cut-off point was divided into semnrts of 0.5 standard deviation units,
and the mid-point of the segment was taken
an estimate of its d4 value. Then, for each d. value, the
probability of the target being located on each individual fixatioA after search commenoed was calculated.

The probabilities thus obtained were accumlated for twenty fixations (e z equivalent of between five and
seven seconds, assumir fixation tine of 113 to 1/4 seconds).

The search area, A, was taken to be approximately that used by Bloomfield and Howarrh(3), and the
value of m used (m
0.02) was that erpiricaLLI determined in the same study. The values of x and y were

taken as 0.0 and 4.0 respectively.

Bloomfield()

estimated values approximately 6f 0.2 for x and of 3.4 and

4.1 for y when using a similar, if simpler, situation. Integer values were used here because the time
scale used in these calculations was in complete fixations.
With this general situation, we investigated the effects of variation in the position of the cut-off
point, in diameter difference, in the visual lobe area, and in response time.
4.

(i)

Calculations and discusion

Variations in target-nontarget cut-off.
The standard values of d., A, m, x and y were used.

The cut-off point was taken at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,

2.0, or 2.5 standard deviation units from the mean of the population, d.
tarts

Calculations were made for

up to 4.5 standard deviation units from the mean, taking the Mijf-point of each half standard

deviation unit as an estimate of dr for that half unit. Thus, for the cut-off of 0.5, dT was 0.75, 2.25,
2.75, 3.25, 3.75, or 4.25; witle fr the cut-off of 2.5, it was 2.75, 3.25, 3.75 or 4.25.
For each cut-off point, the probability of locating a target from each possible half standard
deviation unit segment was calculated in successive fixations. The probabilities were added and accumulated, giving the overall probability of finding a target for each cut-off point. In order to compare
different cut-off points directly these probabilities werr divided by the probability that a target would
oe present. Figure 1 shows the results of this procedure. It ives the cumulative probability that a

target will be found, given that one is present, for five cut-off points.

As the cut-off point is moved further from the mean of the distribution it becomes more probable
that a target will be located quickly, since increasing the distance between the rut-off point and the mean
increases the average diameter difference between target and nontarget.
(ii)

Variations in diameter difference.

From the above calculations, the difference in time needed to locate targets from different half unit
sements can be shown. They are illustrated in figure 2 using a standard cut-off point of 2.5. The
fi;gue shows the cumulative probability of a target being detected from each segment beyond the cut-off
point, given that one is present.
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The figure shows a pattern of curves similar to that obtained by Blocmfield(S), in an experiment
involving search for a single target ascng a number of larger nontargts. As the target-nontarget
difference increases, the probability of a target beirg found quickly inreases.
(iii) Variations in visual lobe size
Weymouth(6) suggested that, for a wide range of experimental conditions, there is a simple linear
relationship between the size of the target and eccentricity, 0, for valuei of e up to 20 degrees of amc
from the fovea, when visual acuity is measured In linear units, 6a, rather than as a reciprocal. Thus

As

rre

(10)

He pointed out that m varied with variations in experimental conditions.
In equation (3), Aa was replaced by Jd -d , but it resains one of the same family of equations, and
m varies with the conditions in it, too. Fr @euile, M Firth in ths depnment, has shown that visual
lobe size contracts as nmntarget density increases, implying that m would increase with density.
The possible effects of variations in m were calculated with the standard values of the other
variables used. Figure 3 shows the likely effect of changes in m between 0.01 and 0.04. As m increases
i.e. as the visual lobe area decreases, the probability of locating a target quickly decreases.

(iv) Variations in restonse tire
Bloomfield's(5) equation for response time was
x4

(9)

Response time changes with the complexity of the response required. For example, if the observer
has to ,az* by hand a target's position or to rnmove if physically from the display, there will be a
onsiderable increase in the tine needed compared with a task in which he has to release a shutter on
locating it.
A change of this type would result in an increase in nfo all
rget-nontarget differencs,
and would be achieved by increasing x. The standard cumlative c
shown of figures I and 3 would
simply be shifted along the time axis by an appropriate caonstant.
There may also be changes in y. Bloonfield's(5) estimate of y = 3.4 was obtained for an irregular
arrengeient of nontargets, while his estimate of y = 4.1 was for a regula arrangement.
The regular
arrangement appeared to make the discrimination of the target from the nontargets more difficult. Changes
in nontarget density probably have a similar effect. The effect of y values of 1 and 10 are om1pared
with the standard (y z) on figure 4. The effects are not large- however, they do not simply produce
shifts along the time axia, but also a change in curvature.
(v)Comn
These calculations indicate the likely effects of variations of various kinds. We had hoped to
extend this approach to a nulti-target situation but this ws inactical. We therefore decided to use
a different approach.
C. SIHIATION OF A HILTI-TART SEARCH SITJATION
1. Introduction
Little empirical work has been carried out in multi-target search situations. When a display
containing one target only is presented, it is easy to record the length of time it takes the observer
to locate it and to check whether he is correct in indicating its position. However, with several targets
neither tas'- is quite so simple. The observer has to locate the targets by giving their co-ordinate
positions on the display, or by indicating their positios on a chart or grid, or by touching or pointing
at them. Whichever response is made, his search perfdrmnce will be interrupted and delayed for some time.
In addition, the response times will accunulate in ac search trial. Thus, the 'search time' measured
for each target will include a cumulative response time, hich will be greater the later the taget is
found. The resultant data will be dependent on the particular response requir-dd, and may be quite specific
to the particular set of experimental conditions.
2.

Search situations

This simjation involved the following paredin. A number of targets were interspersed thughu a
regular aryay of nontarget objects. A single target that was similar to the nontargt (and, therefore,

that had a small visual lobe area associated with it) was presented oP each trial with a variable number

of targets that were different from the nontargets (and had a large visual lobe area). The size of the
visual lobe areas associated with both kinds of target were varied, as wear the nurber of large lobe area
targets and the length of the response times necessary after a target had been located.

3. Plathod
A regular 20x20 array of objects was represented internally in the computer. One object represented
a mall lobe target and a nmber of others represented large lobe t&Mes. The r=mlndr were dsignated
nnntargets. Lobe size was a function of the radius of the circle surrounding the target within which an

observer would hae to fixate in order to see it (a hard shell visual lobe is assumed).
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It was assumed that all the observer's fixations would fall on objects, whether targets or nontargets, but that otherwise they would fall at randn. The actual positions were chosen by means of a
pselo-rando number generator.
A further assumption was that the observer searched for both targets siultxeously. On each
fixation the number of large lobe targets that fell within the visual lobe area was noted. Each time one
of these targets occurred, a tie delay was introduced: the delay represented the time needed for a
response to the target to be made. Also on each fixation, a check was made whether the small lobe target
was near enough to the centre of fixation to be seen. If itwas not, the search continued. However, if
it was found, the search trial was terminated and the time taken to locate this target was re crded.
All the data reported here is in termn of this tire. All times were measured in complete fixation units.
There were two small lobe targets (their lobe areas covered 5 and 13 positiore in the display) and
three large lobe targets (whose areas covered 25, 45 and 77 positions). 2 or 8 or 32 large lobe targets
(of one particular lobe area) were presented. The length of the tire delay was I or 2 or 4 fixations.
ThuS, there were 2x3x3x3 = 54 conditions. Each condition was sim.lated for 100 trials.
4. Results and discussion
(i)

Variability of the data

In order to give sn indication of the variability possible, the sirulation was repeated ten times
for one condition (small lobe target 5, large lobe target 25, number of large lobe targets 32, tire delay
2). The resultant ci.r.-.ative distributions are shown on figure 5. 7he spread of distributions is
representative of ,nose likely to be obtained for all conditions involving 32 large lobe targets. he
spread would be less for those invlving fewer.
(ii)

Number o ' large lobe targets

There were 18 comparisons made for the three number conditions (one for each combination of small
lobe target, large lobe target and tire delay). In all cases, the small lobe target took longer to find
the more large lobe targets there we present. Figures 6 and 7 show the effect for two extremes. With
small lobe target 13, large lobe target 25, and the shortest delay 1, the fastest ties for all three
nimber onditions were achieved (as shown on figure 6). Whereas, the combination of small lobe target 5,
large fibe target 77, and the longest delay 4, produced the longest times.
On both figures, as on the other 16 possible graphs, there was a considerable difference between
the distrbutions for 8 and 32 large lobe target cornitions, the effect being more marked as the small
lobe area is reduced, and the large lobe area and the time delay are increased. The difference between

distributions achieved with 2 and 8 large lobe targets is smaller for all -he comparisons.
(iii) Variations in small lobe area
There were 27 comparisons made between the two small lobe areas selected. Those illustrated on
figures 6 and 9 again shown the extremes of those conditior investigated. On figure 8 the coparison
between small lobe areas 5 and 13 can be made, for a-l three number conditions, with large lobe area 25
and delay 1. On figure 9 a similar corparison is possible, again for all three number conditions, with
large lota area 77 and delay 4.

Both figures illustrate the consierble difference made by changing the similarity of the target
to the nontargets (and, therefore changing the visual lobe area associated with the target). 1he effect
is shown just as clearly for all possible coparisons, and is ccsparable to the effect shown in figure 2
in the first section of this paper.
(iv) Variation in lmge lobe area.
There were 18 comparisons of the effect of increasing the large lobe area on the tire needed to
detict the small lobe target. Figure 10 shows two of them. They are for 2 or 32 large lobe targets,
small lobe target 5 and delay 4.
The time needed to locate the small lobe target is affected by variations in the large lobe area,
but it is rot a large effect. Sore of the other 16 comparisons showed as large an effect as those of
no effect at
figure 10, but, for others particularly those combinations giving the shortest search ties,

all was noticeable.
(v)

Variations in response time delay

There were 18 comparisons between response time delay. The largest differences achieved are shown
on figures 11 and 12, both with small lobe target 5 and large lobe target 77. Figure 11 shows the differences for 2 large lobe targets, figu-e 12 for 32.
In both cases, the longer the response time delay, the greater the time needed to locate the small
lobe target. Similar effects were obtained for rost of the other 16 comparisons. The greatest effects of
delays occurred with 32 large lobe targets. With 8 large lobe targets the effect is always present, if
sometimes slight. While with 2 large lobe targets, it Is less noticeable, and for the fastest time condition (smval lobe target 13, large lobe target 25) it disappears altogether.
A change in the shape of the cumulative cumulative curves occurs in some cases as delay time is
increased. It is illustrated in figure 12. Similar, though less proronced changes were noted for the
follnwing conditions:
mall lobe target 5 with 32 Luge lobe tarpts of areas 45 and 25, small lobe target
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the cu'rmulative distributions could occur with humran observers.

With a strategy of this kind, there would not be the change in distribution shape obtained here: instead,
with a fairly constant shape, it would merely be shifted along the tire axis.
The second strategy is directed towards locating the most difficult tarret as quickly as possible.
Easier tar-gets would be found, as a matter of cour'se, though the search times for them would be longer
than if they were specifically searched for. The result of such a strategy, if applied to a situaticin
like that simulated here, should be 'to produce a change in the shape of the distributions for difficult
targets with increases in the tire~ needed to respond.

This simiulation study investigates several variables likely to affect Imlti-target situations.
We already know that it has not taken into acaount one important effect. There are sligestions from
expirical wor now in progress that an increase in the numrber of large lobe targets adversely affects
the detectability of small lobe targets, so that soretimes they axe not detected at all.
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DISCUSSION

Dr Voe

(Netherlands)

How far is your work related to the practical situation of an out-of-cockpit search as opposed to a
radar situation? I missed the concept of false responses in your argument when you were talking merely
about the probability of detection.
Mr Dewey (UK)
Yes, it does in part relate more to radar or scuar displays, but does also fit data associated with
one target in an unstructured field. Most of our experiments involve backgrounds with more than one
target, however. False positive responses wern exceedingly rare. Subjects were almost always right,
and when they were wrong, they almost always corrected themselves quickly. So false responses were not
incorporated, but we should now perhaps take the problem more seriously.

Dr Vos

(Netherlands)

But at first sight of a picture, isn't there a fair chance of getting a false response?

Mr Dewey (UK)
Yes undoubtedly.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
Did you want to say a little about altering observers' criteria to see what happened to false
responses?
Mr Dewey (UK)
This model is one purely in terms of a visual lobe with a hard shell. It's not a model in the
tradition of signal detection theory where criteria and efficiency can be modified. Perhaps this
should be incorporated. I. would take time, however, since these simulations run on our quite slow
machine. Our earlier model fits quite well without incorporating these refinements, however.
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The Effect of Complex Backgrounds on Acquisition Perform nce

by
.B.Brown
British Aircraft Corporation Ltd.
Guided deapons Division
Filton House
Filton
Bristol
England

SUTAARY
Tho,relationship between the subjective effect of structured target
zrc-.ds LU ±c.uioition
performance and physical attributes of the scene luminance structure is being investig-tcel ujth :neoreti".
ally and experimentally. This paper descri3es the theoretical attempts to classify va-iou aspect:,.;=plexity and an experiment which was carried out usins synthetic target material. 7he r.sultS sA0ow" t.n'
certain targets are more easily recognised than others for all the complex backgroundu use
.Lnt alab
indicated that recognition may be regarded as the detection of detail. A large var•oility "eI.een ,unjects
was observed. Part of this variation can be attributed to eyesight differences anS to experi.ece.

IRODUCTION
The Target Acquisition Group at BAC(GO),Bristol is engaged in a study of the acjAAkaitirn of graund
targets from low-flying aircraft. The investigation into the effect of complex bacagrmands is a part of this
study. This paper describes the theoretical and experimental efforts made so far in tt-s cant~n.Ln g stu.y.
On the theoretical side, various aspects of complexity have been defined. This has been done for teo m Ain
reasonst firstly, it helps to clarify the constitueftts of a complex background, ard tt,,s, it i Lhoped, leado
to better understanding and communication of ideas; and secondly it makes experiaents lass aaalur'u., tiace
utinct.
complexity classes can be studied separately. It is not claimed that the classes deficed here ar.t
Certainly there must be interactions between classes, and the effects produced y thet.o mvst not be i, nored.
However, it seems clear that an experimental approach based on separate complexity clabsea gives the tost
chance of obtaining the problem solution.

COMPLEXITY The tprm complexity
is generally used in a rather loose way. If a useful
scse for asswgnig a
complexity value to a scant or acquisition task is to be obtained, complexity nust be a•fh'4 !.n relratoL
to some scene or task which is acknowledged as being simple. A particularly appropriate 3Ct cf uats w hich
could be used in this way are those from Blackwell's experiments using discs on a plal.', backirounl (1). A
complex acquisition is therefore one which produces threshold contrast/size values t.h.t differ ftcn those
predicted from Blackeell's infinits viewing time data using the same rea and contrast valvts. (This definition assumes that both contrast and area can be defined. This may present some difficAlties it the target
or the background Jwr-diately surrounding it has a luminance structure. Both contrast ind area may than have
more than one podtibla value.) The definition given here means that an acquisition ezcircele can be complex
either because the task conditions are different to those in Blackwell's experiment, e.g. dyna".c viewin,
finite search time, or because the stimului is not a disc on a plain background, e.g. utrocture4 backgoundo,
different shapes. It is convenient to distinguish between thGse two cases by labelling them tak olex
ity
and scene complexity respectively.
Haviag set up an origin from which t measure acquisition complexity, scene ;o-pleiaty mvwt now
be defined in terms of physical measures. The wv.rd complexity, when applied to a scene, "etczibes ti
heterogeneity, or variety, or dissimilarity, of parta or d-mnsions of that scene. Since het-grogereity can eoxist
with respect t a large number of variables (e.g. object size, shape, luminance, spact g,
attern, etc.) it
may be considered that there are as many kinds of complexity as there are varibbles. U ever, fcr cu par.
poses we shalh define two classes which we believe are exhaustive. The first class d"erites a scene containing objects which are similar in size, shape, and luminance to the target, Fig. 1(a). Tree non-targets
may be confused with the target, and thus we have labelled this type of complexity wit%the term confusbailty.
The other class, which has been termed complicacy, describes a situation where the ta~zet is 'embediled' in
an area of vaxrying luminance, Fig. 1(b). The target may also not be of a single lumanaice; t.is cat is also
included, in complicacy.
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T.she 14ysical measures are the result of mathematioal operations (or their optical
con-..th. scene luminance. Subjective measures can be obtained empirically. The basic
VI
.A ^ obf.aind from an acquisition task, as mentioned earlier. A second type of subn,&!. te obtained from a ranking experiment in which scenes are ranked on the basis of

Y.;v. -:r* s
rge vaiber of ways of describing the scene luminance structure, e.g. eatropy, mean
..
- €ta.are
which expresses the degree of similarity of'a target with ito bacicground is the
;.c...'on
Because of its relevance to the experiment described hereit will be treated in
A..
tailed treatment of mean scene gradient and entropy is given in (2), and other poss-eauz, -vt h'r~r Ititations are discussed
in (3). The cross-correlation function is given by
do
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e~i L-(zy) are the target and background luminance structures respectively. The inter-

eri. of c(hi',.-') is that if the background contains an object similar to the target at xn,yn,
vi .e. af C(z .y') occur in the vicinity of x&-xn, y'-yn. The relationship between the object and

r~e.I.
..

r panev is demonstrated in Fig. 2. It seems clear that the cross-correlation function has
acs it a candidate for a measure of confusibility.
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Fig.2 The relationahip between Objects and Cross-car

lation.

., experiment was carried out tG investigate the effects of confusibility on recognition performe-xpe*lment utilised the STill Acquisition Facility (STAF) at BAC, Bristol. Basically, this con-!.Z'h:I
o 3tq of a io
at one end of which there is a large back-illuminated perspex screen. Target stimuli are
;7,tonte1 coi this screen to a subject (s) who sits in a motorised chair. The chair may be driven either for'ti-1rij
r
ckwaras by the S. An acquisition is marked by the position of the chair when the 5 stops it.
The
ar&jet s-.ull
nemselves are produced on photographic transparencies and fixed to the screen during an exp. :.=ent . r'arn. The dimensions of the STAF room limit the maximum range to 23ft.
In the experiment the stimuli were scenes consisting of an array of relatively simple shapes. Four
":. ferrn:. targ-.ts (T's) were used, Fig. 3, and each T was embedded in an array of similar shapes (NT's).
'h
snaie, including the T's, was constructed from six unit squares, with the constraint that each one must
' ,_ve a
- . . at least three units 1L a horizontal line. The NT's were arranged around the T in a 5x5 matrix.
,
lTs,, T). ".
T was constrained to lie within the central 3x3 matrix, so as to eliminate edge effects.
Eever. it was decided to present some scenes with T's on the edge so that the Sos would not limit their
*Afl to the central area. The results for these particular scenes would not, of course, be included in the
a.iin a.Lysis.
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F16.3 The Targets and a typical complex soene.
Different levels of confusibility were achieved by grading the IT's on a similarity scale independent!y for each T. The peak value of the cross-correlation between the T and NT was used for the grading. The
IT's *ere divided into two sets, the members of one being classed as similar, members of the other being
:ald dissimilar. For Any T, similar shapes were arbitrarily chosen as having a peak corralation of 5.(the
autocorrelation was 6), the rest being dissimilar. Scenes containing all similar NT's and all dissimilar NT's
were constructed, as-well as scenes contaJning a mixture of the two classes. Thgse mixed scenes were cons-
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tructed so that aW effect due to the closeness of similar NT's to the T's would be found. This led to scenes
which contained similar NT's near to the T with dissimilar ones further away, and scenes which had the reverse =cnfiguration, dissimilar nea-simlilar far. A typical scene in shown in Fig. 3. Une other variable was
introduced into the experiment. This was packing density, that in the spacing between the W'.
Two levels
were used, one being representative of a town scene, the other being similar to that which might occur in a
country scene.
Before producing the experimental transpare.acies a pilot experiment was carried out to determine
the sie
and contrast of the shapes to be used. The S's used here were several members of the Target Acquisition Group who would not be taking part in the rest of the programme. Sixteen S'e wore used for the main
experiments, and they were chosen so that 8 could be classed as experienced and 8 an naive. The criterion
for choosing experienced and naive S's was whether or not they had participated in previous STAF experiments
or been actively engaged in visual acquisition studies. Any person engaged in any work concerned with the
ocaplexity proolem was barred from the. experiment.
The first experiment consisted of pre6enti g four T's with either none, three, or four similar
shapes closely grouped around thea. The S'e were also shown transparencies without a T, i.e. with only back.
ground shapes on them. The purpose of this experiment was to provide a comparison for evaluating the results
for the co'splex situations. After this the W's were trained using the complex stimuli. The training consisted
of presenting 8 transparencies similar to those which would be used in the experiment proper. Each of the
four T'e wae presented twice, once at low and once at high packing. Also all the sc,-pe distributions were
covered twice. After the training the S's were shown the 32 scenes containing 4 T's, 4 shape distributions,
and 2 paccing densities. Extra transparencies with T's on the edge of the 5x5 matrix were also included as
mentioned earlier. The order of presentation was randomised to minimise any effects due to learning, fatigue,
etc. The briefing for these two experiments consisted of a short description of the aims of the experiments
aM the target stimuli. The S's were then asked to 'look at the transparency, and as the chair moves forward
to study the shapes until you can see the designated shape. As soon as you can see it press the switch to
stop the chair, and then point out that shape which youoonsider to be the correct one.' The S's were not told
whether they had made a correct recognition or not. After the experiment they were also asked to rank the
T'
in order of difficulty. General comments about the experiment were also solicited.
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The results of the fizst experiment are ehown in Fig. 4. Mere, 0, +3, +4, refer to the number of
NTf's surrounding the T. There was a considerable number of recognitionmistakes, 67 out of a total of 320,
and this meant that a lull analysis could not be performed. Mont of the mistakes, 51, occurred for runs where
a T was not present. Also the mean recognition ranges were lower for the aio-T runs. Although the S's were
told that T's would not be present on some transparenzies, they found it more difficult to decide that this
was so than to recognise one of the T'n. Fig- 4 has been plotted using estimated results for the incorrect
recognitions. Thi- has obviously greatly affected the results for the no-T cases.
The data obtained from the maan experiment was divided into three sets for the analysis, all 16
S',
8 experienced S's only, and 8 naive S's only. A test for normality was carried out, using a ranking
method to estimate the probability of a particular range score, and using this the range scores were plotted
on normal probability paper. These plots were linear over a 15.-80 probability range, and it is fair to conclude that the range scores are normally distributed. The mieing data dus to false recognitions were estimated by a method of Bennett and Franklir. (4). The missing cell entries were small compared to the size of
the experiment, and the estimation of misAing data was unlikely to confound the analysis. A four factor analysis of variance was performed for each of the three sets of Sle. The results are shown in Table 1. All
the main effects and most of the first order interactions were significant (p<0.5). Also the three sets were
very similar, the main difference being the non-significant eufect of packing density for the naive S'e.
The four main effects are shown in Fig. 5. The experienced S's found the acquisition task eignificantly core difficult at tha higher packing density, but no differenca in packiung wao foLnl with the naive
S's. The reason for th.s is illustrated by the subject/packing density interaction. Fig. 6 shows that as the
S finds the task more difficult the difference between the effects of packing becomes smaller. Since the naive
S's in general obtainmd loser ranges than the experienced 3's, the Pffect of packing w,s lower for the former
set. These effects are thought to be a function of confidence level, and such trends are goensial throughout
the results, the naive S's producing lower acquisition ranges than the experienced S's with differences in
effects also being smaller.
The difference betw n the means of the two S sets wias 2.Ift.,
or a 21.5. reductLon in range lot
the naive set. If the maximum ..
nd minimum mean values are considered, the variation is 557o
of the maximum
value. Part of this variation may be due to differences in S's visual acuity (VA). The average VA (meamured
using Snllen letters) for tee two groups were 6/6 (experienced) and 6/7.5 (naive). It is worthwhile noting
that the ratio, of the gioup mean recognition ranges (7.75/9.e8.o.79) is approximately e4ual to the ratio of
the gruup .. ,,
va's (6/7.5.0.8). Also the maximum and minimum ranges were recorded for S's who had VA values
of b/5 and 6/10 respectively. In Fig. 7 VA has been plotted against mean S performance. A Spearman rank diff-
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The effect of target type is shown in Fit. 5(b). The dlffteamoe between the block eand atle was
not significant (-P%). Both sets of S'. show a sialan trend. A emparioca with the results of subjective
renking of the 'O in order of difficulty showed a hib correlation between the two seto of results, the
ranking produoing the order (easiest first) lime, oahurch, castle, block. The reaking was vo7 ocasistent
between S's (*ee Table 2).
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Table 2
Cofusibility as defined earlier also appeared as a eignificant effect, Fig. 5(c). Here there appears to be no significant difference between the stimuli with mixed confusibility, i.e. similex objects nearsot the T with dissimilar ones farther awsy, and the reverse case. However there is a significant diffe*renc*
betwer, all similar W's and all dissimilar NT's. Also the oonfusibility factor had no effect for the church.
It is useful to compare the results with Blackuell's for the detection of disco on a plain background, and
also to scme experimental results obtained from two trials involving the deteotion of ground objects from
low-flying aircraft. In the first trial, called VS I, the aircraft was flown at an altitude of lO00ft. or
loss, and the T's were mainly in open terrain (N. Scotland). In the second trial, VS II, the aircraft was
flown at lO00ft. altitude, and the T's were in more complex situations, e.g. in towns. Details of these two
trials can be found in (5) and (6) respectively. In Fig. 8 contrast &ad siae thresholds have been plotted
for all these results, and Blackell's 15-second search time data is also shown (Blackwell's published data
has been factored to give a 95% probability of detection). The oontrast/size thresholds from the complexity
experiment lie close to the field trials for the sore complex T's. If the size thresholds are reduced by a
factor of six, the thrsheold values become very much closer to the Blackwell curve. This result would apply
if the recogmiton task Is to be considered to be one of detecting the individual blocks which comprise the
shapes. Thus there is some indication that recognition may be regarded as the detection or disoriminati,n
of detail.
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SUBJECTS COWLTS
The Sl' were asked to give their impressions of this acquisition task. One general comment ooncerned the search procedure used. At ranges largs oompared to the final recognition ranes the So@ could
isolate a few obj.ots which they thought could be the T. They thet concentrated on these until they could
discriminate the T. They also expressed the view that this discrimination occurred xrther abruptly. This sub.
Jective impression suggests that soe function of the correlation (f the T with the ST's might well be a good
measure of confusbiility. The Sts also commented on interaction effeots at the high packing density level.
When the objeots were closely packed it was difficult to distinguish them, i.e. a merging of the ST's took
place. In some oases, discrimination between certain shapes was easier when they were closer together. Pree-
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usably, comparisons between shapes can be made more easily in this case.
CHO3S-CORitELATIONS
The arose-correlation, as defined earlier, was found for each transparency. This was done by a
manual computation, a digital representation being used. The levels were 0 ....... 6 and a typical result
is shown in Fig. 9. Here the largr squares show the position of NT's which were classed as similar, in this
example there being 9. Now, the simplest description of confusibility would be based on the number of correlation peaks above a certain threshold value, and in this case a level of 4.5 would have to be used. In
Fig. 10 the mean recognition ranges have been plotted against the number of correlation peaks greater than
4.5 for each T at low packing. The results for high packing were not used as the correlation for each NT
overlapped with those from adjacent fT's. The line and block show a marked decrease in recognition range as
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the number of correlation peaks increases. The church and castle do not show such an effect, although the
range of correlation psaks for the castle is very small. Thus there is some evidence that number of correlation peaks is linked with difficulty of recognition in a confusible scene, particularly with simply shaped
Tte, i.e. line and block. Obviously it does not explain the results for the two other T's. It is possible
that the shape of the cross-correlation is also important. Also it must be pointed out that the range of correlation peaks obtainable using all combinations of the four T's with the NT's is very small. The minimum
valae of correlation peak, 3, is determined by the construction rule that constrained all shapes to have a
bass of at least three units, whilst the maximum value is 6, the autocorrelation level. Furthermorep the ainimum value is only obtained when one of the two shapes being correlated is the line. In other cases the minimum value is 4, as in Fig. 9. Thus for the church, castle, and block, the difference between similar and
dissimilar shapes is quite small in terms of cross-correlation peaks, and this is a possible reason for the
small effect oi recognition range of the confusibility factor.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this experiment suggest that, when using stimuli consisting of a set of differently
shaped objects, recognition ma,7be regarded as the detection of detail. The part of the T which comprises
the relevant detail will, of course, depend on the shapes of the objects surrounding the T. In fact, only
objects which are most similar in shape to the T need be considered. Also, there ie 6ome evidence to suggest
that recogn'tion in the presence of confusible objects is related to the cross-correlation function of the
T with the YT's. Detection and irose-correlation are related in as much as the larger a correlation peak beund NT, and thue the relevant detail which must be seenin order to distincumes, the more similar are tht
guish the two objects becomes smaller.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Dr Huddleston (UlK)
In opening the general discussion I don't want to pubh my own ideas too far. My questions are
usually enormously unfair, and of the kind 'what large factors have you omitted from your model?' However, would it be reasonable to ask you to confess to any omission first, Dr Greening?
Dr Greening (US)
I do not feel the question is unfair, although that doesn't mean it is easy to answer. I've felt
for some time that a major shortcoming has been an overemphasis on search and acquisition as an optical
problem and an unieremphasis on it as a cognitive problem. Behind the data I reported, for example,
is an intelligent human being doing the searching, not an optical machine. He knows something about
the object of his search, and we should try to account for this.
One of the reasons for my belief in the impact of personality on the problem lies in some work we
did 5 years ago in forcing the person to say where the target was before he was prepared to commit
himself. After he had indicated a likely location, we asked for a confidence estimate. This arose
from an informal earlier observation that subjects would observe the target for an incredibly long
time before pressing the "acquired" trigger; we wondered what was going on all that time. We found he
was gradually increasing his level of confidence until he was ready to comiit himself. One of the
things humans don't like to do is to make foolish errors, and no matter how you instruct, they hold off
from making a conspicuous error of judgement. This represents one of the kinds of things not handled
well in our models.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
I woner, Kr Overington, if I can now ask for a confession frot, you regarding the BAC model? I
mention the childishly obvious supposition we all make that hue is bo desaturated as not to come into
the problem. However, I feel ill at ease too about the sharp edge, almost black/white contrast
element at the crux of many models. Have you any cunent?
Mr Overington (UK)
I could only make a personal one, and that is the basis on which I started the modelling I've
reported. For some years I worried that most modelling could only cater for a sharp-edged object. This
seemed to me to apply to recognition, the interrogation of specific objects, too, If one talks in terms
of contrast and size as being predominant model features, this takes no account of a whole host of other
relevant things. For instance, when you look at a simulation or a TV system or an image intensifier you
have some degradation of imagery. Also, relevant to the observer himself, there are factors such as
state of accomodation, pupil diameter, various other factors which change retinal image quality. This
quality of retinal image is of course very important in all we do, detection and analysis of detail
included. At RAC we, like many people, have tended to be over-naive in air-to-ground modelling in this
assumption that it is the detection threshold that matters. I agree with Dr Greening that the ability
to interrogate one of a number of possible objects at length, in a virtually no-search situation, is
what really matters. But, still, quality is all too little considered.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
Still talking about modelling, Mr Silverthorn, if I had to confess illness-at-ease about model
adequacy, I might have major misgivings about your definition and use of a hard shell visual lobe.
Could you perhaps first clarify for the meting what such a lobe is, and then mention what a soft shell
model might imply, were there one?
Hr Silverthorn (UK)
In arriving at the herd shell lobe I made use of Dr Taylor's off-axis data, and generated what I
call a target detectability profile. The probability of detection off-axis does not necessarily go up
to 1. The lobe is merely a matheamatical device for making the calculations simple. At p - 0.5 let
us my, there will be a certain probability of off-axis angle and that is taken, quite simply, as the
radius of the hard shell lobe. It's obvious that the concept of seeing the target inside, not outside
the lobe, is again merely a mathematical device.
Imagine we have a search area with one embedded
to speak of convolution; if we take my detectability
of detection is found. This average is taken really
distribution (a uniform, rectangular distribution in

target which may be at any position. We are forced
profile across the search area an average probability
in two ways, but as an average on glimpse
my model) the hard shell model makes sense.

Group Captain Whiteside (UK)
I want to ask simply what is the use of mathematical modelling? When considering men, with theic
changes in accommodation, arousal and so on, who are momentarily frightened with a consequently
widened pupil, who alter their direction of gaze for a quite arbitrary and unpredictable reason and so
forth, what use is a model? The aircrewman may have had a car accident or a police fine, or he may
have an unhappy wife; how do you include all such factors and make sense of the modelling?
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Mr Silverthorn (UK)
I don't spring to the defence of modelling, but heartily agree. It seems to me there are physical
aspects of the problem and there are psychological aspects of the problem. The psychologists haven't
a model of psychological man in the same sense that we have, for instance, visibility models. It seems
to me we have taken the easy route through the physical side of modelling.
Dr Greening (US)
I can coment only to the extent of reiterating that we are leaving the human out of the model,
unless we have him there as part of the variance. One of the few items of data I'm aware of that beers
on your question directly was collected by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff (but is not otherwise available)
on a Joint Task Force simulation using real personnel, real vehicles and real terrain. There were
differences between those data and others from cinematic siulatiun in terms of probability and range
effects, but, more importantly, there was immensely more variability in the real than in the simulated
data. I feel the human being is represented in those very large variabilities. This is not an answer
to your question, though; it is a confirmation of the basis for it.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
Mr Overington, I take it you are happy to start from adequate arithmetical descriptions of physical
things such as retinal spread functions and eventually work through to these more nebulous areas with
an accretion of precise models? In other words, you wouldn't agree that at the minute we measuro the
easy and omit the important?
Hr Overington (UK)
Well, I remain optimistic. We can come to terms, given that we start simply. We are still at the
simple stage admittedly. My random search modelling, and recent simulation work not yet reported
related to a photo interpreters type of task gives one confidence that the nebulous can be come to terms
with eventually. Certainly, there is an awful lot of parameters to include in the modelling, each a
source of variance and, indeed, of bias. It would be foolish to say we're close to accounting for them
all at the moment.
Colonel Appleton (US)
I don't snare your malaise about modelling work. What we're talking of is human performance (nd
the selection of personnel to perform) in the final analysis. Primary factors bearing on performance
are sensory acuity, motivation and aptitude. We measure acuity to the best of our ability. We've
pretty well given up on the measurement of motivation. I think what we're discussing here is largely
to do with measuring aptitude. What appears to bother people is that the models don't mimic accurately;
they probably never will very exactly. But that's not so big a problem. You end up with a situation,
gadget, or whatever t. measure up against peopie Lhat you're going to select.
On the basis of intuition alone, if your model is close, without meeting the rigid criteria
scientists tend to set themselves, it will be a most useful tool with which to assess aptitude. I
encourage this kind of modelling; I see it as a great step forward. At the moment we're measiring
acuity with a Snellen chart, knowing what a poor physical standard that is, and likewise for colour
sense tests using pigments or lights.
I think the modelling area is much more sophisticated, applicable
and useful than simply measuring acuity, for example. Because you can shoot the models full of
theoretical holes doesn't destroy their value.
Mr Silverthorn (UK)
I'm a little concerned that you base your views on operator selection. I, at least, model for
operational roles and their description in order to determine what aircraft stores to carry, for
example. I don't think the model is good enough for that, yet.
When we varied targct size, but not shape, and predicted by our model that range should b,
proportional to the scale used, we were quite wrong. Range and scale were independent, and the model
came nowhere near. There mutt be a large factor we haven't come to terms with. In this sort of area
we feel uneasy aboent the modelling we're doing.
Colonel Culver (US)
I was encouraged to hear ol the importance of factors to do with the eye other than acuity, for
instance accommodation, which Mr Overington mentioned. Do these factors need further clarification?
Mr Overington (UK)
I'm sure they do!
Dt Vos

We at BAC are one of Luny groups trying to tackle this.

(Netherlands)

Target recognition can be done by instrumentgl methods, looking through telescopes or whetever.
that the kind of thing you make models for?
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Dr fluddleston (UK)
Certainly a model can be applied to the aim of comparing physical aids. if

that is what you mean.

Dr Cre-ning (US)
We Lave done a good deal of
to the kind of models we've been
series, and the detector between
opinion this topic would justify

modelling of TV, IR and other devices and these models can be added on
discussing here. A human observer and physical detector are then in
him and the source brings another 20 or 30 variables with it. In my
another meting.

Under USA? contract a few years ago, for instance, my Company emined low-light TV system in
jubt this way, namely, comparing 2 image intensification systms by reference to model parametere.
Reeults show you can enquire usefully about parameters such as signal-to-noise, aperture, and so on.
s they affect total systm performance, man included.
Mr Overingtou (UK)
Modelling ehwld be applicable to the comparison of equipments. Unfortunately. one quickly runs
into the topic of image evaluation, which is beyond tLe scope of this meeting. I agree with Dr Greening
that another session would be needed to cover it adiquately. One of our objectives at Bristol is to
model this men-equipment interaction, and we are optimistic.
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Departmeant of Psychology, University of Nottingaa,
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Visual acuity is defined in terms of the minimum resolvable visual angle
or its reciprocal.
his assumes, implicitly, that acuity is inlependent of
vieingdistxm.
In the current study, this assumption was tested for peripheral
acuity using two viewing distances. A cmplex visual display was used for
the acuity task. The display Sontained0 a regu"a 17 by O arranement of discs.
Its angular dimensions were 271' by 16 5' and 4 2' by 2 24', with the observer
7 ft (2.13 m) and 47 ft (14.33 m) away, respectively. The display was exposed
for'0.25 seconds, with the oboerver fixating a particular point in it.
Measuremits were made of the threshold distance from the fixation point at which a
single, smeller target didc could be detected. The data, obtained from eight
observers, supported the assumption that peripheral acuity is independent of
viewing distance; the threshold distance remaining uchanged for four sizes of
target, in spite of the large cha ge in viewing distance. Tnis implies that

perforrance in air'-to-ground tArget acquisition should not be directly affected
by variations in viewing distance.

A. I'MRol'CTIN
1. Visual search and peripheral acuity
Smith(l), Erickson(2) and Johnston(3) have shown that visual search and peripheral acuity
are related. The further into the periphery that a particular stim lus can be seen, the faster are
the search times associated with it. 1he smaller the observer's visual field, the slower he is at
searvhing. Howarth and Boomfield(4,5) made use of this relationship in order to relate search ti
directly to the physical characteristics of their search displays. 7hey had soe measure of success
in predicting search times from peripheral vision perforrance, both for displays with a target amoog
nontargets (Bloomfield and Howarth, 6) and for a single target in a plain background (Blocsfield, 7).
In many search tasks, the distance between the observer and the search area is rot constant.
In particular, for air-to-ground target acquisition, the observer is in contiuxus motion, and the
distance between him and the target area is always changing.
Peripheral vision measures can be used to predict performance in search tasks with a
constant dista;nce between the observer and the display. But, what is the effect of viewing distance on
peripheral acuity? And, can peripheral acuity be used to predict search performance when viewing
distance varies? This study was designd to investigate the first of these two questions.
2. Foveal visual acuity and viewing distance
Visual acuity is, unfortunately, usually defined as the reciprocal of the minim= resolvable
angle, n.asurd in minutes of arc. In niny ways, it k-)uld have been far better if it had been definel
in terms of the minimum angle alone. However, the use of either definition entails the acceptance of
the assumption that acuity is independent of the distance between target and observer.
In fact, with short viewing distances, i.e. below app.iMteiy six feet (two metres), foveal
acuity decreases with decreasing distance. It has been suggested that, since convergence and accommodation necessarily co-vary with distance, either or both my account for this phenomeon. Tulving(8)
discussed these possibilities and produced evidence indicating that, in the absence of any changes in the
distance of the target from Uo- observer and regardless of the state of accoxmodation, convergence alone
influences acuity.
With longer viewing distances foveal visual acuity does appear to be independent of distance.
Beebe-Center, Mead, Wagoner and Hoffman(9) reported that, at observation distances varying from about
30 feet (10 metres) to 2 miles (3.2 Kiloetres), "for practical purposes visual acuity, defined in
angular terms, way be considered to remain constant over this range of distances".
3. Definition of visual acuity
Before discussing the effects of viewing distance on peripheral acuity, it is worth detailing
the difficulties caused by defining acuity in tex., of the reciprocal of the minimum resolvable visual
angle. This definition was introduced by Wertheim(l0) and it has led to the view that peripheral acuity
ecreases rapidly at first as one moves aay frem the fovea, but then more slowly as the far periphery is
reached. Both Low(ll) and Weymouth(12) have pointed out that a much more accurate picture of peripheral
acuity is achieved if the minimum resolvable angle itself is plotted against eccentricity. Figure 1 shows
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Wertheim's (1894) periperal acuity data shown
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reiprocal (adapted from Low, 1951).
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Bloomfield and Howarth's (1969) per'ipheral acuity data
shown in terms of the diffeirece in vimAl angle of
the diameter of target and nontargets.
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Wertheim's data plotted in both ways. After his careful and precise msasuraeents revealed that icuity
falls off gradually, and approximately linearly, as one moves from the fovea into the peripnery ard, then,
in the far periphery falls off mre rapidly, it is ironic that Wertheim represented his data in a way
that actually seem to reverse this picture. Indeed, it is doubly ironic, since in doing ttds he moved
from the kind of function - a linea one - that mst researchers strive for, to a more ooplex function
that is not easy to categorize mathematically.
4.

Peripheral visual ac,.ity and vLewiM distance

As a result of the use of the reciprocal function, the periphery of the retina has been
assumed to be qualitatively different from the fovea. In fact, the linear relationship between minimum
resolvable visual angle and angulaw ecoentricity, leads to the expectation that similar principles to
those ;hat ar true gf the fovea might also hold in the periphery, particularly in the peripheral areas
from 0t t
u or 40 from the fovea.
onmight, therefore, expect the effect of viewing distance to be similar. Again, in using
angular terse, there is an implicit assumption that acuity is independent of distance. And, furthermore,
for an isolated acuity target in a plain background, that the effect of reducing the angular size will be
the same whether it is reduced by using a smaller, target or by increasing the distance between the
observer and the target.
Experiments testing this propositon have used short viewing distances and have produced all
three possible results: i.e. that stimuli for ing equal retinal images prodiuced better peripheral acuity
when placed near to the eye than wzhen further ey (Auber-t and Foerster, 13; Jaensch and Kleeman, 14),
that distance had no effect (Luckiesh and loss, 15); and that acuity became worse for stimuli placed
nearer to the eye (Freeman, 16). These experiments are discussed by LoC(ll). He points out that the
observed acuity differences are both small and irregular and concludes that peripheral visual acuity, if
measuzee with proper experimental safeguards, depends on the size of the retinal wage.
No study that I kno of has investigated the effect of viewing distance on peripheral acuity
tuing distances of over six feet (two metres).
5.

Peripheral visual acuity with comlex stinuli

As mentioned earlier, Bloomfield and Howarth(6) obtained peripheral acuity measures using
displays containing a target disc amongst a number of nontarget discs. They obtained a linear function
relating the difference in diameter of the target and the nontarpet discs to angular eccentricity. This
is shown in Figure 2. It is similar to the linear function of Figure 1. Once more the use of angular
ters entails the inplicit assumption that peripheral acuity is independent of viewing distance.
The experiment reported here was carried out to test this assumption. In it, I used the type
of display used in several studies of visual search (Bloomfield, 7, 17, 18) as well as in the experiment
by Bloomfield and Hoarth(6). The experiment differs from previous studies of visual acuitj and viewing

distance in that no attempt was made to have targets of equivalent angular size at the different distances.
Instead, the linear dimensions of the target, the nontarets and the display were held constant. Under

these conditions, if peripheral acuity was independent of vie.wing eistarce, we would expect to find that
the linear threshold distance remained constant. (This is discussed more fully in section C.4.).
B. APPARATUS R" PRCMURE

An overhead projector wds used to project the display material onto a screen. A perspex sheet,
with shallow holes drilled into it, was placed on the projecto.7. Ball bearings were placed in these holes,
their images appearing on the scren as discs. The perspex was masked off to gi% a rectangular display
longer horizontally than it was vertically.
The observer sat now to the display (7 ft - 2.13 m) or far ficm it

(47 ft - 14.33 m).

His angle

of view Yas identical at the two distances. The roan was evenly illuminated. The ambient light level was
44 lm/ft . The walls of the roan were matt white. The dimensions of the roam were 48.25 feet long by
16.5 feet wide by 9.5 feet high.
The display used contaisned 170 large discs arranged in a regular 17 x 10 matrix. A fixation
spot was provided for the observe'. This fell on a spot coincident with the centre of the disc with two
stimuli to its left, 14 to its right, four above and five below. The dimnsions of the display,with the
projector 6.5 feet from the screen, are given in Table 1.
The observer's task wa& to detect the presence of a single smaller target disc, which was

placed on the horizontal row indicated by the fixation point and to tn-right of this point.
of target were used.

Four sizes

Their dimnsions and those of the nontmrget background discs are given in Table 1.

In order to expose the display for . ,rief controlled interval a large aperture camera
shutter was fitted to the overhead .=Jector. The fixation point was provided by means of a slide
projector, that also had a sh, ter attachte to it. The two shuttacs were connected so that when one was
open exposed.
the otherThe
was length
shut, an,,
viceexposur
versa. was
The ontoolled
:,xation point
always visible,
whenandthewasdisplay
was
o'. the
by thewas
overhead
projector except
shutter,
constant at 0.25 seconds iitrothut the experiment.
tetr
e each exposure the observer fixattd the fixation point. The target was moved in towards
the fixation point on successive exposures, until the observer was sure he could detect it.
Its distance

away from the fixation print was then recorded. Mhn, the target was noved out away from this point,
until he was sure lie co.ld not detect it and, again, the distance was recorded. If, after any expoeure,
the observer reported chat he was rot fixating on the fixation point, the results of that run were
ignored and the moveent inrard or outward was repeated.
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Table I.

of the display ndstimil I

lirmar and! aWigar dimansio

7

Observer - diplay distance (feet)

Angular Size

Linear Size (inches)

Display

size

Ur=Jected

PrJecte

47

Near
1.4'

Far
40 2.0'

Horizontal

7.56

41.59

27

Vertical

4.50

24.75

160 Is.8'2024.0'

Diaster

(32rds inch)
&S

67.0'

10.0'

49.5

60.3'

9.0'

44

53.6'

8.0

7

38.3

46.9'

7.0'

6

33

40.2'

6.0'

4

22

26.9'

4.0'

10

of Nonta.-ets

9
of Tarets

Cape between
sti-li,
and
between edge of
display "r!
nearest stirmili

The contrst (C) of the dark (D) target and wntarget stim.li to the
calculated from the f nfla

light WL)bakgrman,
C s 100

(D-

)/(D + L)

was approximately 70%.
Each target Was Med twice at each distance in each session. Al fou were used at one
distanc, then all four at the second. Then, all fouw were again used at the second distance, and then
again finally at the first. The targets we always presented in ascending or descending order. The
four possible presentation orders are given in Table 2. Em& session lasted between 1 and ]I hour.
Table 2: four po-ible target presentation orders
targets
distanc*- 'targets distance targets distance targets -distance
1
2

eAr'
near

9876
6789

far
far

6789
9876

far
far

9876
6789

near
near

6789
9876

3

far

6789

rW'

9876

far

6789

far

9876
6789

ner

4

nar

9876

Ima

6789

far

9876

Eight observers were used. They all had normal vision (two - S3 and SO - arwted). Eh
was tested alone in two or three sessions. For their first session, four obsvers (Si, 52, S3 and S4)
were seated near to the display firat (i.e. they had order 1 or 2), and for their second session they
This
far aay at :iset (order 3 or 4). If they had a third session they wer* near at first again.
promedure was r- reed for the rmainig four observers (S5, S6 57 and S).
C.

RES

, An

DISCUSSION1

St"raurJst.,c-l
treatmenrt

Five obser

s (S, S2, S5,

6 and S7) tok

t in tree sessions, and three (63, S4 and 58)

in
o. The fisst seion wa treated as practice for all oberver.
The raw data coraistod of threshold
distances frn the fixation point. The target met different in size frum the nontarets, target 6,
could be detected at the edge of the display by four observers (M3, 54, S6 and SB) and, therefore, the
threshold distances
not be easurd for them for
target. Beause o
data have been
anal.ysed in to ways. Table 3 s
s the resu.lts of a four-way analysis of v
with a.U eight
inard and outward
hatter targets (9, 8 and 7), two viewng distances and with t
s, the t
readin compreed. Table 4 shows a similar analysis for four observers (Sl, S2, SS and S7) and al four
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Table 3: eizary of four-way analysis of variance with all eight observers an
sizes (9, 8 and 7)
Source

A. Observer
B. Vi~frg Ditane
C. Irta-d v Outwrd
D. Target Size

Degrees of Fedm

F

three taret
P

7
1
1
2

21.65
0.12
77.28
130.61

'C.00001

A x B

7

17.92

4.00001

A xC

7

2.31

'.05

Ax D

14

6.07

4.00001

Bx C

1

0.70

-

B xD

2

0.14

-

C x D

2

4.86

c.05

AxBxC

7

0.16

-

A x Bx D

14

6.79

C.00001

A xCxD

14

0.71

-

BxCxD

2

1.94

-

14

0.32

-

A x Bx Cx D
Within

236

Total

311

-

q.0001
c.00001

3

Table 4:

*i nar

of four-way analysis of var iance with four observee

all four target size,
source

Degrees of Prveed

(Si, S2, SS and S8) and
F

p

A. Observers

3

120.26

B. Viewing DV.tar'e

1

0.81

C. Irmard v Outward

1

77.16

<.005

D. TarVt Size

3

54.65

4.00001

A x B

3

54.42

<.00001

AxC

3

2.11

-

A x D

9

14.46

Dx C

1

1.36

-

BxD

3

0.46

-

Cx D

3

2.44

-

AxBxC

3

0.20

-

A x Bx D

9

11.26

c.00001

AxCxD

9

0.58

BxCxD

3

1.49

AxBxC xD

9

0.15

Within

192

7bt.

25S

65i

<.00001

-

4.0001

4
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Both tables show sifilar patterns of significance. Al the main effects e-az rai
,?
vieng distance are aighly significant. It was to be eqpected that te thrwhold ddt
%.-;

significantly greater. when the target was moved outwards than when it wee mved in

s iino t',,

i6 4v

artifactual result dependent on the particular method of measuring the thsvehold. S~ro.er', fvt.e
Bloomfield and Howarth(6) it was to be expected that, as the target a
cller
em in sire ut ;
rclwA"*,t-

the threshold distance would be reduced significantly.
was that of obserwv

7he third signifiomit min ffecr un

and, again, this was to be expected, being a typical tindiuii, n

hrr

iwin

r,t,1AS

:.d ,

The first-orde, interactions, of viewing distanoe and of target size witt, okwm-er
, ..,
the seoond-order interaction, of observers by viewing distance by target size, am haghly a.'st.
1he main difference between the two tables is that the tw interection terM, of obe-nr
-1 z tarwt

size with inward v outward readings, with low levels of significance (.05) in TMble !
significance in Table 4.

Again, that interactions involving observers prow to be

ck&net ocviL

igrif. ut

isan

surprising.
The ain interest in these analyses is centred on the fourth min effect: vviirn
Wrst,.
It is clear that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the data taken at the two distwemw
cis, i'rM
the saxe distributions, in this case. In fact, the high valu
of 'P' obtained for irese (0.1z' A L-,4.,
the let & 2nd analysis respectively) constitute strong evidence for acomptiN the nMJL hypuUl4gis:
is. to accept that the linear theshold dista e for each target in the sm at 17 f,4t as it a. &%
a
ewis.
The significant inteacticra involving viewing distance am best irtar MLed in te1v Q.
differing trends amongst the observers. For some, there is a slight, but imiplifficd:t, decrv r performance as viewing distance is increased; for others, ther is a slifit, but
p ft.
rt'~rment; however, the difference between these two slight effects is significant.
2.Grehical

representation

In reporting similar peripheral acuity data, Bloomfield and Howamt(6) pl-antee the
tr.
in dianeter of target and nontargets against eccentricity. Hver,
scentricity is nvbably rv; J 1n-

dent on the absolute diameter difference but, rather, on the diater differarm re Live tu tho
diameter of the nontargets. Thus, it would be more appropriate to plot the re.l'tivs .iffermne 4Fv,-'.X t
eccentricity.
The relative diameter difference remains unchanged as viewing diwtamic is mried. flgtie
shows the mean linear threshold distances for all eight observers for the three difficudt tadr eii d a
function of the relative diameter difference. Figure 4 shows a similar plot for four of th
, .,

observers with all four targets.

The analyses reported in section C.l. indicated Val. the

distances obtained at the two viewing distances, "hich are ccepazed in these tw
cantly different and were, in fact, probably fro the sa
distribution.

fiVnees,

irr }

zre rri e4;uffi-

As the interactions of observer and viewing distance, and of observer bj vievJg
Dct.
target size were significant,the data for each individual obsen-erareshown in riue,
S. He- t'e .iraathreshold distance is plotted aga.inat viewing distance. The unts on the two axes a
the !e,
t the
scale for viewing distance is 12.5 times greater than that for threshold distance. Pr- mact
t1- ,
there are changes in threshold distance with viewing distance.
Out, consideing the c..ffervo"
In
these are not important for most observers. The largest changes occuw for S5, Whv inur bettsr It Tt*
far distance for targets 8, 7 and 6, and for S; (targets 9, 7 and 6) and SO (tat
71 w *
,e
rear to the display.

3.

Possible source of error

As stated in section B, if the observer was not fixating the fixation poi-It a.ter -di
display had been exposed, the ccmplete inward or outward sequence of presertatioru i, IDTVrw su

This was necessary on three occasions only, once each with observers S5, S6 and SO.

ee.

.- ver, it La

possible that there were some small movements away from the fixation point tumztb w target tr
we
not noticed by the observers. Since the same angular movement would be associated witi a rmywz .i"e
movement at the far viewing distance than the near, and such Undetected Mnvewents may avw rt- .,*.f,',ential effects. It is not possible to state whether or not this occurrd, and the pesai iLit e.':d
t4
borne in mind when onsaidering the implicatiors of these findins.
4. 7he effect of viewing distance
This study was primarily undertaken to investigate the effect cf viewin Lsta - e
pherel acuity. On the evidence obtained using eight observers, one mist conclude tat -aie #tslul
distance from the fixation point r-muins constant for all four targets tIed When the V
g ',..L
is increased from seven to 47 feet (though there is considerable variability o
obertvver,.

i-

Beebe-Center et al. (9), measuing foveal acuity in minute. of arc over a rnge
c. 7 ,.
i, t
from 30 feet tn 2 miles, found that acuity was wnrsrtant. If the effect of viewing disance (,, ,
r. .
pheral acuity was analogcus to this, one would etpect that tatters of Contatt
anular nwwj& (t) b
dU
be detected at constant angular eccenrfTicity- (e) as V w
ared. The rarult obtairmi nere %me:,
!.-r
targets of constant lincar dimensions D), the liner thrsold distanoe ,.
the fi
-,o. po-L ,,
wMl

constant.
The obtained result and that that might be expected by analogy are, in f1c,
equivalent; viz

fl :'oA y

0.4

7 feet

-

'47 fort

dd

S0.2

Figwe 3: mu

0.'.

rewtrhoddstneforaa i~toem

t

7 feet

47 feet7
0.3--

0.2
va

0.1

10

2

llneas thresIDJ distwmo (iitJw)
aw thr~'~ueshold dim'
Fisur* 4:.m ira
with all towr tar"e.. a Amo

fmwfu obs~rvw (S1, 82, 85, S7)
diffawm.
of zv~t~v ditw
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T/VD
and A
.

T

andD

D/VD,

both by simple geometry
1

VD
- V

.

2

'he obtained results with varying VD was
D/T
.. ,by

= constant

substituting 1

and

3
2

in

3,

S/ 0 = constant, and this is the expected result.
A particularly notable feature of the main result of this study is that, not only is it in
linc with expectations based on work on foveal acuity, but also it was obtained using a complex visual
display containing mny nontarget stiuli.
S.

Implications for target acquisition and visual search

The second question posed in section A.E. was can peripheral acuity be used to predict search
performance when viewing distances varies? Since it does appear to be Lidependent of viewing distance, it
seems likely that it can. Because of the relationship of peripheral acuity to visual search, one would
expect viewing distance to have m direct effect on search or target acquisition, for distances of over
approximately six feet.
If search or target acquisition does become aore difficult as viewing distance increases,
this is likely to be because of secondary variables. For example, with longer viewing distances more
interesting, irrelevant objects may cme into the field of view, drawing the observer's attention aay
from the search area. We do know that, with increased viewing distance, the search area may become so
s.wll that the observer finds it difficult to place all his glimpees within its boundaries. E.och(19)
fgund that, while only 10% of his observer's fixatiogs fell outside his search displays when they were
9 square or more, as many as 50% fell outside his 6 display and 75% outside that of S.
She display used in the current study had, at the longer viewing distance, angulur dimensiona
of 4°2' by 2 24'. On the basis of Enoch's data, one would expect a high proportion of fixations to fall
outside this display, if it was used for search with an observer 47 feet away. This may result in wastage,
which ore would expect should lead to longer search times at this distance compared with those at seven
feet. In fact, from preliminary work, this does seew to be the case.
At the prespit time, one would expect that providing (a) the search display always has
angular dimensions of 9 or more, (b) viewing distare is greater than six feet (two metres) and (c)
viewing distance is cot so great that the observer is unable to resolve the target, then variations in
viewing distance should have no effect on target acquisition or visual search erfo
,ance.
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DISCUSSION

Hr Ericson (US)
Did your observers have difficulty maintaining fixation while you took the measurementa?
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
Subjects sat 7 or 47 feet from the screen, and fixated a point. When they were ready, the fixation
point was removed and a stimulus flashed on for I sec, during which time they should still have been
fixated. We asked them to tell us if they weren't doing this. In fact, I was one of the subjects (S3)
and remember having no problem. But I agree there was no actual check on whether subjects' eyes hed
moved.
Hr Ericson (US)
I tried to do a test like this with 22 pilots in 2 sessions. In the first session I didn't tell
them I was watching their eyes, and in the second session I told them I would say when I saw their
eyes move off. What I could describe as cheating then dropped from 20 to I per cent or thereabouts.
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
I don't know whether our subjects were cheating. They seemed to try to help us. Obviously we
would have liked to have had a way of checking fixation, but with Out viewing distances and without
specialised optical systems such a split prisms this was not possible.
Incidentally, like many subjects, I had the distinct feeling I was much worse further from the
screen, though this turned out not to be the case when the data were analysed.
Mr Overington (UK)
Foveal acuity doesn't change much beyond 6 feet, as you say in yrur paper. I'm at a loss to see
why your experiment was from 6 feet outwards. For the fovea, those effecta that there are are from
6 feet inwards.
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
When asked to do the investigation, it was quite clear I was expected to find an effect, if only
the subjective one I mentioned. I agree the literature makes the discovery of a large distance effect
unlikely, Peripheral acuity was in this case expected to decrease as viewing distance increased, aud
this expectation was from a previous practical finding, not from the literature.
Mr Overington (UK)
From the physical optics stand point, any distance effect on acuity should be due to the imaging
optics of tbe eye. The periphery already has a poorer image and is more $rainy than the centre area
of the eye, so effects of distance should be even harder to pick up than they are fur foveal viewing
from 6 feet inwards. I might expect peripheral effects to be insignificant even at these short
distances.
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
I think we now agree.
Mr Overington (UK)
Two of your observers might well be considered 'rogues' in a small sample experiment. How were
they screened visually? One of them could be short sighted (85) and the other long sighted ($4). Did
you do any analysis excluding these 2 subjects? The A x B interaction you report might then be
insignificant.
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
I agree the interaction would go. As to screening subjects out, this depends on what one is trying
to do. I wanted to follow this study up with one on visual search at the 2 viewing distances.
Kr Overington (UK)
Agreed, but it's only chance that 85 and S4 balanced each other in your overall results.
have had 2 'rogues' in the same direction which would have given an apparent main effect.
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
No.

We would still have isolated the Observer X Viewing Distance interaction.
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A Kodel for the Inherent Contrast Conditions in Full-Form Objects

Dr.-Ing. habil. Max R. Nagel, Scientific Coworker
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fUr
Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
D-bO31 Oberpfsffenhofen, Germany

S

The concept has been developed of a simple model that is representative

of the luminance and con-

,trait conditions on full-form objects. A reasonably reaUistic approach is a sphere that is exposed to the
irradiation from the entire sky,

the sun, and the ground, taking into account thiconsiderable variation

of the luminance in the sky. lased,

primarily,

n measurements nf the sky luminance in the Pikes Peak

region of Colorado, U.S.A., calculations were mao.- of the inherent contrast in such a model when it is
vieved from any direction with fields of viev of various sires. Other calculations were concerned with the
model object's contour contrast against its background, and with its color. Representative results of these
calculations are shown and discussed.

List of symbols

X- asimthal distance of a point of the model sphere from the sun vertical
- latitudinal distance of a point of the model sphere from the horizontal equator of the
sphere
azimuthal distance of s point of the sky from the sun vertical

a-

latitudinal distance (elevation)

of a point of the sky over the horizon

0,- elevation of sun over the horizon
w - wavelength of light, in na
relative sensitivity of the eye for light of wavelength v, with reference to sensitivity
r(w].

at V - 555 =2

H1Wi. solar energy in H/m
from the sun,

4ust outside the terrestrial atmosphere, perpendicular to direction

for wavelength V

&(w)- attenuation coefficient per unit air mass, for wavelength w
m - effective air mass
ce - angular distance of point (,p)

from point () X0,T-0

) on the sphere, directly under the

sun
B- brightness of sky in the vicinity of point 'C,0 ), in Imm

2

A - area of small portion of sky having an average brithtness B, in steradlen
P - reflectance of ground
-PK
E
/'L$i•
a

reflectance of model sphere
2
total illuminance in 2/m
portion of the total illumnance attributable to direct radiation fro the sun, in
portion of the total illuminance attributable to direct radiation from the sky, in

2

1m/m2
lm/m

Al illuminance attributable tn reflected radiation from the sun, in I/m 2
LISP- portion of the total
2
6EHR" portion of the total illuminance attributable to reflected radiation from the sky, in lw/m

V w ratio of solar and sky components of illuminance

A- auirthal component of a viewing direction with respect to the center of the sphere and
sun vertical
latitudinal component of a viewing direction with respect to the center of the sphere and
l
the horizon

W - center angle determining radius of a field of view on the sphere surveyed by an outside
observer
0-

angle determining location of a point at the boundary of the field of view

LK - luminance at a point of the sphere at the boundary of the field of view
LS-

luminance of the sky next to a point of the sphere at the boundary of the field of view.
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1. Introduction
One of the primary fsctnrs governing

the visual detection and identification of ground features from an

aircraft is the inherent contrast of these objects, either within themselves or against their backgrounds.
In feet no ground object can bi detected, much less identified, without an inherent contrast either in
terse of luminance or in terms of the spectral composition - or color, respectively - of the radiation
emitted or reflected from its surface. This statement applies to any photo-electronically supported observation as well; and problems around the inherent contrast conditions in outdoor objects continue, therefore, to hold considerable interest for a great number of everyday-public,

industrial, scientific and

military disciplines. As a consequence, a need is felt to establish a set of sufficiently detailed data
on the inherent object contrast which, based on measurements under actual conditions, can be realistically
associated with s variety of environmental, meteorological and operational situations and which, in turn,
can serve as a model for further calculations, for duplications and simulations, and for predictions of
object contrasts assuming changed conditions,

2. Discussion of the Model Concept
Physically, the concept of such a model envisages a smooth sphere located outdoors, initially under a
clear day-time sky, and illuminated by skylight, sunlight, and the reflecting ground. Both the sphere and
the ground are considered completely opaque, neutral gray in color and diffusely reflecting, the ground
having a reflectance p ; and the sphere,pk. The size of the sphere is small and its altitude above the
grounds is such, that its shadow does not cover a material portion of the ground and affect the Amount of
light (or radiation, respectively) that is reflected from the ground upon any part of the sphere. This
sphere is viewed from the outside by an observer from any direction; and the observer is, again. snall or
distant enough from the object sphete and its surrounding ground so as not to interfere with the light
dixtribution on them. To fill the condition of an "inherent" contrast, the environment is assumed to be
such that the contrast is neither attenuated nor augmented by the medium between the observer and the
sphere. It is also assumed that no atmospheric attenuation (scattering, absorption) occurs in the space
betwce'

the observer and the sphere. Furthermore, both the sphere and the ground will in the ease of

visible radiation, not emit any light of their own.

This concept of a model object has already been proposed in an earlier publication (1),

and, inevitable

shortcomings nctwithstanding, Atill appears suitible and appropriate for the above-stated purposes. The
following arguments in favor of this concept are essentially repeated from that publication:
I. It reduces an object to a mathematically easily accessible spherical shape. In particular, it facilitates interpretation of basic data obtained through its application and makes it possible to easily
translate locations on the model into more general terms of surface orientation. The assumption of a
three-dimensional full-form system permits the execution of a series of con.iderations that cannot be
pe:formed with models concerned with specific surface orientations only. In particular, the advantages
of full-form models come to bear, when questions of optimalization, location of miniLa and maxima, etc.,
are to be dealt with, as is the case, for example, in connection with the problem of detection and recognition of objects.
2. Physically, the convex,

unobsured portions of the surface of an object, that are the characteristicum

of a sphere, are usually also the ones most responsible for the photomtric, spectroecopic and colorimetric appearance of an object.
3. The condition of a smooth surface necessarily narrows the applicability of the model to gross-form
considerdtions and will oftea lead to minimu

contrasts, which can be desirable or undesirable, de-

pending on the task at hand. Generally, this condition will tend to be best approached in small objects,
but it is for practical purposes usually sufficiently satisfied in significant portions of the surface
of complex objects as well.
4. The Assumption of a gray coliration of sphere and ground, and the condition of perfect diffusion simplify the theoretical considerations and at the same time enable further application of the results
to colored surfaces

'While, admittely, such a simplification neglects the influence of colored natural

ground covers, it must be remembered that, by and lasAe, natural objects usually reflect through the
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entire visible spectrum. The7 also change their spectral appearance through the year so as to make generalization - which is the purpose of a medel - extremely difficult. Furthermore, many marmade outdoors features distinguish themelves from natural ones by their - sometimes,

as for example in the

case of camouflage, deliberate - neutral coloration. This present article vill therefore consider - to
some small extent - only the coloration of an object introduced by the solar and celestial radiations.

Since the time of the previous publication, several sets of naw, more detailed data have been published
and more elaborate computation capabilities have become available. which nov permits expansion of the
scope of the earlier study.

3. Computations
In order to determine contrast and color of a model object, it is first necessary to know the basic components of the total illuminance occuring on its surface. These are primarily the contributions made by the
direct radiation from tho sky and the sun, and those made by the radiation reflected from the ground. In
the case of the model considered in this study, the radiation impingent on the ground is identically the
same, in amount as well as spectral composition, as that on the upper pole on the sphere. In the process
of reflection, only the amount of reflected radiation changes in accordance with the reflectance of the
ground, while the spectral composition - represented here by the ratio V of solar to celestial radiation is maintained.

For the calculation of the celestial radiation, the data from the ground-based measurements during the
1956 Infrared Measurement Program (IRMP'56) of the Wright Air Development Center by Bennett, Bennett and
Nagel (2-3) were employed. Unlike elmilat sets made at the same and other occasions by an airborne group
of the Scrippm Institution of Oceanography Visibility Laboratory (4-8),
based station and several sun altitudes from 4 to 55

the chosen data refer to a ground-

during one generally clear afternoon and seem,

therefore, particularly suitable as a point of departurA for future correlation of less easily interpretable measurements.

Lscking adequate solar irradiation measurements - a set of pyrheliemetric data obtained during the IRMP by
D.J. Portman and F.C. Eller (9) yielded unrealistically high values -, the calculations of the solar component of the illuminance on the point directly under the sun were made using Hoon's values for the solar
2

radiation (10) after adjusting them stightly to an extraterr-s.trlal irradiance of 1401 W/m

to conform

with the International Pyrheliometric Scale.

That portion AE 5 0 at a point (Xs) on the sphere, ihich is attributable to the direct radiation from the
sun, is given by

s0

(w)

1

aiW)m~0 , COIm/m2

w-0
where X,0 the longitude and latitude coordinates, respectively, of the point on the sphere, vith reference
to the sun vertical A - 0 and the horizontal equator of the sphers, P- 0; v - wavelength of light;
680 lm/Watt - international mechanical light equivalent;
watt/m,2 -

i(w) - relative sensitivit7 of the eye-, H(w), in

solar irradiance just outside the terrestrial atmosphere incident on a surface perpendicular to

the direction to the sun, after '4on (0); a - attenuation coefficient per unit
according to Bemporad; CO angular distance of point ( X,)
directly under the sun, 00 -

(2) cos

MESo

as; m - air mass

altitude of sun over the horizon. It is also

O. sinso sin PotcospC os0o COSX

This equation is valid within 0 t
and

of air

from the point of the sphere ( X-O 0p-09

-0

t0

9

go0

, which condition defines the sunlit half of the model sphire,

for the rest of its surface. It may here also be inserted that Eq (I) still tends to result

in somewhat high value of

AFSO

, probably due to the rather unsecured value for the mechanteal light

equivalent.

The component of illuminstion MFHO

(,X)

in a point (X,

)
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of the sky due to direct skylight is

given by
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entire visible spectrum. They also change their spectral appearance through the year so as to make generalization - which is the purpose of a model - extremely difficult. Furthermore, many manmade outdoors features distinguish themselves from natural ones by thelr - sometimes,

as for example in the

case of camouflage, deliberate - neutral coloration. This present article will therefore consider - to
some small extent - only the coloration of an object introduced by the solar and celestial radiations.
Since the time of the previous publication, several sets of new, more detailed data have been published
and more elaborate computation capabilities have become available, which now permits expansion of the
scope of the earlier study.

3. Computations
In order to determine contrast and color of a model object, it is first necessary to know the basic components of the total illuminance occuring on its surface. These are primarily the contributions made by the
direct radiation from the sky and the sun, and those made by the radiation reflected from the ground.

In

the case of the model considered in this study, the radiation impingent on the ground is identically the
same,

in amount as well as spectral composition, as that on the upper pole on the sphere. In the process

of reflection, only the amount of reflected radiation changes in accordance with the reflectance of the
ground, while the spectral composition - represented here by the ratio V of solar to celestial radiation is maintained.

For the calculation of the celestial radiation, the data frow the ground-based measurements during the
1956 Infrared Measurement Program (IEV!'56) of the Wright Air Development Center by Bennett,

Bennett end

Nsgel (2-3) were employed. Unlike similar sets made at the same and other occasions by an airborne group
of the Scripps Institution of Oanography Visibility Laboratory (4-8),

the chosen data refer to a ground-

based station and several sun altitudes from 4 to 550 during one generally clear afternoon and seem,
therefore, particularly suitable as a point of departure for future correlation of less easily interpretable measurements.
Lacking adequate solar ivradiation measurements - a set of pyrheliometric data obtained during the If? by
D.J. Portman and F.C. Elder (9) yielded unrealistically high values -, the calculations of the solar component of the illuminance on the point directly under the sun were vade using Moon's values for the solar
2

radiation (10) after adjusting them slightly to an extraterrestrial irradiance of 1601 W/o

to conform

with the InLernational Pyrheliometric Scale.

That portion LEso

at a point ( XS)

on the sphere,

%dichis attributable to the direct radiation from the

sun, is given by

()

on
A EO(Xq) - E

560V(w)

4(w)

10'a('w m 'CS CO

m/

m

2

kitere X,q the longitude and latitude coordinates, respectively, of the point on the sphere, with reference
to the sun vertical N - 0 and the horizontal equator of the sphers,.P- 0; w - wavelength of light;
i(w) - relative sensitivity of the eye; H(w), in
2
watt/M 2, - solar irradiance just outside the terrestrial atmosphere incident on a surface perpendicular to
680 lm/Watt - international mechanical light equivalent;

the direction to the sun, after Moon (10); a - attenuation coefficient per unit of air mass; m - air mess
according to Bemporad; to angular distance of point ( X,p) from the point of the sphere ( )-0
directly under the sun, 00

(2) cot CO. sin9 sinO

0

- altitude of sun over the horizon.

0-e

is also

cosp
C
cost cos X

This equation is valid within 0
and

It

900, which condition defines the sunlit half of the model sphere,

Eo

fo " the rest of its surface. It may here also be inserted that EQ (I) still tends to result
0[$9-0

in somewhet higi value of

AISO

, probably due to the rather unsecured value for the mochanicAl light

equivalent.

The component of illumination MH

0

(X,

) in a point (l,f)
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to the determination of location where such conditions occur.
As an example. Fig. 4 shows the locations of the minimm and maximum illuminance, when the ground reflectance changes. Particularly interesting is here the transition of the point of maximum itlluinance from a
latitude well above the point directly under the sun for aero ground reflectance, to m.ch lover latitudes
at increasing reflectancee.

5. Surface Contrast$
Three types of contrast were investigated as further examples of the utility of the model sphere concept in
practical applications:
I.

The inherent contrast vithiu a field of view of given size, as seen from an outside observer (sunface contrast)

2.

The contrast of the sphere along the edge of the field of viev in relation to the backgrot-nd of the
sphere, i.e. against the ground or the sky (contour contrast)

3. color variations on the sphere

For this purpose, an observe or a camera is imagined to look from outside the sphere toward its center
in a principAl direction (A_,4

). The coordinate systen of these directions is oriented like that for the

sphere surface ().,f) itself, so that the surface point (NY) is the nadir point with respect to the observer. The observer is then thought to be able to survey a circular area on the sphere which is centered at

(X, 0 ) and whose radius is determined by an angle w subtended at the center of the sphere (see Fig. 5).
w w 900will therefore describe a situation where the entire half sphere facing the observer is visible to
him. Smaller fields of view are of importance for the study of situations where large objects are involved,
such as in the case of navigation over mountainous terrain, or when the field of view is narrowed by optical instrumentation, photographic cameras, microscopes,

telescopes, or the like. In operations involving

visual observ'ation, the object contrast may then define the probability of detecting an object; in the
photographic application it will, for example, determine the required exposure range of the film, etc,

For the present study, the relationship
(8)

C

max - Emin
Emax*rj-in

was used to define a contrast. Here Emax and

hem

are the maxivm and minivsm irradiances, or luminances,

respectively, within the field of view. For reference and comparison, Appendix I contains a number of
values for various other definitons in comon use,
fig. 6 illustrates the case when an observer sees the entire sphere (w - 900). The lines indicate viewing
directions from which the inherent surface contrast within the field of view remains the same. The star
at the meridian A.- 0 indicates the direction of the sun.
Of special interest is here the upper section of the presentation which contains the directions applicable
to aerial observation and other situations where the observer looks dovwnvard on the subject. In the case
shown - that is, for a sun altitude of 55 aand ground reflectance 20 2 - a large cection of that upper half
is blank and marked 82, indicating that for all the directions pertaining to this section the Inherent
surface contrast stays at that level; primarily because, looking at the object from any of these directions,
both the sphere point hsving the greatest illumination end that having the smallest one are within the
field of view of the observer. For all directions outside the blank area, the surface contrast diminishes
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and is lowest from a direct-on about opposite that of the sun, commonly referred to as a situation of
'backlighting".

Fig. 7 demonstrates the use of the model in a study on the influence of the ground reflectance on the
surface contrast in the observer's field of view by shoving the displacement and deformation of the line
for directions from which a surface contrast of 0.7 is maintained. By means of illustrations of this kind,
an observer from an unspeciflable direction and at different seasons of the year, i.e. bare vs snow covered
ground. (Other cor.ditions, - in particular, illuminance levels, sun altitude and background - remaining
equal, a greater number of observation directions should be available for detecting an object when the
ground is bare.)

Of course, when the field of view becomes smaller, therc A

:ewer chances of seeing the two locations of
absolute minimum and maximum sphere illuminance aimultaneo,ely. Therefore. the contrast within a given
field of view will tend to be small in a small field of view, or at a small w

. respectively. Vice versa,

there will be fewer directions from which an objer* appears above a minimum contrast; and Fig. 8 illustrates the dependency for three fields of view o' differing size at the standard 53.50 solar altitude and a
ground reflectance 0.2. In the illustratior, the hatched side of the lines shown indicate the viewing
directions from which the contrast in the object is smaller than the required one of, in this case, 0.7.
Fig. 9 elaborates on this statement in the, perhaps, more practical, application when an object is imagined to be observed from an aircraft durinj a direct overflight within the sun vertical. Three different
fields of view with half-angle w are assurd; the geometry is indicated in the iusert. It can be seen,
that the contrasts not only become maller with a diminishing field of view, being smallest when the object is viewed approximately from the direction of the sun. They also fluctuate the less during the overflight, the larger w becomes; a fact, that may become of interest for the visual observer as well as for
example, a photographer or engineer epgaging films or detectors having a limited dynamic range.
6. Contour Contrast
At times - particularly during the night, %t overcast sky conditions, or within clouds or fog - it is the
contour iontrast rather than the surface cont.s that dominates the detection and, even more so, the recognition process of a surveillance or reconnaissaice task. A set of calculations was made, in order to obtain an indication of the trends and magnitudes involved.
For this study, an observer was again envisaged to view the object sphere in a principal direction (A§).
Contrary to the earlier proposition, the observer is now located at a fixed altitude H - R(Secw)above
the point ( X,p ) of the sphere, however, where R is the iadius of the sphere. From that altitu 4 e, the observer is able to survey on the sphere a circular field of view, whose radius sustends, as before, the
angle w at the center of the sphere. The contour contrast is then determined, on one hand, by the luminance
LK of the sphere, and, on the other hand, by the luminar-e LB of the background as sa.,, by the observer,
when both luminances are measured at adjacent points aloag the circumference of the observer's field of
view. The location of these points with respect to ( ) ,p ) iL given by an azimuthal viewing angle e , with
0-

0

oriented as shon in Fig. 8. The nutatrical magnitude of the contour contrast was defined to be
l-

(9)

19

-L6
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and the locations pertaining to LK

and LB are given as follows

a) location on the sphere:

fsin

(01 - sin w cos pcos-,t cos w sin
15siw
"Cos (IflW
)

(t)sin
sin ( -x,)

b) associated location in the background

cos w caosT Cos&-Sin
sin1191

sin

sin& cos wo

1 sri(Xaie~).Cos~i'
When f(iG
0

0

, the associated background luminance LB is that of the ground; otherwise, that of the sky
).

at (

(0J,P (01

(12)

Cos&'tg W.4 T

The condition for the natural horizon as seen from the observer is

The sky luminances were taken from the appropriate sky maps (Fig. I) or from the computed ground illuminawhich, in the executed examples was assumed to he 0.2,

tions, multiplied by the ground reflectance P
while the sphere was assigned a reflectance S

*

0.03, simulating a rather dark cemouflage point.

Fig. 10 shows the contour contrast along the circumference of the observer's field of view on the sphere,
as a function of the azimuthal viewing angle &

. for three fields of view of differing size or three ob-

server altitudes, respectively, corresponding to the angular radii W - 30; 60 and 90 . The graph for
W - 900 is again associated with a field of view covering an entire half-sphere and accordingly with a
very great distance of the observer from the object. The example assumes a principal viewing direction
( .0
4-0 ), meaning a horizontal view of the sphere, with the sun in the back and above the observer.
Only the absolute values of the contrast are given. Under the assumed conditions, all contrasts are in
reality negative, due to the low reflectance of the sphere. The vertical break in the graphs is caused by
the discontinuity of the background luminances at the horizon due to the brightness difference between the
sky and the ground. Contrary to the conditions regarding the surface contrast, it is only incidental to the
viewing direction chosen in the example, that a small w results in small contour contrasts. Also, the
symmetry of the graphs will disappear if the observer's location is outside the sun vertical, or when A
is other than zero, respectively.

The other graph relating to the contour contrast, Fig. I1, illustrates the conditions when an observer is
f' within the

imagined flying over an object at great heights and viewing it from a variety of directions
sun vertical, for two sizes of the field of view. Of these, the case for

W - 900 can be taken to represent

the contour contrast conditions, for example, in a typical downward-vertical wide-angle (120

°

) scan of a

' from which these objects are viewed are then vary-

scene consisting of many small objects. The directions

ing within the 300 to 1500 range considered in this graph. The plots beinr symmetrical, only one half is
shown.
Except for the rather gentle bend where the edge of the field of view crosses the boundary of the half
sphere directly irradiated by the sun, no abrupt discontinuity appears, as was the case in Fig.

go

.

This is

so, because the natural horizon is outside the range of the field of view, and the uniformly illuminated
ground forms the only background within the scene. At a
always occur at 0 - 90,

-

9 0 o,

this bend will under the assumed condition

corresponding to the diameter of the object sphere which is at right angle to the

sun vertical.
Whil.e the contour contrasts in Fig. II are hv'h in comparison to the surface contrasts appearing in the
earlier illustrations, this is due only to the high ratio of the ground reflectance to sphere reflectance
assumed in this particular example. The conditions for other reflectance ratios can be easily derived uing
the values in the table of Appendix I.

7. Color
Only little space can here be given the discussion of

the color contrast in the object that is caused by the
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three components of radiation acting on its surface. Each of these components - radiation from the sun,
radiation from the sky, and radiation impinging from the direction of the ground - has its own spectrum,
or color, respectively; and the color in each point of the model sphere is a mixture of these three colors
as determined by the percentages by which each component contributes to the total illuminance in that point.
F

Leaving the treatment of the rather complex case of colored ground coverings cc a future special publication, a neutral ground is here assumed, which reduces the active color components to those due to the
sky and the sun.

The procedure of determining the color is described in detail in the previous article (I). It involves the
determination of the ratio

V of the two illuIminance components for every point on the sphere; the calcu-

lation of the combinded spectrum of the sun and sky as a function of V ; the conversion of spectral irradiances to visual illuminances; the computation of the chromaticity coordinates and of the dominant wavelength, which together with the purity factor determines the color impression,

as a dependency of V ; and,

finally, plotting lines of equal dominant wavelengths on the sphere.

The following graphs illustrate the principal step.- of this procedure as applied to the standard case for
a sun altitude of 53.5,

which should be fairly repr, lentative for the conditions at medium solar eleva-

tions. The spectral data for the solar and celestial

&Aiations used are the same ones employed in ()

and are based on moon's (10) and Herrmann's (II) respective publications. They are shown in Fig. 12,
while Fig. 13 represents the relationship between the ratio

V and the dominant wavelength with respect

to the chromaticity locus of the standard illuminant C of the International Commission on Illumina'ton
(C.I.E.) as derived in (I).

The distribution of the ratio V on the model object, calculated through Eq (I) to Eq

(6) is plotted in

Fig. 14 showing lines of equal ratios; and Fig. 15 depicts the locations of equal dominant wavelengths
on the subject based on Fig. 13.

Of course, these equal-dominant wavelength lines follow closely the pattern if the lines of equal
and a range of

V

V from 0.6 to 7.62 occurs on the object under the sample conditions. corrssponding to a

range of dominant wavelengths from about 540 to 570

m; that is from a blue-preen to a yellow-green hue.

The cross-hatched line in the graph connects the points of minimum V or the amallest dominant waveleng'.h,
respectivly, along each meridian line of the sphere. Accordingly, it rep:esents the locus of surface orientations on an object where the color tends mos- to become bluish-green and may therefore appropriately
called its "blue line", although, of course, the color along its length changes.
Fig. 16 , finally, demonstrates how, under the save conditions, the line for

V - 3, correspondinp to a

dominant wavelength of about 570 nm, would shift locations on the object, if the ground reflectance would
change.

Even though color differences such as demonstrated in the last two illustrations are quite cospicuous
in bright - for example, snov-coverce

- scenes, the humwan eye cannot discern them readily in dark or

colored objects. Cn the other hand, many non-physiological sensors, including certain types of wavelengthselective detectors and most commercial color films, respond strongly to such differences, which then
manifest themselves in apparent radiometric derivations and anomalies, or, in the case of films, in the
form of color caste that

say, in turn, give rise to misinterpretations.

It has also a variety of scientific-metr logical and technical implications, how - in fact: that - a
change in ground reflectance causes not only a change in the distribution of illuminance in an object; but
as Fig. 16

shows, a change of illuminance is always accompanied by a change in the distribution of color,

even though the ground itself is neutral gray.

9. Conclusion
In conclusion, it im hoped that the examples cited in this paper of application of the discussed concept
of a model for the illuminance, contrast and color conditions in outdoor objects have demonstrated its

".
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potential utililty in a number of disciplines involving visibility task@. It is intended to develop it
further, covering, for example, spectral regions outside the visible range; the influence of colored
ground covering; and situations where the illminatiao

conditions are modified by the goomstry of the

objects vicinity, such as the presence of a nearby wall.
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Appendix I

Conversion of Contrast Values )

C.
Emax-Emin
EmaxtEm n

lEmax
log C

o8

Emax
f

Emax
Emax+Emin

1.00

Emin
Emax*Emin

1.00

0.000

C.95

-0.0223

39.0

1.591

0.975

0.02SO

0.90

-0.0458

19.0

1.279

0.950

0.0500

0.85

-0.0706

12.3

1.091

0.925

0.0750

0.80

-0.0969

9.000

0.954

0.900

0.1000

0.75

-0.1249

7.000

0.845

0.875

0.125

0.70

-0.1549

5.667

0.753

0.850

0.150

0.65

-0.1870

4.714

0.673

0.825

0.175

0.60

-0.2218

4.OO

0.602

0.800

0.200

0.55

-0.2596

3.444

0.537

0.775

0.225

0.50

-0.3010

3.000

0.477

0.750

0.250

0.45

-0.3468

2.636

0.421

0.725

0.275

0.40

-0.4979

2.333

0.368

0.700

0.300

0.35

-0.4559

2.077

0.317

0.675

0.325

0.30

-0.5228

1.857

0.269

0.650

0.350

0.25

-0.6198

1.667

0.222

0.625

0.375

0.20

-0.6990

1.500

0.176

0.600

0.400

0.15

-0.8239

1.353

0.131

0.575

0.425

0.10

-1.000

1.222

0.0872

0.550

0.450

0.05

-1.3010

1.105

0.0435

0.525

0.475

0.00

-

1.000
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0.500
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+)In the case of contour contrasts,
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AIR-TO-GROUND VISIBILITY OF LIGHTS AT LOW BACKGROUND LEVELS
John H. Taylor
Research Psychologist
Visibility Laboratory
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California
San Diego, California 92152
USA

SUMMARY
After sunset and before sunrise the visual task of the airborne observer becomes radically different from that which he must
perform during the daylight hours. The scene is characterized by low levels of prevailing luminance, and the most common object
which he may discern on the ground is likely to be an angularly small, self-luminous, and usually man-made light. The range at
which any such target will be seen depends upon the physical properties of the source, such as its intensity and color, the length
of time for which it is exposed to view, the transmissivity of the atmospheric path of sight, and the visual performance capabilities
of the observer. This paper describes some new data which apply to this problem, and suggests that the relationship between visibility and flash duration may be somewhat more complex than has usually been assumed. The results have application to both aggressive and defensive needs, and are of interest to the signalling community in general.
INTRODUCTION
During the hours of twilight and darkness the airborne visual observer must perform the critical task of detecting and interpreting a great variety of ground-based lights. These lights may be either steady or flashing, and color may be an important clue to
their identity and interest. Many examples come readily to mind, such as vehicle lamps, highway lights, beacons, flares, aircraft
landing aids, aids to navigation, ships' lights, and a great variety of civil and military ground installations. They may, obviously,
be either friendly or unfriendly.
From the standpoint of the visual process these lights are almost invariably so small in their angular dimensions that they
may be treated as point sources. This is to say that the subtended angle at the observer's eye is below the resolution limit of his
visual system, and that the lights in question may be considered to obey the inverse-square law of illumination. In consequence of
this property the detectability of a distant light will be governed by its inherent intensity and its distance from the observer. In the
simplest case, neglecting atmospheric attenuation, the illumination reaching the eye is directly proportional to the intensity of the
source and inversely proportional to the square of the distance from source to eye. In addition to the reduction in illumination attrihutable to the inverse-square relationship, the energy is usually further reduced by atmospheric absorption and scattering, and by
anything which lies before the observer's eye, such as optical instruments, aircraft windscreens or goggles.
A significant reduction in the visibility of lights may occur if the time available for observation becomes brief. If the exposure time is shorter than a second or two, as is frequently the case with flashing lights or at relatively high aircraft speeds, the
required intensity for detection at a given range is higher or, conversely, the detection range for a given intensity is reduced.
The general problem of seeing brief pulses of light has been recognized and studied for many years, and approximately six
hundred existing publications attest to the continuing high interest in the phenomena associated with it. Many of these papers reflect attempts to quantify the relationship between flash duration and visibility, and many have explored such other stimulus parameters as color, pulse shape, adapting luminance, and position in the visual field. In spite of this seeming wealth of available data
it has become evident that very little of the published information is applicable to the practical case. This unhappy state of affairs
results primarily from the fact that mny studies were restricted in their range of conditions, imposed special experimental constraints (such as artificial pupils, morochromatic light, and uniocular viewing), or were addressed to the support of a particular
theoretical position. This is not tobe taken as criticism of these studies; it serves only to point up the relative paucity of useful
data in a seeming plethora of available papei3. Certain general features of the time-intensity relationship in human vision have,
nonetheless, been establiF. -d beyond possible doubt. It is undisputed that the detectability of extremely short flashes, in the millisecond and microsecond range, is determined by the product of the time and the intensity, and that this holds true rigorously for any
pulse shape and for trains of successive flashes.
At the other end of the duration continuum it is usually assumed that the detectability is independent of duration and is determined by intensity alone. If so. we may now say that the time-intensity function, or the curve relating the amount of energy required for detection to the duration of the flash, is described by the equation l't = C at the shortest flash lengths and by the equation I = C for very long pulses. On a logarithmic grid the data fall on two straight lines with slopes of minus one and zero, respectively, as indicated in Figwe 1.
The form of this fuinction in the transition zone has for many years been the subject of investigation and debate, but there
has rarely been argument about the limiting asymptote at the shorter durations and the approach to I = C has the sort of commonsense appeal that the vast majority of investigators have found irresistible. (One notable exception is seen in the quantum theory.
which predicts that It 1 : C at long durations, giving a limiting slope of minus one half.) By far the most lamiiv formulation of the
time-intensity function is that of Blondel and Rey (1.2). who believed that the transition must be gradual and who found their data to
be reasor bly sell fit by an equation of the form:

*I

BS-2
I.t
where 1. is the effective Intensity and a Is a constant which varies considerably with experimental conditions but Is often taken
to be about 0.2 second. The Biondel-Rey equation as given in (1) is strictly applicable only to square-wave pulses, and they subsequently gave an integral form to handle any pulse shape:

Cje

t

(2)

The Blondel-Rey formula, then, describes the time-intensity function as a curve with the shae show in Figure 2. which has been
drawn with a =0.2 second in accordance with !he reconmmendation of the Commission Internationale de r'Eclairage for the threshold case.
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In the years following the work of Blondel and Roy a number of studies have bein performed-which sought to confirm or to
modify their formula, to extend the experimental conditions to include colored stimuli, larger sources and non-square-wave pulse
forms, and to apply their concept in the evaluation of the effective intensity of flashing lights of many kinds under threshold as well
a suprathreshold conditions. As better end better experimental techniques became available the data became ever more extensive
and precise, and during the last decade or so a number of experiments have been reported which allow us to make a critical assessment of the time-intensity relationship.
By no means do the results of these investigations agree in confirming the adequacy of the Blondel-Rey formulation to describe the time-intensity relationship. A recent survey by Kishto (3) of 22 papers published between 1887 and 1969 clearly shows
that the transition zone may be either -,harp or gradual, and that the value of a is found to range from less than 0.1 to about 0.6.
These wide differences are ascribed to variations in experimental method, the relative goodness of fixation, and to the methods
of statistical treatment of the data. In 1970 the United States Coast Guerd, in an attempt to reconcile some of these differences
and to develop an optimum method for the evaluation and specification of navigational aids lights, sponsored a meeting at the
Visibility Laboratory of the Unirsity of California at San Diego. This meeting, which lasted for five weeks, was attended by
rk.Charles A. Douglas of the U. S. Bureau of Standards. Dr. Hans Joachim Schmidt-Clausen then of Philips Research Laboratories,
Dr. Bhoopendranath Kishto then of the Road Research Laboratory of the U K (now, unfortunately, deceased) and the author. Although
the deliberations of this meeting did not result in the hoped-for concordance of opinions and did not produce the desired elegant
system for the evaluation of lights, it was generally agreed that the major points of difference might be resolved by a series of
experiments addressed specifically to a more adequate definition of the time-intensity function. In consequence of this need, a
series of experiments have been performed at our Laboratory which shed new light on this old problem, and which, we believo, show
that the time-intensity relationship is by no means as simple as we once thought. Inthis paper I will report upon some of our results and discuss their application to the visibility of lights from the air.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The transition region of the duration function has, as we have indicated, attracted the interest of many experimenters. The
debate over whether the curve is sharp or gradual has been vigorous and extensive, and there are data in the literature which may
be shown to support either argument. Only fairly recently, however, has the assumption of the limiting asymptote at long exposure times been called into question. Adherents to the quantum theory of vision predict that the limiting slope must be minus onehalf, as shown in Figure 3, although it seems most unlikely that the downward trend of the curve could continue indefinitely.
A detailed treatment of the quantum hypothesis as applied to flashing lights may be found in Bouman (4). Ouite aside from this,
there is now a growing body of evidence from experimental studies which, in my view, compels us to doubt either the I = C or the
square-root asymptote.
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Figure 3. The formof ihedirlatiOn fwUCtiontspredicted by tM quarlit 71hyPirhesis.

With very few exceptions the assumption that I t C at long durations has pervaded the literature. Indeed, in many instances
we find that experimenters have simply stopped their studies as soon as a pair of points were found with about the same threshold
intensity. In at least nme widely quoted study the data were "'&aoothed" in order to make them conform to the I = C notion, even
though this required that considerable violence be done to the obtained values of threshoid. There are other reasons, however, why
the true form of the duration function might be obscured, quite aside from any theoretical bias. First. if there wMe an insufficient
number of different flash durations tested, there is danger that any fine structure whicti the curve may have will not be detected.
Second. if only one or two observers are involved, as is frequently the case, there is a danger that idiosyncratic effects may influence the apparent shape of the function Third, if the data from a number of observers ;,hewing the Same function but with diftnt
threshold values are averaged, there is a high likelihood that the average curve will show a smooth transiton
out'. if the

experimental method is less than optimal and the number of obser,lions is small, it is possible thai the data will be so noisy as to
obscure the fine structure of the function and preclude any meaningful analysis of the data.
Some clarification of the problem is provided by a study by Clark
tion with an improved psychophysical method, used seven observers, and
ond using as many as 22 different durations. Their data clearly showed
Figure 4. and that the lower limiting asymptote had not been reached even

SI

and Blackwell in 1959 (5). who studied the duration funccovered the range from less (hen a millisecond to one secthat the function was doubly inflected, as suggested in
at their longest exposure limes.

C

Log I

LogI

Figure
4. The general shapcof theduraion iunction as reported by Clark and Blackwell
(lot 3),forcrcular rrgels subtedtng IS 2 n,,ruies ofarc against a background
of zero lunance.

.'inances of zero and 34 nits (0 and 10 ft-L) in
The experiments of Clark and Blackwell were conducted using background
order that any differences in the duration function due to the change from scotopic to photopic vision might be demonstrated. While
these cases are of considerable theoretical interest, they do not represent the interrmediate range of adaptation conditions which are
frequently found in the real world. The experiments tc be described here apply to the case of a mesepic adaptation level that was
shown by a number of photometric surveys to be quite typical of certain twilight and nighttime conditions in the field. Until now we
have completed work on only one value of background luminance, 0.003 nit (0.0008 ft-L). This is the luminance, for example, of the
sea surface when the sun is about ten dagrees below the horizon, or the land surface when the contribution of illumination from sky
and moon, together with certain reflectance properties of the terrain, conbine to produce such a level. Finally, at this adaptation
level, the eye is approximately equally sensitive from the fovea to the near periphery.
Our stimuli were physiological point sources; they subtended an angle of one arc minute at the viewing distance of 3.1
meters (122 in.). Three colors were used: white, red, and green. The trichromatic coordinates of the targets are indicated in Figure
5. They are representative of the colors used by the international signalling community, and are therefore believed to be among the
cases most likely to be encountered in the fie;d.
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Using five young observers with good visual acuity, we medsured the detectability of these point soulces as a function of
the flash length, using the psychophys-cal method of temporal forced choice. The observers were required to guess which one of
four aurally marked time intervals contained the flash on each trial. This method has a number of advantages, but the one which is
paramount for practical problems is that the obtained probabilities of detection (which are, from staistical sampling considerations,
usually taken at P = 0 50) may be easily converted to any other desired probabilities by a simple mathematical operation. In order
to achieve a satisfactory degree of precision in the data it is necessary, however, to make many observations. In our study each
single point on an individual observer's curve has been determined by 500 separate observations. The data to be sh,)wn are based
upon approximately 72 500 trials, and were recorded only after about 9000 training trials had been completed. In all cases the pulse
shape was square, although the study will eventually enbrace those shapes which are characteristic of switched lamps, rotating
beacons, and multiflick discharge tubes. It is also planned to study additional background luminance levels.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Since the data of these experiments are quite extensive, I will present only enough examples to show the general nature of
our results. Complete data will be furnished on request to the Visibility Laboratory, as will the results of subsequent studies.
It is appropriate to discuss the white light results first, since the greatest number of lights which are likely to be encoun.
tered are polychromatic in nature and very likely o exhibit the continuous spectral energy distribution which is characteristic cf
tungsten lamps. The white light stiniuli we used were adjused to match a color temperature of 2854K, or CIE Standard Illuminant A.
There is no a priori reason to believe that the data would differ in any significant manner had we chosen a higher or lower color
temperature. In all cases the plotted values refer to the 0.50 level of detoction probability, and the duration functions show the obtained values )f target luminance Inits, or candelas per square meter) for the range of flash lengths from 0,001 to 2.33 seconds.
Target luminance refers to the added flux which must :ve superimposed on the 0.003 nit constant background, and is therefore designated AL in the graphs. The straight lines of minus one slope represent the case of perfect temporal summation, when the product
of intensity and time is constapt. Figure 6 shows the white light data for two observers. Although no attempt has been made to fit
'
a smooth empirical function to the points, it can be seen that the curve shipe,: a'e probably .inrla- to the Clark ar A .i':-iwel form
and cannot be fairly represented by either the Blondel-Rey or the quantum functions mentioned earlier.
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The red light stimuli yielded data which are typified by the two curves shown in Figure 7. It was thought that, on account of
the extremely high spectral purity and long wavelength of this stimulus, it might be found that the shape of the duration function
might give a cleare, basis for support of either the Blondel-Rey or the quantum formulations. Obviously there again appears to be an
inflection in the function, indicating ihat we are dealing with a complex curve.
Finally, the green light data, shown in Figure 8, also suggest that the duration function is doubly Inflected. In none of the
data so far collected have we yet approached the lower limiting asymptote where I = C, although future work with longer pulse
lengths will probably indicate this limit. (Thu, units on the ordinates of the red and green curves are irrational; they are merely the
result of integrating the transmissions of the fiters used with the photopic sensitivity curve of the eye and the spectral energy
distribution of the source.)
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APPLICATIONS OF THE DATA
In the context of this meeting the laboratory results which have been shown have direct application to the problem of air-toground detection of angularly small sources whose effective viewing times mray he rlirefF short, either because they are inherently of
brief duration or because the dyfnamics of the flight path intermittentt obscuration of the lights, or other factors allow only brief
glimpses of such lights. Perhaps ecqually important is h~efinding that the use of the Glondel-tey equatiorl can lead to errors of
estimate - the man on the ground may be less secure from arial swrvaill..rca than he thought, while the airborne obselrver enjoys a
concomitant advantage. In a friendly situation, it is possible that a certain ar. hun, of power conservation could be achieved if that
were desirable or necessary, as it fie%.,itly is in beronautical and maritim signalling in remote areas.
Before these new data can be incorp"ated into visibility nomograms W~ other utilitarian forms, however. it is necessary to
perform at least two opierations. The first of these is the conversion frou. she 0.50 level of detection probability to some fieldrealistic level such as 0.90, 0. i5. 0.99, or wiatever may be judged appropriate for the situation. This is possible owing to the tact
that the seeing frequency data collected by the method of temrporal forced choice exhibit a rem-erLable conS'3ncy in the relation between the value of threshold A~Lat P - 0.50 and the , of tho normal probability integral which is fitted to the obtained data points
for each observing session. The ratio o/M (where M is Usr jbtftined Pihreshold) we have called V, the coefficiont of variation. The
method for converting probabilities has been outlined by Blackwell and McCready (6), and we may use their method for this purpose.
Our average value for ,/M was found to be 0.510 for red, 0.519 for white, 0.527 for green, and 0.519 fix all three colors, based on
mre~ than 300 individual frequency-of-seeing ogives. In the general case, than, the desired Probabilities are obtained by use of the

following factors, Z. vhi,'h arc to be used as direct multipliers on the thresholds shown for the P - 0.50 laboratory case:
P

Z

90
.95
99

1.67
1.86
2.21

Values of Z for any desired probability can easily be computed. In very general terms, it can be seen that doubling the obtained
laboratory values which have been shown will result in a detection probability between 95 and 99 percent.
The atmosphere which intervenes betwenn the airborne observer and the ground-based light will always act to attenuate the
strength of the signal reachng his eye. In the case of point sources, therefore, we must account not only for the loss due to distance, but also for the transmissivity of the atmosphere. In the case under consideration here, where the background lumirence is
very small relative to the target luminances, it is possible to apply Allard's law directly. Allard's law, which we enunciated
almost a century ago (7. gives the relationship between the sighting range of a luminous signal and the effects of distance and
transmissivity: E. = IT/V2, where E. is the threshold illumination at the eye, I the intensity of the source, Tv the transmissivily over the path of sight V. Some approximate transmiasivities are shown in Table I. The consequences of Allards law are
shown graphically in Figure 9. Further atteniation of the optical signal will occur oi:ing to the presence of an aircraft windscreen.
protective glasses, c, any intervening optical aids. Unlike the atmospheric losses, which may change dramatically as the path of
sight changes in angle and weather conditions vary, these tend to bu invariant and may be measured or predicted with lair
confidence-
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One of the best ways in which the data may be used in predicting the visibility of lights is by cont.tructing nomograms such
as those prepared during World War II, and described by Middleton (8). These charts allow rapid estimatici of sighting range for a
wide gamut of source intensities, background luminances and atmospheric transmissivities, but apply only to steady burning lights
seen without linits being put on observing time. At the Visibility Laboratory we are hoping to prepare new nomograms which will
enable the prediction of sighting range for the case of brief flashes and restricted viewing times.
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DISCUSSION

Mr Ericson (US)
Would you omment on any individual differences you noted? Also, would you discuss the differences
betwaen using a caulativc probability-of-seeing curve versus starring with the 50 per cent threshold and
multiplying it by appropriate factors?
Dr Taylor (US)
The individual differences are not easy to describe at this moment, that is, our data are not sufficient end not complete. By adjusting for absolute threshold in the range you kncw, that is Bloch's Law
area, you can slide the data together o. the ordinate so that they seem to fit. But even now, we are down
from 6 to 5 teat subjects, and complete data for 6 would hardly be adequate.
As regards using probability integrals rather than operating directly on the observed frequenciesof-seeing, you have a good point. Yoi could, for example, have a range of 5 stimuli so that one was so
dim it was never seen and at the other extreme one so bright it was always seen, and draw a best fitting
curve on the data in between. W,!tried all sorts of curves; special N Poissons, logarithmic cumulative
Gauss, lincar normal integrals, et'. and, overwhelmingly, standard normal Gaussian integrals are the
best fit. That could cheer the physiologists a little!
Conventionally, one works at the point of inflexion of the curve, where the best estimate is. If
I went up to the 95% point a little error on one axis would lead to a huge uncertainty on the other. If
you believe in cause and effect, this is all then simply mathematical, you do not have to go to individual cuves, and the best fit is an iterative process, derived from probit analysis. That is the reason
for operating on Z-curves rther than on individual curves.
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AIR-TO-GROUND TARGET ACQUISITION WITH FLARE ILLUMINATION*
ROBERT L. HILGENDORF
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FLIGHT ENVIRONMENTS BRANCH
HLMAN ENGINEERING DIVTSION
W"RIGHT-PArrERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO 45433

SUMMARY
Despite the advent of many exotic sensors for detecting targets at night, a significant portion of
airborne tactical Activity is carried out via direct vision, usually involving some type of artificial
illumination, with air-dropped parachute flares. The use of flares constitutes one of the most difficult
visual requirements for aircraft crew members attempting to detect targets at night. Efforts by the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patteraon Air Force Base, Ohio, have involved simulating
various illumination sources, and requiring subjects to detect scaled-down targets under different terrain
and illumination conditions.
This paper is concerned with the results from three recent experiments. Experiment i dealt with the
effect of shielding a 25,000,000-lumen flare source and determining the optimal number of flares to be
used for a given target area. No statistically significant effect was found due to flare shielding. For
the given target area simulated, it appeared that ?:here was no additional benefit derived from igniting
more than two flares over a simulated area of about 1.5 kilometeys by 5 kilometers. Experiment II dealt
with shielding of a 60,O00,O00-lumen source, and again, no statiitically significant effect was found due
to the flare shielding. Experiment III dealt with the "visual acuity" under simulated flare light.
In
this experiment, each of eight groups of five subjects performea at a different simulated observer altitude
ranging in 152-meter increments from 152 to 1,219 meters. For the slant ranges simulated (1,029 to 1,587
mecers, 610 meters was the best altitude for visual performance. Like the other fin3ings, this coula
have significant impact on tactical planning for night missions. The parameters of this study have now
been "blown-up" tc real-world size and the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, i' conjunction with the
Air Force Armament Laboratory, is conducting flight tests to validate the altitude date of the experimental
aimulatioas.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most difficult visual requirements for aircraft crew members involves detecting targets at
night. Despite the advent of numerous exotic sensing devices, the majority of night-time aerial activity
is carried on under air-dropped, porachute illumination flares. Specific problems encourtered by crew
members utilizing flare illumination include: restricted fields of view, visual discrimination at low
levels of illumination, difficulty in tracking, terrain avoidance, visyal whiteout, flare flicker and
oscillation, contrast reversal, loss of depth perception, and vertigo.
It has also been reported that 2
during low level flight at night, the large and frequent changes in adaption impair visual performance.
There is very little literature relevant to tis general problem of vision under flare light.
Laboratory investigations into aspects of visual air reconnaissance have been conducted and mathematical
relationships for predicting performance in actual operations have been suggested. However, it has been
pointed out that applications
of these predictive methods to practical detection problems cag lead to
4
"great complexities".
An example of these "complexities" is given by Blunt and Schmellin..
Based upon
hypothetical diffuse target-reflectance, inherent contrast, target area, range, and otmospleric effects,
it was calculated that a flare of 1,445,000,000 lumens would be required to produce eitough illuminance to
be able to detect an armored tank located on dry sand at a range of 2,743 meters.
(The most commonly used
flare in the present inventory, the Naval Mark 24, produces 25,000,000 lumens).
Blunt and Schmelling
further point out these requirements may be increased by as much as five times when combat factors are
considered (i.e., psychological stress, etc).
Therefore, it is not surprising that visual problems are encountered during night, air-to-ground tasks
and that this is a difficult problem for research. Using laboratory-established relationships in their
present form does not always egd in reasonable recommendations for the field and attempts have been made
7
6
at both laboratory simulations and field studies.
Hamilton attempted to determine night visibility
distances for military targets using a scale-model simulator. Viewing paths were ground-to-ground rather
than air-to-ground.
It was found that visibility was poorest when targets were placed against foliated
backgrounds and when the durations of illumination were short. In Weasner's .field study, ground targets
were placed in a 2.6 square-meter area and six aerial observers flew at eItitudes ranging from 762 to
1,676 meters with ranges from ground zero of 1,000 to 6,000 meters. Thirty-three flares, varying in
intensity and burn-time were dropped singly. Fifteen percent of the stationary targets and five per cent
of the moving targets were detected while only.,
one percent of both types of targets were identified.
Iritial simulations by the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory used three different groups of
subjects performing target acquisition (detection and recognition) tasks under simulated Mark 24 flare
light, simulated Briteye flare light (a recently developed flare which produces 60,000,000 lumens), and
8 9
simulated sunlight. '
Generally, target dcquisi~ion took significantly longer under four simulated
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Mark 24 flares dropped a simulated distance of 0.4 kilometer apart and ignited at a simulated altitude of
610 meters.
This compared with significantly shorter times under the simulated Briteyes deployed similarly
and st'll shorter times under simulated sunlight (simulating those light conditions characteristic of a
"partly cloudy" day).
However, with the simulated Briteyes., there appeared to be a much more pronounced

*

~

di.ect glare problem which was apparently associated with the more intense flare source.
In an effort to
alleviate this potential problem, efforts have been made to develop shielding techniques for fare
sources. .0,11,.12

The early simulations ivolved attempts at scaled-down reproductions of real-world characteristics
without regard to the scientific investigation of the visual system in terms of such concepts as visual
acuity. Whether visual acuity is generally defined as the capacity of the eyL to resolve detail, or
specificlvly defined as the ability to discriminate black and white detail at various distances, ther
are
many problems associated with taking purely clinical or laborat0
visual a3ulty measurements and applying
them to the fteld,
For example, direct application of the normally accepted methods of measuring visual
acuity to the field is difficult in a visual search task from an aficraft because: the eye, the platform,
and the target are not static; the scene involves color; arl the illumination level can be measured only
generally. On the other hand, in varying the factors included (i.e , illumination, etc.), the researcher
can be accused of not really measuring "visual acuity" at all, or of using a concept that was not intended
to serve as a criterion bridge between laboratory and field, but rather as a precise clinical tool for
determining the visual capacities of individual subjects and patients.
Yet the gap between laboratory simulacion and in-flight validation must be bridged.
Utilizing high
fidelity terrain models can be successful.
However, there is great difficulty in duplicating and
contrclling features similar to the terrain model in the real-world va]idation. The apparent alternative
is to take accepted acuity measures and "modify" them for laboratory simulation and eventually "blow them
up" for in-flight validation.
This paper is concerned with the results from three recent simulation experiments.
Experiment 113 was
an attempt to determine the behavioral effect due to rlaVL shielding utilizing a 1:1,000 scale terrain model
and simulated shielded and unshielded flare sources.
in addition, there was a concern with optimal number of
flares to be used for a given target area for both shielded and unshielded Mark 24 flare.
Twelve groups of
subjects were used.
Each group searched the terrain model under fro
one to six simulated flares in either
the shielded or unshielded configuration. While the illumina.ice from a shielded flare is greater at the
center of an illuoination pattern, the illuminance from an unshielded flare is greater at 40 degrees from
the center and bfyond. Therefore, strictly from a visual performance point ot view, it was necessary to
determine what erfect these different patterns of illumination could have on target acquisition.
E: -Iment
II was also concerned with flare shielding. However, in this experiment Pimulated
9
60,000,000-lumen flares were used.
This seemed to be a reasonable follow-on effort since an earlier study
had indicated that the direct-glare problem may only be associated with the more intense flare and, also,
6
a
0,000,O00-lumen flave which burns for 5 minutes is nov being introduced for limited tine, In this
experiment, two groups of 15 subjects erch searched the terrain model under two simulated flares in either
the shielded or unshielded configuration.
Experiment I1 14 was concerned with the optimal observer altitude for performing visually under Mark
15
(An earlier study established 610 meters as the optimal altitude for flare ignition.)
24 flare light.
Another concern involves the type of measurement of visual performance.
Required is a measure whith is
usable in the laboratory, yet expa dable to real-world validation. Each of eight groups of five subjects
performed at a different simulated observer altitude under simulated flare light. The simulated altitudes
ranged in 152-meter increments from 152 to 1,219 meters.
Landolt rings and acuity gratings were used as
targets.
In addition, four different brightness contrasts were used.
METHOD

The subjects were male college students with normal color vision and 20/20 acuity or better. Color
vision was tested by the Dvorine Psuedo-lsochromatic Plates. Visual acuity was tested by a Bausch and Lomb
Master Ortho-Rater.
Sixty, thirty, and lorty subjects were used in Experiments 1, II and III, respectively.
Apparatus
The main feature of the apparatus was the simulation of the flare source. The Naval Mark 24 is a
Simulation of this
commonly-used parachute flare and It produces 25,000,000 lumegs for three minutes.
Operating this lamp at appropriate voltage
flare Is accomplished by use of a standard No. 47 pilot lamp.
Operating a standard No. 45 pilot lamp at appropriate
reasonably slmulaten a Mark 24 on a scale of 1:1,000.
voltage reasonably simulates the 60,O00,000-lumen flare. For experiments I and I the simulated shields
consisted of modified flashlivht reflectors coated with opaque white paint.
The flare simulator (Figure 1) is couposed of six mechanically-driven and electronically-controlled
No. 47 pilot lamps mounted on a framework suspended from the ceiling of a laboratory dark room. Each
simulated flare can be manually positioned within the length and width of the framework. The descent of
each flare Is controlled by a 28 Volt DC motor. The voltage to each motor Is a ramp function to simulate
the constantly decreasing velocity in the descent of a parachute flare due to its mass loss and heat
generation wiile bu:ning.
All six of the flares were used in Experiment 1, two were used in Experiment I,
and one in E-periment 11I.
The terrain model (Figure 2), used as the background over which the subjects searched for targets in
It
Experiments I and II, is on a scale of 1:1,000 and presents a realistic portrayal of actual terrain.
neasures 1.5 meters by 5.5 meters, which represents a terrain of about 5.5 kilometers long by 1.5 kilometers
wide,
The model simulates the color and reflectance properties of the real world within the visible portion
of the electromaguetic spectrum and contained among others, the following features which were used as
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FIGURE

1 -

FLAdE SIMULATOR

IN OPERAIION

targets for Experiment I. road, river, village, paddy area, bridge, parked truck, moving truck, moored
Three parked trucks, three villages, and the moving sampan wete used as
sampan, and anti-aircraft site.
targets in Experiment I.
In order to"fly" the subject by the terrain model in Experiments I and 11, he was placed in an
optometrist's chair and required to kep the back of his head against the head pads. Through the use of
the chair's elevation feature, the eyes of each subject were maintained at 61 centimeters above the terrain
model to correspond to a simulated altitude of about 656 meters. The chair was placed on a motorized
trolley which propelled the subject. along the model at a simulated speed of about 215 kilometers per hour.
The non-dominant eye of each subject was covered by an eye patch since, at the actual ranges which were
simulated, there would be no stereoscopic distance/depth cues.
1 b ' 17 '1 8

The Landolt ring
In Experiment Ill, the targets used were Landolt rings and acuity gratings.
measures minimum separable acuity or gap resolution and involves the tasks of resolution and recogniruon.
up,
down,
right, or left.
was
in
one
of
four
pojitions:
so
that
the
gap
During testIng, the ring was rotated
The acuity grating also measures minimum separable acuity and involves thetask of resolution. It consists
of three parallel bars with the distance between the bars equal to the th.,knesm of a bar. The length of
the bars is equal to the width of the entire configuration. During testing, the acuity grating was located
in either a "horizontal" or "vertical" position.
Both the gap in the Landolt ring and the gap between the parallel bars of the acuity grating were
equal to .19 centimeter. Although the use of larger targets was attempted, it was found that this size
(.19 centimeter) provided the necessary discriminations among conditions for the viewing distances in this
study.
The targets were silkscreened with a co-polymer viscous solution onto four gray-scale shades of
Kimberly-Stevens Kacel paper, Type 100 (.9 gram/square meter). This paper is a laminated material having
an inner net or scrim of non-woven threads with surfacing material bonded to both sides. The backgrounds
were mounted on one square foot artboard for ease of handling. Table 1 shows the brightness of the f~ur
backgrounds and the resulting brightness contrasts. These measurements were obtained with a SpectraBrightness Spotmeter Model "SB" under indoor ambient light conditions. The brightness contrast percentages
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FIGURE 2

-TWO

VIEWS Of TERRAIN MODEL USED IN EXPERIMENTS I AND II

were cumpvted by the following for-mula:1
Pe~r Cent Contrast -Bb
Where:
And

8

Bt

X if00

Bb
Bb - Brightness of r.heBackground
Bt

Brightness of the Target

The slight differences in the target brightne-n tr' m back.-round ro background were due to tlherequjired
additions of the co-polymer becaune of changes In viscosity of -e solution necessary to completely tover
th? various shades. The negative percentage of brightness contrast in Tabl
I irerelv showo rhat the on.?
target was brighter than the background.
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TABLE I
2

LUMINANCE IN CANDELA/SQUARE METER (cd/m ) AND CONTRAST
PERCENTAGES FOR BACKGROUNDS AND TARGETS FOR EXPERIMENT III
2

BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST PERCENTAGE

TARGET BRI(CHTNESS (cd/M )

BACKCGRvUD BRIGHTNESS (cd/r2).

74
64
20
-200

30
24
24
26

115
67
30
9

Each subject was placed in the motorized optometrist's chair and was required to keep the back of his
head againat the nvad pads. Through the use of the chair's elevation feature, the eyes of each subject

were maintained a• 15/., 30.30, 45.75, 61.00, 76.25, 91.50, 107.75, or 122.00 centimeters above the
Table 2 shows
target surfarc to ror'.e:spond to the simulated altitudes of about 152 through 1,219 mters.
thn vi'sual angles, actu, ar.d simulated altitudes 18and slant ranges for the eight conditions. The visual
anglee were com'uted ueig :he following formu1a:
,viual ingle - 2 arctan

L
-

2D

Where: L - Size of the target gap or separation,
A-.d

) - Distance from the observer's eye to the target.

Amean, th,.nnn-deminnt jv. of each subject was covered with an eye patch since. at the actual altitudes
whi,,h were siltcnlutd rerv would be no stereoscopsc distance/depth cues. The study was also conducted in
a lhboratory dutkroorn.
The visual a 8les expressed in Table 2 assume that the targeta were perpendicular to the observer's
eye. However, the targets were actually perpendicular to the flare source. ' The incident angle for the
'
observere' eyes varied from 1908 for simulated 1,219 meter altitude to 8106 for the simulated 152-meter
altitude.
TABLE 2
VISUAL LNGI.ES AND SIMULATED AND ACTUAL DISTANCES
BY EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR EXPERIMENT III
CONDITION

1
2
3
4

6

VISUAL
ANLE
(Min & Sec)

ACTUAL
ALTITUDE
(Centimeters)

SL,.MAT ED
ALTITUDE
(Meters)

6'25"
6'12"
5'52"
5 ' 31"
5'10"

152
305
457
610
762

SIMULATED
SLANT RANGES
(Meters)

ACTUAL
SLANT RANGES

(Centimeter. ; '

15.25
30.50
45.75
61,00
76.25

1,027
1,061
1,114
1,185
1,270

103
106
112
118
127

137

4'50"

914

91.40

1,367

4'30"

1,067

106.75

1,473

147

1,219

122.00

1,587

158

048"
Frocedure

The subjects were divided into 12 groups of 5 subjects each in Experiment I.
the condii.ons for tach group of subjects.

Table 3 summarizes

TABLE 3
SUBJECT GROUP CONDITIONS FOR EXPERIHENT I

ZCT
S!UJb
CROUP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NuJBER
O FLARES

IGNI:ION
INTERVAL
(SECONDS)

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6

N/A
N/A
20
20
15
15
12.5
12.5
10
10
5
5

DISTANCE BETWEEN FLARES
ACTUAL (CENTIMETER)

MODE

N/A
N/A
183
183
137
131
109
109
91
91
79
79

Shielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded

SIMULATED

(METfi_

N/A
N/A
1,829
1,829
1.372
1.372
1,097
1,097
924
914
792
792

After initial screening and preliminary explanations, each subject was trained to identity the ten
targets listed earlier. This was accomplished by tepeatedly pointing the target out on a smaller terrain
model located in the subje.ts' preparatory room.

,
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Fur consistency, during the experimental run,

the moving truck and sampan were always started from

their respective starting points.
The simulpted flares were ignited at the different intervals, indicated
in Table 3, to simulate a flare aircraft flying a track par llel to the simulated flight of the subject.
Due to the high learning rate associated with the targets oun the terrain model, etch subject was usnd for
only one experimental run.
Three types of data were recorded for each subject: total number of valid targets found; errors (i.e.,
identifying a truck when none was in the area): and tine elapsed from ignition of the first flare to a
subject's verbal response that he had detected, identified and located a target.
Concerning this last
variable, for any of the tan targets not detected during , run, the subject was given a response time score
of 180 seconds since this was the shortest elapsed time for any of the flare conditions.
the procedure for Experiment II was similar to that
otr Experiment 1. except two groups of 15 subjects
each were established to correspond to the shielded ad unshielded conditio's.
In addition, only two flares.
placed 183 centimeters apart, were used. Concerning response times, for any of the seven targets not
detected during a run, the subject was given a response time score of 300 seconJa since this was the
elapssd time for the 60,O00,000-lumen flate.
In Experiment 11, 40 subjects were used.
The subjects were divided into eight groups with five
subjects in epch group, Each group was exposed to one observer altitude condition.
In addition, all
groups were exposed to the two types of targets (Landolr rings and acuity gratings) and tie four brightness
contrast conditions (fable 1).
After preliminary explanations aid a trial run, each subject proceeded with the task of determining
the position of the gap in rhe case of the Landolt ting or determining the orientation of the acuity
grating.
The order of presentation for the target and brightness contrast combinations was random.
Between sessions, the subject wore opaque goggles to promote dark adaptation and also to prevent seeing
target placements. The data recorded for analysis onisisted of the time elapsed from ignition of the
flare to a subject's correct verbal response concerning the gap of the Landolt ring or orientation of the
acuity grating,
If a subject was unable to determine the orientation of a target, he was given a responsetime score of 18U seconds, since that was the duration of the burn time of the single simulated flare.

Design
In Experiment I, for number of targets and crrors, the experimental design was a 2 x 6 factorial.
The first factor refers to shielded versus unshl.ided modes (two levels) and the second factor refe,'s to
number of flares (six levels).
For the tesponse-tima scores, the design was a 2 x 6 x 10 factorial with
repeated measures on the last factor which refers to targets (ten levels).
In Fxprlmpnr IT1 , for number of targets and errors, the statistical design was a t-test with 15
subjects in each uf the two groups (shielded flares and unshielded flarcs).
For the cesponsu time scores,
the design was a 2 x 7 factorial with repeated measures on the second factor which refers to targets
(seven levels).
In Experiment Il, the experimental design was an 8 x 2 x 4 factorial with repeated measures o, the
last two factors. The first factor refers to observer altitude (eight levels), the second factor refers
to type of target (Landolt ring or acuity grating), and the tnird factor refers to brightness contrast
(four levels).
RESULTS

Experiment I
The descriptive results consisting of overall means for the effects due to shielding Mark 24a are
summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4
OVERALL MEAN, FOR SHIELDING VERSUS NON-SHIELDING MARK 24s
SHIELDED FLARES
Targets Founid
Error
Response Time (Seccnds)

o.93
.77
97.62

UNSHIELDED FLARES
7.13
.80
97.65

In terms of overall grand meatis for the entire experiment, the average subject acquired about 7
(7.03) targets, took about 98 (97.64) seconds to find an average target, and committed about .8 (.83)
error during an average run. The mean response-time score is very close to the overall mean (91.4
8
seconds) for Mark 2! fiare light obtained from a-, earlier study
involving much more austere methods.
None of the three variables revealed any statisLically significant effects due r.o the flare shielding
versus the non-shielding. Further, for the data consisting of number of targets acquired, there were no
statistically significant effects at all.
For the response tinE data, Table 5 reveals a statistically
significant main effect due to type of target and also a significant interaction between type of target
and nober of flares used.
Tlese results necessitated the search for the simple main effects of number
of flares for each type of taigat arid this analysis is summarized in Table 6, which reveals that only
the village, the moving sampan, and the parked truck contributed statistically significant main effects.
For this reason, these Lhree types were the only targets used in Experiment II. The zero mean square for
the anti-aircraft site is attributed to the fact that it was not detected by ally of the subjects in any
group. The Newman Keuls teats for differences on all ordered means for the three main effects generally
shooed tiat perfornance with just one flare is significantly poer
than with two or more flares, but
th6t increasing the number cf flares above two does not increase visual performance for the type of
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target layoute used in the experiment. The data consisting of et'ors also revealed a statistically
significant effect due to number of flares used.
TABLE 5
SUMMARY

ANALYSIS OF V&RIANCE FOR RESPONSE
"E SCORES FOR EXPERIMENT I

SUMS OF SQUARES

SOURCE

Between Subjects

101,118.

A (Shielding)

DEGREES OF FREL13M

900

1

7,012.000

5

1,402.400

AR

10,643.400

5

2,128.180

Subj w/groups

83,463.500

48

1,738.820

Within Subjects

:21J76

C (Target)
AC
BC
ABC
C X Subj w/groups

F

59

0

B (No. of Flares)

MEAN SQUARES

34.100

540

1,629,618.400
10,850.400
154,050.500
61,412.700
520,202.100

9
9
45
45
432

181,068.711
1,205.600
3,423.344
1,364.727
1,204.172
*

<

150.37C*
1.00
2.84**
1.13
0

TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OI SIMPLE EFFECTS OF NLHMBER
OF FLARES FOR DIFFERENT TARGETS FOR EXPERIMENT I

SOURCE
B
B
B
B
B
B
b
B

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

SUMS OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARES

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
Cp

(River)
(Road)
(Village)
(Bridge)
(Paddy)
(Moving Truck)
(Moving Sampan)
(Parked Truck)

2,427.600
1,541,483
23,100.740
10,387.490
5,906.000
8,941.400
69,719.490
25.393.090

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

269.733
171.276
2,566.749
1,154.166
656.222
993.489
7,46.61o
2,821.454

B f,;r C 9

(Moored Sampan)

13,645.150

9

1,516.128

0.0
520,202.100

9
432

0.0
1,204.172
*'

B for CIO (Anti-Aircraft)
C X Subj w/groups

* g< .05

Experiment

F

2.13*

o.43*
2.34*
1.26

.0

IT

Since the target problems presented to the subjects were considerably more difficult and it was hoped,
more sensitive, than those presented in Experiment I, the repaIts from Experiment II are not comparable, for
example, with the results in Table 4. For the shielded condition, the average subject acquirad 4.13
targets, took 171.77 seconds to find an average target and committed 1.27 errors. For the unnhielded
condition, the average subject acquired 4.07 targets, took 181.15 seconds to find an average target and
co mitted 1,93 errors, Statistical t-tests for the targets found and errors and the analysis of variance
for the response time scores revealed no statistically significant differences due to the shielding versus
unshielded condition for the 60,000,000-lumen flare.

Experiment III
Table 7 shows that considerable response time variability was found between different simulated
altitudes. Table 8 shows the summary of tae analysis of variance for these data.
TABLE 7
OVEK.ALL MEAN RESPONE TIMES BY SIMULATED ALTITUDE
FOR EXPERIMENT III

SIMULATED ALTITUDE (METERS)

MEAN RESPONSE TIME (SECOs),

152

69.49

305

29.96

457
610
762
914
1,06,
1,219

31.74
5.92
11.41
8.90
30.24
35.75

LOG

89-8
TABLE 8
SU10KARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR RESPONSE TINES FOR WDINDUT III
SOURCE OF VARIATION

SOURCE OF SQUARES

DEGREES OF FREEDM

MM SWARF

F NdTIO

Between Subjects

221,956.31

39

A (Altitude)
Subj v/Groups

117,305.30
104,651.01

7
32

Within Subjects

523,150.82

260

4,125.63
6,910.64
10,793.63
143.125.33

1
7
32
3

4,Z56
9V7.23
3:07.30
47,7Me.44

12 23***
2.93"

78.832."

2i

3.M%.94

2.24***

3
.21

7..)
1,2M.66

1.69
1 31

B (Type of Target)
AS
B X Subj wlGrousjp
C (Brightness Contract)

AC
C X Subj v/Groupe
9C
ABC
9C I !Uv; %!Ir.ep

160,52.ei%:6,21
S. 2n.04
2%.39.90
Se.. 2" 69

16,71m
3.270z.)2.

$
5

*

2J.53"*

*

F'-ca, the vzv-lysia of varicat- for r-mposso, f~ve,. Tab~le 8, the stattst~csi ftypothesto that there are
-K,~ £tg-sftcant differernces Iti rfp.s tufes ew-,-l riio eight ioijpe Lt erc tenablo at the .C.. level of
criivamie The Duncan's Nov, %t~tiopItafg.1di
!, at th~e .10 level of confIdAncs intirstil the results
qaxms1sit&' !n Tablt 9.
'n this t~bie on asoisk iticate.. a statiatictlly stpiifeant difference.

STAMO V X74TKSMIAL METS CMiALL *ADE1ED P'ttS OF 12A.T4
PA U1flIQERMN '11

NFAN ,1'

610

O& 9ti~

29.9

1O2 ;r~e
4

152
6

flso, from the analysis of vtriance f~n reaponee timer,, Table 8. ta* ttttotca%hypothesis that
tts:nt ae no significant difiererra In *exp^4na tine* du% tb type of talter is not tmneble a. the .01
let.-P of conf~idence.
Rather. the data teed ..t. indicate thai tA acuity gratings veqsired, si-pificantly
4aor
tions then the Lamdolt rir.4s.
In sedition, the. ttatlptfcal hrqotbei that tl&r. are so significant
diftfarcocea in respinse times du4 to brightnese cortrast Jevis is A.Ito, not tenabla it the .31 level
of! :.,~itltece. The Duncan*& Mew MhgtIpLa #An#* test at Limw C) levtl ci coaf Ideate Indicate,1 that brightness
rcrtrttste of 64 anid 74 percent %ae assiodaed with shorter eonWm
tisto then the cantrastio of 20 and
-2XC percefir. howeve- . nteither ci these W-re was ri'iLficatlV diff'orent from ot another. Finally,
tl-Are± wae a statistically 04.jmiicant Ictecrctiori betwom altitude and type. of target at the .05 level of
cu'rfnotze Pad atn fateroct;on 1eween a.ttjda an-i brightness coatrae~.s at the .01 ivel.

That there vare no etetisticalljo stgtificant 4ifietent*" due to aiultrd
flare atlitldi;:4 wae somewhat
vvi"-ioing. Hty,e'ter, there ate, severe; ttr
factors zorcercuing shlosliag ot'her t!3*A those Involving the
dq-c-xInt variables used i* thts aicpevb:wiL.
For t-.csmpla, rIte viosa performance io this at.Jy was restricted
ix tiet *oatfciteJ with ea" saircb for target& of coportunxty. Alto. rhoujoi the gIhie,4 may not enhance
vitua p. ve"Mace for tre. type of tactleal task. i4 'itil praroint illurInvAton of the sircii~ft from the
fitre, an tmportan'. considevation. 45s earlIfer stu~y~ tisticatd that the foll benefi-, of flar:e shielding
wa- not be reativwi unril, aht cadloicee of the flit,
Test-has 60,000.000) lumens. Tbmrefore, the results
r.' Experiment '71 Whi.ch alse revea)ed that there Ode 40 stAtittically JI4hifiCant Salet effiet dUe to flare
olhiqJdtng ionstituted a furrter surpIear.
The rasultb '.oncetrr,n mnboer ef ftares ate Is clots agreovetit with "~r eerl4.ar stwdy 1 which disclosed
n-.g
aificant diffarenes tz perform~ar when slabotstod .4. .1, 1.2, and 1.6 kilometer gdparatijeas between
IJares wer-& -jrt. D~scoinurtid 71srs, fsloar rates ad other tacti.:#Ll maneuvers, there is no rationale for
oiga~ than two flare* ever a taract area repreocstad by the
owasd,..
e target feature* of the
IL-ralt, rodel utiliso4 In the .wprtaet
The 41fferancces sttrL~,.teZ to tvit&of target. ieto snticipeted. in FuiperLsent 1, vest nuijects detected
x.*. lluentif tea the roa'I ad ricer wit" a !49 Oeconds wM4 Ir the 8ncgi-alrcraft sita -wes nevet letected.
4ever. ,or this *xPerla~q,, the tepoitsnt targets ware those which grt-ridad veriaibtLlly fot the different
"7erlnoatal fjr tars. '1-A Village. the Parked truth sad cie vvvlnp saIma were ',ba tartgets seociated with
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this variability. For this reason, emphasis was given to these types of targets in Exoeriment II. That
no subject detected the anti-aircraft site was not a total surprise, since Southeast Asia returnees
reported that these sites aro seldom detected unless they are firing.
It Is apparent frcm Tables 7 and 8 that for the slant range angles of this study, observer altitudes
in the range o: 610 to 914 meters are superior to other altitudes. Specifically, while 610 meters did not
result in bLgnificantly different performances from 762 and 914 meters, the 610 meter altitude was tie only
one significantly better than all of the other altitude conditions. This problem now awaits field validaIt is evident from the results from Experiment III that these acuity targets
tion via an in-flight study.
(1,000 times larger), placed on a controlled ground point will provide reasonable criterion measures for
the Inflight validation,
However, it was surprisint that the acuity gratings generally were associated with poorer performance
6
reports that in the case of acuity gratings, each single element (i.e,, a
than the Landolt rings. Riggs
single line) of the grating pattern would be clearly identifiable if it were presented alone. However, the
presence of contours (i.e., other lines) makes it eifficult for the observer to discriminate the separate
elements of the pattern. It is reasonable to assume that even with the Landolt ring gap equal to the
separation width between the grating bars, the two targets do not necessarily present the same level of
16
found that two functions resulting from
difficulty in discriminating performance. In addition, Shlaer
the use of these two targets to be quite dissimilar, with the Landolt ring resulting in higher visual
acuity with Increases in illumination. However, he concluded that both are admissable measures of visual
performance.
Since visual acuity appears to be a form of brightness discrimination,16 the significant maia effect
due to Lrightness contrast bears some importance. The results of thir main effect were anticipated except
for the relatively poor performance in the condition where the target was brighter than the background
(BC - -200 percent). However, the general reflectances from these target/backg:ound combinations were
quite low (See Table 1). In addition, traditional empirical data have shown that. for dark objects on a
bright background, acuity is maximal for the highest degree of contrast between test object and
The converse may not necessarily be true.
backgrodnd.
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DISCUSSION

Major Perry (UK)
A comment, really, from some unpublished UK results of practical operational interest. We used 3
different gun-fired or air-drop 1 cd light sources, and helicopters going down range looking for tanks.
Prime data were detection ranges as they varied with 3 light sources, from 3 million condle power at
4,000 feet to artillery star shells.
Surprisingly, the smallest source, the star shell, proved to be best, while the high powered high
level source was reduced in value by all sort. of factors such as colour and area of terrain covered.
Major Hilgendorf (US)
Individual light source variability is of great importance here. Based on a UniveraiL, of Denver
study, it can be concluded that to see most of the targets which our personnel in South East Abia are
seeing would require a flare of about 115 million candle power a few feet off the ground! The standard
flare produces only 0.2 foot candle at 1000 feet altitude, about 100 times more than moonlight in fact,
Clearly our model data are deficient here.
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AIR TO GROUND TARGET ACQUISITION
by
Robert W.Bailey, Colonel, MSC, Commanding Officer,
US Army Acromedical Research Laboratory.
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36360

It has been our experience in the application of aviation medicine research that many systems lincluding the
aircraft) are operator limited, both by task loading placed upon the crewmember and an inadequate interface between
the operator and his machine. In addition to problems between man and his flying machine there are increaing
demands on man's perceptual and motor capabilities when this task of flying fiom A to B is complicated by a
visual target acquisition and weapon delivery application task. These weapons are always employed in a high threat
environment and invariably require flight profiles that are unforgiving if the pilot fails to perform all his tasks
effectively, accurately and expediently.
In an effort to make a portion of t:is task easier and to reduce the task loading a method for visuahiy coupling
the pilot to his weapon system has been in the research and development stage for over a decade. The advantages
of such a system are that it should allow complete hands free direction of weapons system, a heads-up display.
feedback from firing and displays to null out pointing errors, wide field of fire limited only to weapons system
flexibility for "off-axis" targets and most important very rapid target acquisition while using the natural perceptual
and control abilities of the operator. The research and development funding by US Army, Air Force and Navy for
such a system has been considerable and it has resulted in operational hardware. In spite of these achievements
there are unresolved hardware problems, e.g., reticule design and helmet coordinate control that require considerable engineering improvement to reduce cost, complexity, safety and efficiency. It is my purpose today to present
to you some of the biomedical problems with the helmet mounted sight and visual target acquisition system that
are unresolved. There are biomedical problems, for which assistance is unsolicited, but are the basis of deficiencies
in the man/machine interface that still exists with these systems. For example, so far in this helmet sight technology
head movement only has been measured and used for control, when in fact man uses his head and eyes together in
almost equal amounts to perform a natural target acquisition task. Current systems force the man to employ an
unnatural tracking task (using only the head) in a vibrating, bouncing aircraft that during turns or evasive maneuvers
may produce sufficient G loading on the head and neck to physically restrict or prevent this necessary head movement. Although analogies are dangerous it is my impression that an analogous psychomotor task would be to tune
one's television set by using only the elbow. In both of these situations only gross muscle groups are employed and
the degree of difficulty and resultant accuracy are physiologically comparable. Hughes and Nicholson23, 33 reported
a pointing accuracy of I0using this technique in the quiet laboratory environment and 2.00 average error dunng
in-flight testing 33. This sighting was within a 12' zone (60 either side of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft); the
doubling of errors Inflight were attributed to mild turbulence. When the targei is presented as a moving target,
degradation of accuracy is relatively small at velocities up to 8 degrees per second. Nevertheless, a target moving at
a V ie normal to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft at 8 degrees per second increases the sighting error by a factor
of 4 as compared to a stationary target. At 25 degrees per second the error is again doubled33 . Perhaps one
physiological reason for this increese in riror can be found in the work of Sugie and Wakakuwa, lheir studies
revealed that although target fixation is accomplished by a combination of head and eye movements the visual
tracking of a target tends to be independent of head movement. In the case of the helmet mounted reticule this
complication to normal tracking i5 also degraded further by the vestibulo-ocular reflex. This reflex tends to null
the system so that head motions automatically result in a compensatory eye movement to keep the fixated target
stationary. To sucessfully operate the current design of helmet sight, that eliminates eye movements as a part of
the control system, it is necessary to overcome this non-linear reflex function. This is not always possible and
therefore may produce disassociation between the sight system and observer.
A controversial and yet unresolved visual problem associated with current models of helmet mounted sights is
the potential effect of such an optical device upon a depth and spatial perception. ( urrent models of the helmet
mounted sight, or visual target acquisition system use a semi-silvered mirror mounted on front of either the right
or left eye to receive the collimated reticule image. This results in differences in retinal illuminance between the
two eyes. Pulfrich first reportcd in 1921 that distortions in space perception are introduced when a stimulus
object is in motion relative to a fixed field and viewed binocularly with one eye darkened by a filter, or if one eye
is illuminated more than the other by veiling glare Munster in 1941 discovered that an object in motion was not
necessary, but rather space shifted about a vertical axis. This was confirmed by Cibis and Haber in !951, and Ogle
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in 1952. This steroscopic effect of the rotation of space about a vertical axis in the objectise fronto-parallel plane
can be detrimental to flight safety and mission accomplishment. Lit (1959) conducted research to determine the
effect of illuminance level on this phenomena and reported the effec, to be large at low illuminance levels and
decreasing as illuminance levels are increased.
The attachment of the helmet mounted sight components to the helmet is a third source of bioengineering
concern along with the total weight of the helmet. This is no new probiem and historically appears to have been
empirically studied b) German Aviatiuni Medicine Specialists in World War 11. The conclusion reached is quoted as
follows, "One of the parameters of head protection, which is physiologically most important especially with regard
to accelerations, is to limit weight of the helmet to about I Kg, or 20 percent of the weight of the head". Deceleration research on cadavers by Haley and Turnbow reported a severe displacement of the fifth cervical vertebra
during a test of the Army APH-5 weighing about 4 pounds (1.8 K). It was their opinion that, "a single decelerative
pulse at a level of 40 G for 0. 10 seconds would cause irreversible injury to the cervical spine if a 4 pound helmet
was worn". Work done by a joint effort between the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and USAARL
have caused us to also be concerned about the centre of mass of the helmet and its relationship to the center of
mass of the head. Briefly our data, using live human volunteer subjects, revealed that a 9 G deceleration pulse
measured at the seat at time of impact was amplified to 12 G at the cervical-thoracic junction, 18 G at the
bregma and over 36 G at an accelerometer mounted on a bite bar at the subject's mouth. Therefore our medical
position is to restrict total helmet weight to a maximum of 3.5 pounds. Mounting of the sight upon the helmet
can also destroy the load distribution capability of the outer shell.
What can be done to eliminate these bad features of current helmet mounted sights?
(a)

First two techniques can be employed to reduce weight and potential Pulfrich phenomena complications.
A technique for projecting from a light emitting diode to a very small (1.5 mm diameter) semi-silvered
mirror attached to the visor has been produced. If this technique is considered operationally unsatisfactory a parabolic visor with similar collimated lens and light emitting diode can be used to present the
reticule. This also solves the weight problem as well as spatial distortion since such a system weighs only
an ounce.

(b)

Ultrasonic techniques can be employed to sense helmet movement rather than current systems using
filtured light or hardware linkage to measure the positional relationships between helmet and the aircraft.
Ultrasonic surveys of current helicopters reveal no appreciable amount of ultrasonic noise in the helicopter
cockpit.

to)

These corrections do not resolve the elimination of eye movements from the system. Therefore, one
should not expect point target accuracy for such a system, but rather expect to use such a system
primarily for target acquisition. The helmet mounted sight slaved to a stabilized optical sight combined
with a weapons system is an ideal system for a pilot to handoff a target to the co-pilot/gunner, or vice
versa. This system can also be seriously degraded when nearby targets are passing at high angular rates.
For area weapons systems the helmet mounted sight is a fine system for acquisition and fire control.
After firing is initiated and observed the system becomes a closed loop system and a better chance for
direct hits is possible.

In summary, the current helmet mounted sights offer an ideal method for man/machine interface and currently
offer certain advantages; they can be improved, but in any event they should be employed with full knowledge of
their biomedical deficiencies.
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DISCUSSION

Major Hilgendorf (US)
Would Colonel Bailey give us a global, off-the-cuff judgement as to whether the helmet-mounted
device is really going to become operational?
Colonel Bailey (US)
It is operational now. What makes it euccessful is cur use of it with a stabilised optical sight,
a fine piece of optical engineering, the SOS system. It has some human factors problems still, like
switches being in reversed sense, but once on target it is a fine system.
My concern is the system accuracies people are trying to specify and design in, to enable,
theoretically, first hits at long ranges. I just do not think it is physiologically possible to
achieve that. Used in conjunction with other systems, it offers tremendous advantages. I am certainly
not shooting down the concept, however, but merely emphasising the biotechnological constraints on ice
use,
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A DESIGN C0,CEPT FOR A DUAL HELICOPrER NIGHT SCOUT 3ThTEM
William J. Kenneally - Electronic Engineer
US Army Electronics Command
Avionics Laboratory
Fort 4onmouth, New Jersey 07703

SUM_ARY
Limited but promising operational experienrs with helicopter borne-right vision systems (both low
light level TV and forward looking infrared) has spurred an interest in the application of night vision
technology to second generation airborne systems. The limited quantitative performance data on these
first generation systems, coupled with Me significant advances in night vision technology made during
the intervening period, place severe restrictions on the system designer attempting to make logical
system tradeoffs. The scope of the paper is to examin various relevant data on the subject and to
develop a design concept for such a econd generation scout system.

INTRODUCTION

The limited but conceptually proven capability of airmobile scout helicopters to operate in geriods
of darkness has fostered considerable interest in extending this capability to the uid-intensity
battlefield. The basic problem is that of establishing a conceptual design of such a scout helicopter
system that will accoplish the tactical mission of mobile target detection, recognition, and
identification.
The major distinction between these earlier efforts and the proposed advanced design task is that
the emphasis in these first generation systene was on fielding the best system available within severe
constraints of time and possible aircraft modifications. Since these early systems, rather significant
advances have been made in increasing night-vision device capability (range, resolution) while reducing
the size and weight. Additionally, rather significant increases in predicted ?TBF have been achieved.
In short, the system designer has available to him considerable design freedom in specifying desired
night vision sensor characteristics.
The question then is hov to accomplish equivalent system level
tradeoffe with respect to other aspects of the problem (e. g. installed weiht, endurance, type crew
compartmentstabilization requirements, navigation/sensor integration, etc.).
Tactical Context
To bound the scope of this paper we shall confine our interest to that of real-time self-contained
battlefield reconnaissance systems. Specifically, we are concerned with the detection, recognition,
identi.fication, and position fixing of osbile targets (tanks, personnel carriers, support vehicles,
and troops) in a fluid mid-intensity battlefield environment. Conceptually, since the acout helicopter
will be lift capab 4lity restricted with respect to ord,,ance (with possibly a mini-gun for some 9
suppressive fire ca,'ability) it is reasonable to expect that following target recognition and location
the scout would call in interdictive fire. However, the scope of this paper will be restricted to the
initial and more difficult proble-i of target detection.recognitionead

identification.

Baseline Aerial Vehicle
As a point of departure for mr design synthesis we shall start with the concept of extending the
capability of the existing light observation helicopter from that of clear day operations into the
required conditions of reduced visibility. While one might argue that this is a rather non-systematic
approach to a conceptual design problem, one rast also recognize the practical Impetus of upgrading
existing observation helicopters rather than starting frox a more idealized base and then requiring
development of a totally new airframe.
For purposes of design orientation, a set of specifications for a nominal observation helicopter
has been developed by the simple expedient of averaging the respective statistics for both the OH-6A
and the OH-58, the US Arns's current light observation helicopters. While thse averaged performance
characteristics are not really representative of either aircraft, they are certainly representative of
the class of vehicles of interest.

Table 1 lists relevant characteristics.

Baseline Sensor Characteristics
While there are a number of different design options with respect to target surveillance sensors,
our interest is spcifica-ly restricted to passive electro-optical sensors (9-0) (low light level TV
and forward looking infrared).
This does not mean that active devices, operating at either radar or
optical frequencies, are considered inappropriate for the task tut that we simply prefer the passive
systems for tactical reasons.
Prior to specifying E-O system performance values it is appropriate to
consider how the E-O system and its carrier vehicle interact in a fundamntal sanner.
Figure I
illustrates the basic sensor/vehicle geometry.
While a very simplified overview of the system geometry, Figure 1 does allow us to begin to identify
the cAtegories in which design tradsoffs are usually accomplished.
Specifically, the E-O equipmont
designer is predomJ-nately concerned with the characteristics of the E-O device i. e. range, elevation
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Cruise Spaed

17 kta.

EnduranCe

2.3 hrs.

Gbpty Aircraft

2475 lbs.

Crew

400 lba.

Fuel

425 lbs.

Sensor Payload

450 lbs.

Aircraft Max.

3750 lbs.

Table I - Design Point for
Night Scout System

Atmosphere

Scene

Aerosol Content
Cloud Cover
illumination Level

Target Characteristics
Background Characteristics
Terrain Masking
Clutter Level

Sensor

Display

Bandwidth
Number of Scan Lines
Field of View
Field/FramO Rate
Aspect Ratio
S/N Level
Integration Time

Luminance
3ize
Number of Scan Lines
Contrast
Scene Movement
Dynamic Range
Gamma

S/N level
Aspect Ratio

lage ProcesinL
Edge Enhancemnt

Gaime
3patial Filtering

Table 2 - Some of the Variables Affecting Information
Extraction Performance
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and simuth field of v.ew, 4-4d resolution, d.i.play eise, ete.
Correspondingly, the tactical user is
predominately conoerned with selecting the a4titude, airspeed, and sensor depression angle.
Hence we
have an imadiate and direct interection that in many cases is counterproductive.
Tao specification
of E-O device :hracteristics tends to be drivon by technological capability, while the tactical
considerations are bounded by such factors as the flight-safety aspects of operatintg on the front side
of the power curve, and operating at a safe night altitude. Hence it i3 quite possible to have optimal
performance (3-0 devir and flight conditions) of subsystems and yet obtain system performance which in
eignificantly le!s tbin optimai.
Thle interaction will te defired more fully in subsequent sections
of the paper.
Partitioann o

n/ftchine Problem

With this brief look at the interaction of the sensor and the sensor carrier it is now worthwhile
to turn cur attention to what is probably the key aspect of a successful system design - the interface
betveen the surveillance oporator and the surveillance system. As an aid in the futher boundini of
the problem we shall follow the leae of Biberman et al (Reference 1).
Two main sets of factors govern the performance of man
and his low-light-level viewing aios.
The first
is well
understood and includes the physics of light, optics,
solid-state materials, and engineering approaches to the
design of phot.electronic devices. The second se,, is
related to the les well-known factors of peychophysics
and vision and the interpelation between visual tasks,
and quality of the image, the time available, and other
subjective matters affecting the observer and his task.
Table 2 identifies moms of the variables that can have a effect on the ability of the observer to
extract the signal from the noise.
Inspection of the number and diversity of the variables in Table 2
provides one with a quick index of the complexity of the problem of specifying an E-0 syatem design.
The problem at this stage is to identify the key variables and to iuitiate a preliminkry design based
on this smaller and hence more manageable set of design variables.
The remaining variables can then be
treated as modifiers of the speified system's performance.
Other considerations aside, the single moat important characteristic of the E-0 system is
sufficient
Jmber of spatial samples of the target be obtained by the sensor.
Hence our first
the preliminary design synthesis is to determine the number of spatial samples required to
detect, recognize, and identify targets.

that a
task in

A recent survey of available data on target identification (Reference 2) summarized the results of
several earlier studies. Figure 2 shove the amaber of TV lines (scans) versus percent correct
identifications. The conclusion of that study was that on the order of twenty TV lines/vehicle are
required for identification. While the absolute use of this number of twenty TV lines for identification
is probably not warranted, we can use it as an index of one condition that mast be satisfied to obtain
target identification.
Concept of Surveillance

"Footprint"

Figure 3 defines the senior "footprint" more explicitly.
It is assumed that the sensor down-look
angle,.
is adjusted so that the maximum range, Rmax, of the E-0 device just intercepts the terrain.
R intercept is then defined by the maimum look-down angle, (o + 6 ), end altitude (h).
The sensor
"footprint" (lines/round dimension) can be calculated in the following ways

h'312

AI CH~

h

If the visual feature extraction task (detection, recognition, or identification) is specified in term
of equivalent lines/target dimension then it is convenient to normalise the equation by letting KZ

1t

where
*- detection
Kt

- recognition

Ka

-

identification

Since c-( i fixed for a given maximIm sensor range,
of interest is that of elevation field of view 6 .
Nuation (1) allows one to calculate
specified.

Rmax, and operating altitude (h) the design variable

the vertical field of view an a function of the other paraseters
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Concept of Surveillance "Footprint"
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Reference 6 established an emxpnential model for search tim. as a t\Lnction of target single glance
probability of detection and display area which is more representative of the actual case.
However, as
we are interested in establishing bounds on performance, we have assumed P- - I/V'r.
That isthe
probability of detection is one - given that the area is searched.
The generalized model is given in
equation 2.
P(t) is the probability of detection an a function of scanning time, PD is the probability
of detection for a visual cone of four degrees, t is the tie
of search, and A is the display area in
degrees squared.

(2)

P(t) " i -xp

- l6PD t7

Effect of Aircraft Motion
To this point we have treated the image on the display as stationary.
That of course is not the
actuai case.
The time for the "image" or surveillance "footprint" to be traversed is simply
(

-

AD

-

'L

.,^

h7

_

d

LA

I

Setting the time available equation equal to the time for

for the system parameters outlined earlier.
display search yields
'

For n - 1 (single glimpse at each element of display) and the system parameters outlined earlier u is
approximately 50 kta which is an acceptable cruise speed for a light helicopter.
It Is important to
note that the required speed is dependent on the number of glimpses required which is in turn dependent
on both the physical size of the display and the single glimpse probability of detection.
Hence a higher
probability of detection will require lower airspeeds.
This illustrates the E-0 versus operational
interaction noted earlier.
For the design concept outlined it is evident that some form of image stabilization is re 4 ..ired.
Image stabilization is concerned with both the elimination or at least the siCnlIca4nt reduction of
aircraft motion (bot. angular and translation) on the image.
One approach would be to stabilize the
turret sensor to insure L;t .ceg.L n
..
i stAbilized to a point on the ground during the target
area search time.
Aircrew Considerations
Reference 7 identifies a number of environmental conaiderationsfor attack helicopters in a ATO
environment. While not exactly a match for the night Scout task it does provide insight into related
task consideration; one particular area needs to be emphasized - that of dark adaption requirements for
the flight crew.
The pilot,who is essentially concerned with eihor night VFR flight or MFRflight operations,vill
tend to operate in & dim-illuminated cockpit both to maintain his night vision adaptation as well as to
minimize aircraft detection by ground elements.
The observer, on the other hand, is concerned with operating the display at a brightness level that
maxmiWzes probahility of detection.
In general, the brightness levels associated with maximizing the
probability of detection are incompatible with the cockpit illumination levels desiared/required by the
pilot. Hence for our design concept the cockpit arrangement places the observer in the rear of the
observation helicopter and hence is capable of being enshrouded to permit high illimLination of the
display scope without pilot interference.
Figure 7 shows the general aircraft arrangement of our scout
helicopter.
Summary of Preliminary Design Concept
Our point design night scout helicopter can be sum;mzrized as follows:
Field of Viw
Stabilizatin

1 x 1 (for identification)
6'
6 for detection
M4tion and line of sight stabilization

Resolution

1000 line

Display
Signal/Noise Display

Approximately 9 x 9 inch panel mounted CRT

5

Operational Effectivity
Given our scout point design the task is to determine its relative tactical effectivity as an aid
in measuring the relative worth of possible design alternatlves.
One such index is area searched/unit
time.
For the parameters outlined earlier the proposed scout helircotar will be able to search
2
approximately 30km /hr. This may be an unacceptably low search rate relative to tactical areas that
need to be searched.
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Design optimization - Target Identification
In brief, our rather conservative design effort has resulted in a system conceptual design that
essentially insurcs the capability to accomplish that most difficult of battlefield tasks - target
identification. However, as a counterpoint to this significant capability is the potentially restricted
area coverage identified earlier. The problem then is to devise a viable systema ncept that will ercable
us to maximize the capability of this scout system while providing for coverage of significantly larger
areas of terrain.
Dual Sensor Concept
One such concept would be to tidd a long-range area coverage radar system to the Scout Helicopter.
Such a system could conceptually provide a pointing or cueing capability to the more precis night
vision system for subsequent target detection (in this case target handoff) followed by target
identification.
Aircraft

LiLt Capabilities

Earlier in the paper the nominal capability of the type light observation helicopter was specified.
Since we now have a design point for the nooinal scout system i: is possible to compare the required
with the practicable to determine total system feasibility from an aircraft lift standpoint.
A reasonable w'eight estimate for the night scout system is as follows:
Night Vision Sensor
(NV) Stabilization System
Display
Navigation System (LOS Stab.)
Radar
Baseline Avionics
TOTAL

50
150
30
50
250
75
605

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Cowparis7n with the data in Table 1 indicates that the baselina system exceeds the available lift
capability by a significant amount.
Alternative Approach - Dual Scout Concept
In fact, the representative hardware weight estimates for the combined radar-night vision system
exceed that of the design point helicopter's lift
capability and hence rules out the concept of a single
aircraft syste . There is however an alternative method for implementing the system concept in an
aircraft compatible way. In short, therz is no absolute need to make each scout helicopter totally
self-sufficient since a more efficient solution is to use one longer range radar system to provide
target data to one or more scout helicopters as shown in Figure 8.
As indicated in Reference 9, the
kay to successful airmobile operations is the integration of the total capabilitie3 of the Army rather
than the development of single mission aircraft that accomplish all missions on a lone-ship basis.
Dual Scout Implementation
The use of the dual scout approach, while eliminating the problem of attempting to install all or
the equipment in a single scout helicopter, does bring with it the additional constraints of a common
and accurate navigation systcm, a data link, as well as a means for coordination of the total 'system"
as suggested in Figure 8.
These additional constraints, however, are well within the state of the art
and can be met with appropriate "system" level planning.
Conclusions
A design point study for a night scout helicopter has been completed. The interactiorn among
tactical considerations and E-O System attributes have been identified.
Finally, the search effectiveness for a nominal design has been calculated. Based on the limited area search capability forecase
for the design point system, a concept for a dual helicopter system has been developed.
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DISCUSSION

Major Ferry (iUKI
What concrete evidk,,ce have you to state that ground vehicles will spot your helicopters before you
see them? Secondl-, you cannot really believe that the need to fly high is viable in North West Europe?
Ycu must stay down with the trees, as shown by th2 analysis we have of some 300 to 400 flying hours,
including hours at night. Our findings are perhaps su.jm-ned up by the word "Tactics", I suppose, and seem
to prove you wrong.
Mr Kenneally (US)
I do have empirical data from Army tests, which I presume could be made available to you. Based on
that data is our current design requirement for night scout helicopters. We would not invest all this
expense in electronic systems for helicopters if it were not necessary.
major Ferry (K)
Why not put your display against the real outside world, so the display content matches the real
view? Perhaps a full-size real-life kind of Head-Up display is what I mean, although I know you are
thinking mainly of TV. It would be a matter of turning brightnesses up and down to give a match.
Mr Kenneally (US)
People have looked at the idea of night vision displays on HUD, such as the 'night window'. The
problem even with a zero-conrent TV screen is one of loss of dark vision, however, Then you ,jeed a
good deal of space, and have to make some equipment trade to find it. An even bigger proble!m is the
need to stabilise the equipment to look at a point, given the bumpy aiicraft ride.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Dr Huddleston (UK)
Before opening the general discussion, I first want to give Dr Bloomfield time to complete an
answer, and then to accept a question I acknowledged from Hme. Heynemann.
Dr Bloomfield (UK)
This is an answer to Hr Overington. We were dealing with a complex visual display, which most
acuity studies have not treated, and expected an interaction between viewing distance and display
complexity. In fact, there turned out to be none.
Hme. Heynemann (France)
Could I ask Dr Taylor about the application of the Blondel-Rey formula to flash stimuli. With the
increasing use of electronic sources, light time is getting briefer and briefer, generally lass than a
millisecond. Do you think the Blondel-Rey formula will always apply? In particular can the physiological
constant 0.2 sec (a threshold concept) still be correct?
Dr Taylor (US)
Single brief pulses in the nanosecond and microsecond range, and indeed, well into the millisecond
domain, appear to follow Bloch's Law exactly at threshold. This is true, moreover, regardless of pulse
shape (as shown by Lor in 1951) and for the case of multiple-flick trains of pulses whose total extent
do not exceed critical duration. The threshold fo multi-flick pulse trains longer than t is now under
study, but we do not have sufficient data as yet to enable any conclusions to be drawn. ICwould guess,
however, that the function will again be complex, especially as eye-movements come into play and
probabilistic sumation occurs. Thus, the Blondel-Rey "constant", a, may or may not have any meaning for
electronic flash sources operated in the multi-flick mode.
It's in any case known that the value of a varies, experimentally, over a very wide range, and is
quoted only with some faith as being 0.20 or 0.21 sec. It ranges from 1.0 sec to 0.05 sec at least.
Thus 0.2 sec is a convenience, and has no theoretical under-pinning, except in the context of an
appropriately limited set of conditions. Practical application demands a simple, single value, that's
all, and 0.2 sec has been adopted by C.I.E.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
Now to the open discussion. With their permission, Messrs Bailey, Hilgendorf and Keaneally represent,
I think, some of the more practical people we have present, if othec laburatory workers here will join
me in being below the practical salt. All three have spoken about aids to vision; specifically, that
flares are not developed up to known current needs, that head-aiming ability is still an exlusively
empirical topic, and that low-light TV leaves us too ignorant to agree precisely where we are most
ignorant. Could I, then, ask each in turn to say bluntlywhether they think elegant laboratory-based
modelling is a help or a painful hindrance in evaluating equipment requirements?
Major Hilgendorf (US)
I have no doubts that the laboratory-developed models and techniques are a quite fantstc aid.
However, we try to work at three levels; the basic psychophysics, then simulation trials, then flight
tests in that sequence.
Doubtless, many of the visual parameters that concern us could be investigated in a light-proef
room with the subject on a bite-board. But we have a responsibility for "iace-validity" in our research
efforts, and must tie in our work to things that the actual practicioners understand. I can bring a
tactical commander into my terrain model laboratory and he can look at scenes like others he has
actually experienced before. Very few of our tactical comanders are impressed by a bite-board and
optical bench. But we know our good simulations are founded on previous basic research of low or zero
"face validity".
Colonel Bailey (US)
I think that sums my opinions quite adequateli. Some people, however, construe the pragmatic world
as being a non-scientific one, and that is not correct at all. We try to take established principles
from basic work and apply them to practical problems, but in fact the two are not separate but rather
continuous areas of activity.
Mr Kenneally (US)
From a design stand point,there is no doubt that models have a very great deal to offer, if only to
give relative numbers to -:sein selecting options, In the previous discussions, the world seemed to be
divided into two camps; those for models and those against. But that's an artificial kind of distinction.
The model has a place as a filter, too, to save money on hardware and flight tests which would be
quite ineffectual. The key is to work the model and test effort complementarily, the one built on the
other in a suppoLtive fashion, I don't doubt the use of modelling at all.
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Colonel Bailey (US)
Did Dr Taylor mean, earlier, that certain oodels should not be put "on the menu"?
Dr Taylor (US)
My comment was really that one should use the model but not "eat the menu". Models have a 11seful
place in directing work and thinking, but to swallow a model whole, uncritically, is a real danger,
The ingredients should be looked at carefully.
Mr Overington (UK)
Can I address a general comment to Dr Taylor, regarding the Blondel-Rey equation. I believe that
by starting with the known physical properties of the eye one can show a discontinuity to be expected
in the region between 0.25 and 1.0 aecoud. Indeed, the asymptotes of the total function would be the
Blocb Law at exposure times of less then 0.01 sec, and a constant value law would apply for values
greater than 10 sec. In between, the large variations as amongst various experimenters can be explained
in terms of contrast, size and presentation parameters, and would be predictable from these same
physical properties. I shall be publishing these conclusions shortly.
Dr Taylor (US)
I have no doubt that several concurrent effects operate in the transition range. Certainly. it looks
as if the quantum (square root) case is adhered to for at least a short time over part of the range.
Then, as you go to longer durations, you get the business of multiple-look probabilities and also the
effects of spontaneous eye movements giving hit probabilities for many cones. We have a mixture of
effects, then, and find the Blondel-Rey specification too simplistic. The practical importance, in
terms of, say, energy saved, is not really germane to this discussion.
Dr Grether (US)
I'd like to enter another variable, the matter of combat degradation. Models predict laboratory
data quite well, and may predict simulation or field test data too, but the combat situation seems to
throw in another gross effect. I'm not aware of anyone succeeding at putting any factor or whatever into
model predictions to account for combat situation variables.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
Yes, thank you for your question, but I pass it on to our speakers with some trepidation. I'm
keenly aware that the issue is a very sensitive one, probably meriting special treatment at a future
symposium.
Mr Kenneally (US)
We have a programme running at present to do with night vision from helicopters. May I just relate
what one individual told me, that calculations as to what could be seen were fine, but when he got to combat
he became a lot better just after being shot at! It may not always be a degradation, but a motivation
bonus or something like that.
Major Hilgendorf (US)
Dr Grether knows I've been worrying, and worrying only, around this problem for about 4 years. We've
attempted to monitor our subjects with physiological measures both in the laboratory and in flight,
using all sorts of measures and appealing to all sorts of theories, but still nothing holds together by
way of a finding. One embarassing problem for our theories is that some of our best fovard air
controllers, those who can really acquire targets, are older, need corrective lenses, are by no means
"tiger" types, and are often being heavily shaken around at the time! They report they're very stressed
in combat, and return to base with a dry mouth, for instance, and perspire heavily, and perform greatly.
I don't know how we're ever going to predict this.
Perhaps some part of arousal theory may hold the key.
Dr Huddleston (UK)
The only material I can mention today is that World War II and Korean War data examined by Norman
K Walker in the States, of whom I'm cure you're aware. I personally find only part of his data and
even less of his conclusions acceptable. Of the few items I accept, the most notable is not really
classifiable as combat degradation of human performance. This concerns the attacking of bridges in
Southern Europe with partially guidable bombs, where the individuals stayed long enough to estimate
where the bomb was going roughly. If it was going left, they kicked it right, if right, they kicked it
left, then flew away as quickly as they knew how. I call that shrewd thinking, not a stress effect in
the context of the question we're asking.
Dr Crether (US)
Yes,

I'm somewhat aware of Mr Walker's work, and evaluate it similarly to yourself.

I think the combat situation is somewhat complicated. There is a stress on the individual but also
a general stress on the whole situation or environment, not a personal stress but, for example, a
great confuaion and a kind of on-going gross misjudgement or mismanagement.
01
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Hr Ericson (US)
I might mention one happening at the Naval Weapons Centre, China Lake. We had combat bombing
accuracy data with errors 3 or 4 times as high as Test Range data. Someone arranged practice bombing
in the mountains north of the China Lake Range, for squadrons who had not seen the area, coming in on
a simulated strike. These data were closely similar to the combat data. It seems to me that Range
testing crews gather a great deal of familiarity with the area vhich is unlike operational use. Perhaps
we should spend even more efforts on simulation of the task.
Wing Comander Anderson (UK)
In World War It the very
A main problem here is getting the information (about hit eccuracy).
noticeable thing was the unwillingness of any interrogator to impute anything but extreme courage in
the aircrew, and the inability of the aircrew member who had just risked his life to believe he hadn't
done the job properly. This is quite a genuine phenomenon.
I conducted some limited experiments myself, and discovered that the target identification was very
much tied up with the danger involved. In peacetime and training you get a pat on the back for correct
identification and attack. In wartime you get something nasty and hot in some other part of your
anatomy! The outlook in wartime is completely different so that there maybe a vested interest on the
part of aircrev in finding the wrong target, and this very strong effect has to be squarely faced.
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REALISTIC CONSIDERATIONS OF TARGET ACQUISITION ON LINES OF COMMUNICArIONS
by
Roy K. Frick
Diane E. Summers
Thomas E. Tyson
Aeronautical Systems Division (XROA)
Wright-Pattirson AFB, Ohio
45433

SUM4,XRY
This paper presents an approach to determining the probacility of acquiring targets by a search
aircraft which flies along an enemy line of communication (LOC).
A line of communication is defined as a
route, e.g., a road, waterway, or railroad, and the targets of interest are trucks, boats, or other appropriate carriers. The analysis approach consists of three areas of investigation:
(1) analyzing the contour (twists and turns) of a route for purposes of establishing a preferred flight path plus determining
the frequency distributions of LOC aspects relative to this flight path, (2) computing the probability of
detecting a target, given a set of LOC, target, and flight path conditions, and (3) integrating the results
of the first two areas of investigation to produce the probability of target acquisition for the overall
set of conditions.
The methodology presented in this paper can be applied to investigate conditions of target acquisition for existing lines of communication in the real world.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
6

=

a parameter used in a target detection model which is sensitive to sensor, target,
background, and atmospheric conditions among others.

PD

probability of target detection.

h

height of masking obstacle.

H

&

w

altitude of search aircraft.
1/2 width of LOC.

W

a

horizontal component of distance between LOC and aircraft.

d

a

horizontal component of distance between masking obstacle and the line of sight to
the target,

PA

i

probability of target acquisition.

=

crossing angle of LOC.

6

offset distance - LOC to flight path.

B

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Target detection by an overflying aircraft depends on many things such as light level, target
and background signatures, atmospheric absorption, and time-in-view of the target. Of these, the probability of detection for a given target/background combination is ordinarily extremely sensitive to the
time the target is in view. Time-in-view is a function of the sensor ground area coverage, aircraft velocity, location of the target relative to the sensor coverage, and the masking effects of terrain and vegetation. These factors cannot be realistically determined until paths taken by the aircraft and the target
have been specifically defined.
If the search aircraft is also an attack aircraft, the general problem of target acquisition
involves both the ability to initially detect a target and the ability to convert on the target, that is,
to subsequently turn into the target and successfully reach an acceptable weapon release point.
The location of the target is assumed to be equally likely anywhere along the LOC. The aircraft
flies, a preplanned flight path which has been established after considering the general contour of the
route. This flight path determination is treated by the line of communication (LOC) model discussed later
in the paper. The search aircraft may riotbe able to follow all of the twists and turns of the route because of turn limitations of the aircraft. The LOC model considers the flight path to consist of a series
of straight line segments, and chooses a flight path which maximizes the total fraction of the LOC which
is in the field of view of the iearch aircraft.
As the aircraft flies along the LOC, the route below will wander back and forth across the ground
projection of the flight path. Most of the route will be offset from the flight path, and when it crosses
the flight path it will do so at some angle. This difference between the route and the flight path acts to
reduce the probability of target detection because of terrain or foliage masking. The degree of masking,
and hence, the time in view of the target, is a function of both the offset and crossing angle of the flight
path relative to the LOC. The LOC model, in additiun to determining the preferred flight pa.h, computes the
frequencies of offset distances and crossing angles of the route relative to the flight path of the aircraft.
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For a given set of values of offset and crossing angles, a time-in-view can be determined for a
given degree of masking. This masking is a function of aircraft altitude, height of the objects (such as
hills or trees) along the IOC, and the width of the LOC. These factors, plus the speed of the aircraft,
the sensor field of view, and the maneuver (turn) limits of the aircraft, determine the time of exposure
of the tarket. This time of exposure can be translated into terms of probability of detection by a mathematical model, using target and background characteristics as additional inputs.
The problem posed is to integrate the output of the LOC model and the time in view to give an
overall probability of detecting a target along a LOC (e.g., road).
THE LINE OF COMIUNICATION MODEL
Nearly any aircraft can follow a relatively straight road, waterway, or railroad in flat country
in such a way that its sensors are always looking ahead and down the road, since no turns are necessary.
As the route becomes more tortuous, the patrolling systems are required to turn more in order for the target sensors to be pointed ahead and down the route. As more and more turns are required, the effect of
patrol speed becomes significant since the faster aircraft have larger turn radii and thus cannot negotiate
as many turns as the slower systems. When a turn cannot be negotiated without the route passing out of the
sensor field of view, a ilight path must be chosen so as to eliminate the turn and cut a swath through the
tortuous section of the route as shown in Figure 1.

SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW

FIGURL 1
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PATH OVER TORTUOUS SECTION OF ROUTE
The Line of Communications Model includes a flight path determination subprogram which employs
optimization techniques to define a feasible path which maximizes the percent of the route passing through
the sensor ground area coverage. Inputs to this program include: (1) rectangular coordinates of the LOC
to be analyzed, (2) maximum number of aircraft turns permitted, (3) a minimum on-course distance between
turns, (4) aircraft speed, altitude and G-limit, (5) sensor field of view dimensions in azimuth and elevation, (6) the sensor depression angle, and (7) the x coordinates for an initial set of aircraft turns.
The first step in determining the flight path is to define the route to be patrolled as a locus
of points in a linear coordinate system
An LOC is defined by tracing the paths of specific routes,
selected as part of a study scenario, from maps. A linear coordinate system is then superimposed on the
trace of the route ind the x and y coordinates of the route recorded.
Once the initial trace of the L0C is determined, a "best" flight path will be selected as described below. An initial flight path is chosen and is approximated by a series of straight line segments
connected by circular segments, the radius of these circular segments being dictated by aircraft maneuverability limits (a procedure for selecting an initial flight path is given in Appendix A). Hence, a path
is completely defined once the x and y coordinates for the aircraft turns have been specified. Given the
input x-coordinates for the initial set of aircraft turns, least squares procedures are utilized to determine corresponding y coordinates. This procedure tends to minimize the aircruft offset distance from the
LOC. Using the sensor depression angle, aircraft altitude and field of view dimensions, the location of
the sensor ground area coverage relative to the aircraft flight path. i.e.. the sensor "footprint" is
determined by appropriate mcthods. The percent of the LOC actually passing through this sensor swath is
the figure of merit assigned to this initial flight path. An improved flight path, (one with a higher
figure of merit) is then sought through a systematic search of the neighborhood of the initial x-coordinates.
Repetition of these procedures until specified tolerance limits are reached defines the "best' flight path
assumed for this analysis. Reference is made to Figure 2 which is a flow diagram of the basic steps in
determining the best flight path.
Once the flight path has Deen determined, two important quantities associated with each I.OC
point can be computed. These are: (I) the perpndicular distance from each LOC point to the nearest
point of the flight path, referred to as the "offset distance", and (2) the absolute value of the angle
formed by the intersection of a line segment joining two adjacent LOC points and the local flight path
segment. In subsequent paragraphs this will be referred to as the "crossing angle" for the related LCC
pt1nt. The frequency distribution of offset - crossing angle combinations for this "best" flight path is
an output of the LOC model.
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TIlE TARSET DETECTION AND MASKING .0DEL
The probability of target detection depends on sensor, target, and background characteristics,
plus the time-in-view of the target. Functionally, the probability of detection can be represented as
PD ' f(i,

t)

(1]

where t is the time in view and 8 can be a parameter which collectively accounts for sensor, target, and
background characteristics. This parameter can be sensitive to tyre of sensor used (e.g., radar, I.R.,
visual) and can also account for human factors. Often, the probability of target detection is based on
an exponential model of the basic form:
S1

-

-et

(2]

The parameter 0 must be determined to some extent on an empirical basis. A model, such as equation (2],
can be derived on a pure empirical basis, or it can be based on an executive routine which accounts for
various components of a sensor system, considering physical characteristics such as lines of resolution,
sweep, signal-to-noise ratio, etc. One example of such a model of the latter type is given in reference
().
We will not present the theory behind such a model, or discuss in detail the various methods
one could employ in determining the parameter 0. Furthermore, we will not give the probabilistic basis
for a model based on equation [2).
Discussion of the theory of target detection is given in reference

(2).
For this paper, we will limit our discussion to the other variable of interest, that being the
time-in-view. Time-in-view is a matter of geometry. This geometry has three parts pertaining to:
(1)
sensor ground coverage, (2) the aircraft maneuver limit, and (3) masking. These parts are independent
and therefore could be discussed in any order. We will take then in the order in which we have listed
them starting with sensor geometry. The sensor "footprint', that is, the pattern on the ground will have
varying shapes depending on the type of sensor used. For illustrative purposes, a radar sensor usually
is fan-shaped, the sides being segments of radial lines and the leading and trailing edges being concentric arcs whose centers lie at the intersection of these radial lines. This intersection lies directly
beneath the aircraft, The fan shape is symmetrical about a centerline which is parallel to the aircraft
flight path. The dimensions of the fan are, for the most part, proportional to the altitude.
The maneuver limit is of interest if the search aircraft also serves as an attack aircraft.
Once target detection has taken place a sequence of events must then take place prior to the attainment
of a weapon release point. Cursors must be set, the aircraft must be turned to a correct heading, there
may be a handoff to a terminal sensor system and then final flight corrections must be made to the aircraft heading. Figure 3 depicts the general situation. If minimum required times are known for each
operation, these, in addition to the speed, altitude, g-limits of the aircraft, and weapon travel determine the envelope which we term the "maneuver limit." The maneuver limits, assuing constant max g turns
and constant speed, is simply two arcs - one on either side of the flight path concentric with the arcs
of the right or left turns in the flight path.
The beam footprint and the maneuver limit are straight forward representatiuns of what happens
in the real world but masking is not so amenable to geometric representation. The hills and foliage of
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the real world must be greatly simplified before they can be expressed mathematically. A statistical
model featuring Monte Carlo techniques could be used, but a deterministic model using the simplified concepts discussed below is often adequate.

TARGET

MANEUVER LIMIT

WEAPON GROUND
TRAVEL

HAND-OFF
TO TERMINAL
SENSOR &
FINAL FLIGHT
CORRECTI ONS

WEAPON
RELEASE

-

.4

CENTER
-OF

TURN

SET CURSORS

POINT OF
SDETECTION

FIGURE 3
MANEUVER LIMIT DEIERMINATION

The simplified model has been called the "Wall Model." The earth is flat and the LOC is a channel
between parallel walls which are of uniform height. Further, to simplify the geometry it is assumed that
the LOC segment upon which the target is located is straight though it may be at any angle to the flight
path. As a consequence, the envelope of points at which the target comes into view of the aircraft is two
parallel lines that are also parallel to the LOC segment. Between these parallel lines the target is unobstructed - outside of the lines it cannot be seen (Figure 4). This may not be imediatoly obvious but
the proof is simple.
For this proof let the target be k point on the centerline of the LOC (Figure 5);
Let

h

- height of the masking obstacle.

H

- Altitude of the aircraft above the LOC.

w

a

W

- horizontal component of the distance between the aircraft and the LOC.

d

- hrizontal component of the distance between the ma3Ying obstacle and the target
measured along the line of sight.

1/2 the width of the LOC.
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FIGURE 7
COMBINED EFFECTS OF MASKING AND MANEUVER LIMIT
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The capability of a search aircraft to detect targets located on the ground is a function of the
time-in-view of the target, in addition to the physical characteristics of the target itself, the background, the sensor, and the atmospheric conditions. This paper has concentrated on the time-in-view consideration, and has specifically showr, how the geography ind the geometry of the target, relative to the
search aircraft, can be analyzed when ;onsidering targets located along a line of communication.
Frequently studies of target detection and acquisition assume a specified time-in-view, or treat
it parametrically. For many studies, it may be that time-in-view is more critical than the performance of
the sensor systems used. If such be the case, it is important to consider the geography and gaometry of
the situation, as we have done here, to account for the effect of masking &nd the performance capabilities
of the search aircraft.
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TABLE I
TYPICAL OFFSET/CROSSING ANGLE PROBABILITY MATRIX
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APPENDIX A
PROCEDURE

FOR

SELECTING INITIAL BREAK POINTS IN FLIGHT PATHS

A crude method for establishing the initial break points used in determining the "best" flight
path is described here. The break points serve only as starting points from which the optimization program described in section on the LOC ,4odel begins searching for the best break point locations. That program will cetermine the best flight path for the number of joints determined by this procedure. Thus,
while the exact location of break points determined here is not important in determining the flight path,
the number of joints is.
The procedure begins with tracing an LOC to be analyzed from US Army I:SO,AOG scale maps. One
mile on these maps is represented by 1.25 inches. The maps are traced onto paper containing a linear
coordinate system in 1/8 mile units.
The ground projection for the sensor field of view to be analyzed is then drawn on a piece of
transparent plastic to the sane scale as the trace of the road. All areas of the plastic except the
field of view projection are then covered with a non-transparent material. This looks as shown in the
figure below.

,,

,,.OPAQUe

TRANSPARENT

The exact size and shape of the fiold of view projection depends on the type of sensor used, the
search altitude of the aircraft, the directinn in which the sensor is pointing, and the angular width and
depth of the field of view.
The numoer and approximate location of break points are then determined by a simulated flight of
the field of view projection (which allows only that portion of the road actually covered by the particular
seneor to be seen) over the trace of the LOC. The simulated flight consists of moving the transparent
field of view across the trace of the LOC at the appropriate speed, turning when necessary to keep the UOC
in view. The following ground rules are used in doing this:
a. The field of view must be moved over the LOC in a series of straight line segments connected
by curved turns.
b. The turns must approximate th5 turn radius of the aircraft as closely as possible.
c.

The field of view must be moved across the LOC at a rate appropriate with the aircraft

speed.
d. When the LOC passes a certain point on the field of view and it is evident that it will soon
pass out of the field of view, a turn is made to bring the LOC back into the center of the field.
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DISCUSSION

Dr Greening

(US)

You gave the impression that
to the line of comunication. Is

the complted probability had a sharp maximum at a value around 1600
there some reason for that kind of a cusp in the graph?

Dr Fricl. (US)
For 160o crossing angles (that is, almost gong vertical to the road) offsets were very small, as
you say. I don't know why that should be, especially.
This optimization procedure doesn't necessarily give a global optimum. You obtain a flight rout.,
plot all the relevant x, y values as explained in the paper, and define a certain road segment. Then a
regression is performed, and describes the break points of lost segment.
You repeat this for several
segments, and collect those points which tend to give the smallest nmbar of offsets possible.
Then a
computer routine taking account of the sensor 'footprint' counts the number of times the road goes out
of view, given that flight
route.
By fairly arbitrary iteration, a new set of line segments is defined
and tested for an increase or not in the number of times out-of-view.
You atop this rough and ready
iteration when you seem to have a good solution subjectively. The values around 1600 could be due to the
omission of a set of segments which were not tested but could have been, to advantage.
Kr Clement

(Belgium)

In such estimations, based on linear regressions, what kind of regression should be taken, I on X
or X on I, specifically? Could youjistify the choice which has been made?
Dr Frick (US)
Perhaps tegression techniques aren't even advisable at all. We used them purely for expediency
and because they were intuitively
appealing.
Perhaps a better (but longer) method would be to find a
large set of possible flight
paths and compute detection probabilities based, as I showed in the paper,
on crossing angles and the frequency of offset distances.
Finally you would choose the best one, and
it may not be the one favoured by the regression method I described.
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THE EFFECTS OF BRIEFING ON TELEVISUAL TARGET ACQUISITION

by
K. R. Parkes
Department of Ergonomics and Cybernetics
University of Technology
Loughborough
Leics, England
SUMM04ARY

Evidence from a number of studies indicates that the nature of the briefing information available
to the observer has a marked effect on target acquisition performance. Low-level forward oblique photographs of the target and surrounding terrain have been found to be a particularly effective form of
briefing information, but such photographs may not always be available. In the experiment reported in
this gaper an evaluation was made of the extent to which, in the absence of suitable oblique photographs,
perspective representations of the target and surrounding terrain, derived from maps, facilitated talevisual ta-get acquisition performance. The effectiveness of these pernpective views, used as briefing
material in addition to maps, was compared with that of maps used alone, and maps used together with
oblique photographs. The results shoved that, whilst not as effective as oblique photographs, the
perspective views brought about some improvement in performance as compared with the maps alone.
1.

INrR

rPICTION

The nature of the briefing information available to the aircrev both prior to and during a highspeed, low-level mission is an important factor determining its success. There is evidence that both
visual navigation and target acquisition performance are affected by the quantity and quality of the
briefing materials provided. For instance, the proportion of fixpoints identified during high-speed,
low-level navigation runs has been shown to depend on both the scale of the map used (1), and its
content, in terms of the proportions of different types of features shown (2). The importance of
briefing materials is even more critical in relation to target acquisition tasks. Whereas it is usually
possible to select as en route fixpoints features that are likely to be conspicuous and readily recognised,
the target may be small, partially masked and situated in cluttered terrain. Thus it is vital that
adequate information is available to the observer about the appearance of the target, and that of the
surrounding terrain.
The basic form of pre-mission briefing for high-speed, low-level terge. acquisition -Asks is a map
or chart marked with the planned aircraft track and the target position. various types of pt tographic
briefing material showing the target area from vertical and/or oblique ,eving anle0 Qay also b.: available. In addition to these forms of visual briefiig information, vertal deecriptions of the tarse- and
surrounding terrain, and other intelligence information may be prov'ded. txprimental studies have
shown that as the amount of pre-nission briefing about the target is increased frou a brief verbal
description, to detailed cartographic and photographic coverage of the target and surrounding area,
acquisition performance improves (3. 4). For instance, Rusis and Rawlings (3) compsad five briefing
conditions with the finding that the two conditions which included oblique target photographs resulted
in significantly better perfoivkance, in LarmS of both acquisition probability and acquisition range, than
the three other conditions in which lower levels of brikfing information, not including oblique photographs, were provided. A further result of this study was that the provision of vertical photographs in
addition to oblique photographs did not improve performance as compared with oblique photographs alone.
These results indicate that, as would be expected, the more closely the briefing information resembles
the actual target and surrounding area as seen by the observer, the more effective it is, and that if this
optimum information (i.e. oblique photographs) is available, there is no advantage to be gained from
providing additional, less useful information. Oblique photographs provide both information about the
appearance of the target during a lo.-level approach, and information about surrounding terrain features
and their spatial relationships to the target. Both these types of information aid the observer in
%cquiring the target. Information derived from the terrain features in the vicinity of the target reduces
the uncertainty of the observer as to the target position, thus reducing the area that must be searched in
order to locate the target, and influencing search patterns. Information about the appearance of the
target itself aids detection and recognition of the target within the search area. A study carried out by
Johns (5) suggests that briefing requirements, in terms of these two types of information, tend to interact with the complaziry of the background in which the target is situated, in that performance tot conspicuous isolated targets appeared to be highly sensitive to improvements in target briefing, whilst those
embedded in complex backgrounds showed relatively less improvement. In the latter case, the requirement
seems to be for detailed information about background features to enable the observer to make maximum use
of contextual clues.
The important role played by terrain features in the vicinity of the target in providing clues to
target position is also indicated by work carried out by Laporte and Calhoun (6). They analysed the clues
reported by subjects as important in leading to target designation, with the finding that for most of the
tarets studied non-target clues were more important to successful recognition then were target clues.
More recently, Mitchell (7) has identified three components of major subjective importance in visual
acquisition tasks: (i) whether or not the target has visual prominence against its background;
whether
uhather the target is in a helpful built-up environment or a simple environment; and (iii)
(ii)
or not there are mapped identification features around the target to aid acquisition. Again these components indicate the importance of the target background and thb cues it provides.
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The studies outlined above suggest that for maximum effectiveness the briefing material provided
should enable the observer to accurately visualise the main terrain features in the vicinity of the target
and their spatial relationships to each other, and to the target, as seen obliquely during a low-level
approach. This can be achieved by providing the observer with at least one low-level oblique photograph
taken from a sufficient range to show the target and the features leading up to it. Ideally, altitude and,
particularly, approach direction should correspond closely to those of the actual mission. In view of the
difficulty of cbtaining such photographs for targets situated in hostile territory, suitable oblique
imagery may not be available. In such cases the observer must work out fur himself from other briefing
information the apparent shapes and sizes of features, and their spatial relationships, when seen obliquely
from a particular approach direction, in order to visualise how the target area will look during the
approach. Data reported by McGrath and Borden (8) suggests that the ability of aircrew to accurately
visualise oblique views from maps is limited. Possible reasons for this difficulty are (i) the inadequacy
of the information given on the map, for instance, tones, textures, lighting effects and seasonal changes
cannot be represented, although they markedly affet the appearance of the terrain; and (ii) the difficulty
Of mentally making the appropriate perspective transformations.
Evidence that the second of these factors contributes to the problems of low-level target acquisition
comes from a study reported by Hagen, Larue and Ozkaptan (9). They found that specialised training in
perspective geometry significantly improved the performance of subjects carrying out a televisual target
acquisition task, as compared with subjects who received only standard training. The subjects given the
specialised training were able to designate the correct target area with a~ ignificantly higher success
rate, and in significantly shorter times. A different approach was adopted by the pcesent author (10),
who investigated whether, in the absence of oblique photographs, perspective views prepared from maps to
show accurately the sparial relationships between the target and surrounding featuras as seen from the
appropriate oblique viewing angle would facilitate target acquisition. Under television viewing conditions,
such as those encountered with television-guided missiles, the camera field ot view and the depression angle
of the optical axis of camera lens are fixed, and thus it is possible to prepare accurate perspective views
appropriate to any specified altitude, range and approach direction, which correspond closely in terms of
the apparent shapes and sizes of features and the spatial relationships between them, and in terrain masking
effects, to the television view relayed back by the TV camera as the missile approaches the target. Whilst
more sophisticated techniques could be used to generate these perspective views, for the purposes of this
experiment it was convenient to prepare them by hand, transferring features from a plan view grid to the
corresponding positions on the appropriate perspective grid to produce a master drawings (11).
Tw types of briefing material were prepared from these master drawings, in each case using only the
information available on a " : 1 mile (I : 63,360) Ordnance Survey map marked with the approach track and
target position. For one type, designated 'drawings', a freehand technique was used and for the dther,
designated 'diagrams', commercial shading materials together with standardised lines were used. The former
allowed a greater degree oi realism to be obtained, while the latter allowed more rigorous standardisation.
The results of this experiment indicated that both types of oblique representation, used in addition 'o the
map, significantly improved acquisition performance as compared with the condition in which only the map
was provided, there being no significant difference between the drawings and diagrams. Thus the provision
of map information in an oblique form, corresponding more closely to how the terrain actually appears,
would seem to be of some value, although as would be expected, the performance improvement observed was not
as great as that occurring when oblique photographs were used as briefing. Some examples of briefing
materials used in this experiment are shown in Figure 1.
The experiment outlined above was carried out under static simulation conditions, in which still
photographs taken at four discrete ranges from the targets were used to simulate the television display.
Furthermore, the subjects who took part were students specifically trained to do the experimental task,
rather than skilled aircrew. It was, therefore, of interest to determine whether, using a more realistic
dynamic simulation technique, end R.A.F. sircrew ac subjects, the provision of oblique perspective views
at briefing material in addition to maps, would facilitate target acquisition performance and, if so, to
what extent as compared with the corresponding oblique photographs. This was the main purpose of the
experiment described below.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION4S

In this experiment the effect on televisual target acquisition performance of oblique perspective
views prepared frcm im mcps was evaluated, in addition to that of the similar, but more detailed, views
prepared from I" : I mile (I : 63,360) maps, as used previously. Since no significant differences had
been found between the effects of the drawings and the diagrams, only diagrams were used in the present
experiment. They were designated IM diagrams and I" diagrams according to the scale of map used in preparing them. The ranges .t which the target was shown in the oblique views, 2 miles (3.2 Km) and 4 miles
(6.4 Kin)were the same as those used previously. For comparison purposes, conditions in which only the
corresponding maps were provided were tested, together with two conditions in which oblique photographs
were used. Whilst it would have been desirable to have included vertical photographs in the series of
briefing materials tested, this was not possible as no suitable photographs were available.
For route briefing kM map sections marked with the track, and the target position were used under each
condition.
Brief verbal descriptions of the targets were also provided under each condition, Briefing
materials used under the seven experimental conditions were as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

IM route
th route
IM route
IM route
14 route
IM route
IM route

map
map
map
map
map
map
map

+
+
+
+
+
+

1" : I mile (I : 63,360) map covering the fiual approach to the target
IM diagrams
1" diagrams
" map + 1" diagrams
'off-set' oblique photographs
'on-track' oblique photographs

1.11

FIGURE 1.

(a)

Diagram

(b)

Drawing

(c)

Photograph

Examples of the two types of perspective representation preparedA
I mile map, together with the corresponding oblique
frimu a 1"
photograph.
The target, a road junction, is at a range of 2 miles.
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The two photographs conditions differed in that in one case the photographs corresponded very closely
to the equivalent film frames in the simulation, whereas in the other case they were slightly off-set, as
described below, The sixteen targets used to test these briefing conditions included bridges, rail
junctions, roundabouts, buildings and similar features. The following experimental conditions were fixed
throughout the experiment:
Altitude:
2000 ft. (610 m)
Speed:
430 knots (OO Kr/Hr)
(average)
Camera field of view:
200 (horizontally) x 150 (vertically)
Camera depression angle: 610
Range at lower edge of display:
li n.m. (2.8 Km) (approx.)
Display site. 6" x 41" (15.2 x 11.4 ems.)
Viewing distance: 17" (43.2 cms.), giving real-world viewing angles
Length of routes: 16-32 n.m, (30-60 Km)
Type of terrain: Midlands end Southern England

3.
*(i)

PREPARATION OF BRIEFING MATERIALS

maps
Standard Ordnance Survey maps were used. The IM map sections used for route briefing under each of
the experimental conditions covered approximately 6 miles (9.7 Km) of terrain on either side of the marked
track, anl several miles beyond the target. The I" : I mile (I : 63,360) map sections used as additional
briefing material in two of the conditions showed the final 5 miles (8.1 Km) to the target and 2 miles
(3.2 Km) beyond, and were also marked with the track and the target position.
(ii)

Diagram.

The oblilue diagrams were prepared to correspond wi~h the altitude, camera field of view and
depression angle used in the simulation. The specialist responsible for preparing the diagrams was given
these data together with map sections marked with the approach track and target position, and a brief
verbal description of the target.
A transparent grid was placed over the map and the terrain features
within the field of view transferred to the appropriate oblique perspective grid, as in the previous wnrk.
The set of diagraxis prepared from the IM scale maps was completed before work on the " series was started
so as to avoid any of the more detailed information available on the larger scale maps influencing the
preparation of the JM diagrams. In the preparation of the IM diagrams some difficulties were encountered
ouing to the very small area of map from which the diagrams had to be produced. In particular, very
little detail was available, and since line features have to be shown much wider on the map than they are
in practice, there was some uncertainty as to their exact position. For each target oblique diagrams
showing the target and surrounding terrain as it would appear from the two specified ranges were prepared
from both IM asd I" : 1 mile (I : 63,360) maps. A rode sheet indicating how different types of features,
woodland, built-up areas, railways, motorways, roads, areas of water, etc. were represented in the diagrams
was also produced.
(iii) Photographs
The photographs used as briefing material were reprinted froin forward oblique photographs taken at
the same time as the cine-film used in the simulation was obtained. They showed the target area as seen
from. ranges of two and four miles with the same field of view as the cine-film. The 'on-track' photographs
were printed so that they corresponded closely with equivalent film-frames and in most cases the target
was approximately central. The 'off-set' photographs showed a view which was off-set from the equivalent
film-frame by a constant amount, the maxim,-m nossible using the photographs available. In practice, this
was relatively small and the difference betveen the on-track and off-set photographs was not great.

4.

METHOD

(i)

Subject

42 R.A.F. pilots and navigators took part :-r th- -- in experiment. All had extensive experience of
high-speed, low-level flight, although none had experience ot -elevisual navigation and target acquisition
tasks. Background information including age, flying hours and scores on Heim's AH5 intelligence test were
recorded for each subject.
SiY subjects were tandomly assigned tc each of the seven experimental conditions.
In addition, six unskilled subjects (students) were tested under tie basic briefing condition (!M map only)
for comparison purposes.
(ii) Equipment
The television display was simulated by means of cine-fLIm from the film library produced by the
British Aircraft Corporation. These films were rear-projected at a speed of 16 £ramesisecond using a
LW Analysing Projector. The display appeared on a small screen set into the subject's console. Viewing
distance was fixed by means of a chin-rest. Provision was made for the positioning of briefing materials,
appropriately illuminated, ad for the necessary response buttons. The subjL:t's console was screened off
from the remainder of the experimental area.
(iii)

Procedure

Subjects were tested in pairs, but each worked entirely independently. The purpose of the experiment,
the nature of the experimental task and the procedure involved were explained in written instructions.
Before carrying out the teat runs, the subjects were given focr runs for training purposes, the first
simulation film being seen twice with guidance frcm the experimenter, if necessary. Whilst it had initially
been intended to use eight runs for training purpcsees, it was found that this was unnecessary, and the final
four of these runs were included in the test sequences giving 16 test targets. Prior to each run the
subject was allowed as long as he wished to study the briefing materials provided. The time required was
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typically 5-10 minutes. Having studied the briefing materials he was asked to complete the first part of
a questionnaire, indicating on a ranking scale how difficult he expected to find (e) navigating along the
route, (b) lucating the target area and (c) identifying the target. As pert of a separate study (not
reported in this paper) concerned with the selectimn and use of en route fixpoints for navigation purposes,
he was also asked to record his chosen fixpoints fcr the particula route.
During each simulation run the subject was required to navigate visually along the route, to indicate
the location of the target area as soon as he was able, and subsequently to positively identify the target
itself. Correct responses, omissive and comissive errors vere recorded for locating the target area and
for identifying the target, together with the corresponding ranges, determined from the frame-count. At
the positive identification stage the film was stopped for a few seconds to enable the designation to be
checked and the fram count accurately recorded. It re-starta' automatically, and ran until a fixed tango
of 10,000 ft. (3.05 Km) from the target was reached. At this point, at which most of the targets were on
the verge of disappearing from the lower edge of the display, the experimenter stopped the film and the
subject again designated the target. Having completed the run the subject filled in the second part of tne
questionnaire, which was mainly concerned with the use of fixpoints, but also asked him to record how
difficult he had found navigating along the route, locating the target area and identifying the target
using the same three-point rating scale as in the first part of the questionnaire.

5.

RESULTS

A large amount of data was obtained in this experiment and only an outline of the main results can be
presented here. The primary emphasis is on the effects of the briefing conditions tested, particularly on
positive identification of the target, since this ,as the main concern of the experiment but other aspects
of performance are also considered.
(i) Target area designation
Analysis of variance carried out on the target area data indicated that the effect of the seven
briefing conditions on the probability of correct target area designation was non-significant, but the
effect of target differences was highly significant, as shown in Table I.
TABLE 1
Analysis of variance on target area desigoations
Source

D.F.

S.S.

M.S.

Between subjects

41

12.19

0.30

B: iefing conditions (C)
Residual

6
35

2.19
10.00

0.37
0.29

Within subjects

630

113.31

0.lh

Targets (T)
T x C
Residual

15
90
525

11.38
13.10
88.84

TOTAL

671

125.50

0.76
0.15
0.17

F

P

1.28

N.S.

4.49
-

(0.001
N.S.

The overall probability of correcr target area designation was 0.75, the means for individual targets
varying from 0.55 to 0.98. Since the overall mean range of target area designation was 26.000 ft. (8.1 Kma)
this variation must have been very largely due to differences in the final approach routes and lead-in
features, rather than differences in the targets themselves. Standard analysis of variance techniques
could not be used on the range data, as the omissive errors gave rise to missing values. However, it
appeared that the provision of additional briefing materials did not increase the ranges at which target
areas were designated, and in the case of the diagrams
conditions tended to reduce them,
(ii) Positive identification of target
An analysis of variance was carried out on the correct identifications obtained under the seven
experimental conditions. As shown in Table 2, the effects of briefing conditions and target differences
were significant, as was the interaction between them.
TABLE 2
Analysis of variance on the positive identification data
Source

D.F.

S.S.

Between subjects

41

13.25

M.S.

F

P

Briefing conditions (C)
Residual

6
35

4.12
9.13

0.69
0.26

2.63

<0.05

Within subjects
Targets (T)
T x C
Residual

630

144.75

0.23

15
90
525

32.95
31.93
79.87

2.20
0.36
0.15

TOTAL

671

158.00

14.54
2.34

<0.001
<0.001

A similar analysis carried out on the commissive error data showed that briefing conditions did not
have a significant effect on commissive errors but target effects, and the targets x conditions interaction,
were significant. The overall probabilities of correct identification for each of the briefing conditions
are shown in Table 3.
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1ABLE 3
Prubabilities of correct positive identiicrton ad conwisasve nsrors for the seven briefing couditions

Briefin
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(b)
(6)
(7)

iM
IM
iM
IM
IM
kM
kH

conditions
route
route
route
route
route
route
route

map
map
map
map
map
map
map

Probubility of correct
identification

Probability of
commissais error

O.S5
0.50
0.61
0.65
0.60
0.76
0.63

0.20
0.20
0.18
0.25
0.19
0.19
0.18

only
* I" map section
* IM diagram
+ 1" diagram
+ 1" map 1 1" diagram
* 'offset' photographs
+ 'ontrack' photographs

On the basis of the a priori hypotheses that oblique views would facilitate performance as compared
with the map conditions, that the increase in detail associated with increase in the scale of the map
would improve performance, and that oblique photographs would be superior to other forms of briefing,
Student's t was used to test the significance of the differences between these conditions. Differences
had to exceed 0.17 to reach the 0,01 vignificance level and 0.12 for the 0.05 level. Comparisons showed
that both photographs conditions, (6) and (7), were significantly better than both maps conditions, ()
and (2), condition (6) also being significantly better than condition (5).
In addition, the I" diagrams
conditiou, (4) was significsxily better than the I" map condition (2). To obtain a clearer picture of the
re4ults the seven conditions ;.ere combined to give three briefing types, those in which only maps were
used, those in which diagrams were used and those in which photographs were used. The data obtained are
shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Positive identification for maps,
Eriefing types

iagrams and photographs brieting types
Probability of positive identification

Maps (1) (2)
Diagrams (3) (4) (5)
Photographs (6) (7)

Probability of
commissive error

0.53
0.62
0.72

0.20
0.21
0.19

Comparisons between the correct identification probabilities given in Table 3 showed that differences
between nops and diagrams, and the diagrams and photographs, uere significant at the 0.05 level, and the
difference between maps and photographc at the 0.01 leql. again using Student's t test. As can be seen
in Table 3, there was very little differev'!e betweer, tne levels of cowmissive errors associated with each
of the three types of briefing. The overall effects of map scale were assessed by determining the combined
means of conditions (1) and (3), which used briefing information derived only from kM maps, and conditions
(2) (4) end (5), which i,v,,lved the additional provisica of information from I" : I mile (I : 63,360) maps.
The correct identification probabilities for these two combined conditions were equal (0.58) indicating that
the Greater amount of detail associated with the larger scale maps and the diagrams prepared from them did
not affect performance.
As shown in Table 2, the effect of target differences on positive identification probabilities was
highly significant. Mean value3 for individual targets varied from 0.21 to 0.88. However, of greater
interest from the point of view of this study was the significant interaction between targets and briefing
conditions. Examination of the data showed that there were eight targets for which individual identification
probabilities were particularly low (40.50) when only map briefing was provided. For this group of targets
additional briefing, in the form of either diagrams or photographs tended to bring about a substantial
improvement in performance. For the remaining targets performance was relatively good, and was not affected
by the provision of diagrams, and only slightly improved by the provision of photographs.
The mean ranges at which correct positive identifications were made were 14,165 feet (4.3 Kms),
14100 feet (4.3 Kns) and 16560 feet (5.0 Kms) for the maps, diagrams and photographs conditions respectively.
The cumulative probability curves, illustrated in Figure 2, clearly show the marked improvement in range
brought about by the photographs, whereas the cumulative curve for the diagrams condition is only marginally
different from that for maps except at short ranges.
(iii) Target identification at 10,000 ft. range
At a fixed range of 10,000 ft. (3.05 Kms), shortly before the targets disappeared from the lower edge
of the display, the subjects again designated the target. As for the positive identification data, an
analysis of variance was carried out on the correct designations and in this case briefing conditions,
targets and the interaction between these factors were all highly significant (p40.O01). The mean
probabilities of correct designation and commissive errors associated with each of the three types of
briefing are shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Correct identification and commissive error probabilities at 101000 ft. range
Briefing type
Maps (1) (2)
Diagrams (3) (4) (5)
Photographs (6) (7)

Probability of correct
identification
0.78
0.86
0.91

Probability of
commissive error
0.12
0.08
0.05

It can be seen that differences between the correct identification probabilities, although statistically
significant, are relatively small at this short range.
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FIGURE 2
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Cumulative probability curves for correct positive
identifications under the three types of briefing.
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(iv) Comparison of skilled end unskilled subjects
The performance of the six skilled subjects assigned to the JM map only condition was compared with
that of nix unskilled subjects (students) tested under the same briefing condition. The results showed
that in terms of the probability of correct identification there was very little difference between the
two groups, the corresponding values being 0.55 for the skilled group and 0.53 for the unskijied. However.
the unskilled subjects tended to make positive identifications at a shorter range, on average approximately
1000 ft. (305 m) closer to the target. The difference between the two groups was much more marked in terms
of the probability and range of correct target area designation, in this case the skilled subjects showing
substantially higher success rates and longer ranges.
(v)

Individual differences

Tests were carried out to dttcrmine whether en individual's performance was related to his age,
flying hours or scores on Helm's AH5 test but no signifcant correlations were found.
(vi) Subjective assessments of task difficulty
In general, the subjects' responses to the questionnaire items asking them to rate, on the basis of
the briefing information provided, the difficulty of locating the target area. and of identifying the
target itself correlated well with their measured performance, and with the further assessments made by
the subjects after the simulated run.
For instance, the subjective aessessments of the difficulty of
locating the target area, made with reference to the briefing information, correlated highly with the
proportion of correct designations made (p<0.005). and a similar correlation was observed between the
expected difficulty of identifying the target and the proportion of correct positive identifications.
Thus it appeared that, in general, subjects were able to make valid predictions of the difficulty of
target area location and positive identification from the briefing materials provided. However, there
was no evidence that the provision of additional briefing materials, diagrams or photographs, increased
the accuracy of these predictions, as compared with those made solely on the basis of map information.

6.

DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment confirm the findings of previous studies that the use of oblique
photographs of the target and surrounding area as briefing material, in addition to standard maps and
target descriptions, significantly improves target acquisition performance as compared with that obtained
when such photographs are not available. As far as can be judged, the magnitude of the effect in terms of
both probability and range of positive identification, was in general agreement with that reported from
other studies, However, the main purpose of the present experiment was to determine whether, in the
absence of suitable oblique photographs, target acquisition performance could be aided by the provision
of oblique views derived from maps. Televisual target acquisition tasks would appear to lend themselves
particularly well to this form of aiL, since field of view and camera depression angle are fixed, and
altitude varies only within relatively narrow limits. Thus oblique views can be generated from maps or
other sources such as vertical photographs, to correspond to the television display at specified ranges,
providing the direction oi the approach track is known. The results obtained in this experiment showed
that, in general, the provision of such diagrams improved the overall probability of positive identification,
as compared with conditions in which only the corresponding maps were provided. The overall effect was
significant, and of a magnitude about half as great as that due to oblique photographs. However, whereas
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the latter had also brought about a considerable improvement in range of correct identification, the diagrams
did not. The overall mean range at which identification o curred under the diagram conditions was effectively
the same as that under the map conditions. Examination of the cumulative probability curves showed that the
improvement in identification probability occurred almost entirely at ranges of 10,000-12,000 ft. (3.0, KmU
to 3.67 Kas). These raniges were the ones at which the 2 mile (3.2 Kma) briefing diagram would correspond
most closely to the simulated TV display. There was, however, little sign of a similar effect for the 4 mile
(6.4 Kms) briefing diagram, which was outside the maximm identification range for most targets.
the failure of the diagrams to bring about improvement in identification range may have been due, at
least in part, to the fact that the briefing ranges chosen were inappropriate for the targets studied in
this experiment. The 4 mile briefing diagram was at too short a range to affect target area designation,
(which occurred on average at about 5 miles range) and too long to have much effect on positive identification of the target. The 2 mile briefing diagram only affected performance for tnrgets which would otherwise not have been identified, or which were identified only at very short ranges. It is possible that
diagrams showing the target and lead-in features from longer ranges, say, 3 miles and 6 miles, would have
been more effective in improving performance, particularly range of identification, than those used in this
experiment.
Since the diagrams were derived solely from the information on the maps, any effect on performance must
have been due to the presentation of this information in an oblique form, facilitating the use of background
features as cluts to target position. This type of presentation appears to have been valuable in improving
identification of the eight targets for which identification probability was very low (<0.50) when only
map briefing was provided. It is likely, therefore, that for these targets the use of contextual clues was
an important factor leading to location and subsequent identification of the target. For the remaining
eight targets performance was relatively good under all conditions, and the provision of diagrams did not
aid identification as compared with the corresponding map conditions. Most of these targets were relatively
conspicuous, and consequently there would be less need for the observer to rely on background clues, and
less value in the use of briefing diagrams, particularly as they provided very little information about the
appearance of the target itself. It is of interest to note that thetre was no evidence that the briefing
diagrams led to any increase in commissive errors, as could have occurred if they had proved to be misleading.
The superiority of oblique photographs as briefing material, particularly in improving identification
range, was clearly demonstrated in this experiment. This superiority can be ascribed to the detailed
information the photographs provide about the appearance of the target itself, about vegetation patterns
and masking effects, and the general shades and textures of the terrain, which form a complex background to
the target. In the present experiment, the effectiveness of the photographs was accentuated by the fact
that they were taken at the same time as the cine-film used in the simulation. Thus they corresponded very
closely to the simulated TV display, not only in altitude and direction of approach, but also in lighting
conditions and cloud shadows, which had a marked effect on the appearance of the terrain. In addition, the
photographs used in the present experiment were of a higher quality then such photographs would normally he
under operational conditions. For these reasons the data obtained in this experiment may well have exaggerated the effectiveness of the photographs, in relation to the other forms of briefing tested, as compared
with that achievable in practice.
One way in which the effectiveness of the diagrams could be improved to approach more closely that of
oblique photographs, would be by including information derivel from high-altitude vertical photographs of
the target and surrounding area, and other intelligence information, This would allow more detailed
representation of the target itself, and of vegetation patterns and masking effects, than can be derived
solely from maps. In particular, the limited amount of detail shown on IM maps is not usually sufficient
to allow realistic oblique views to be prepared, and additiont.1 information from other sources would make
these representations more effective. In addition, as discussed previously, appropriate briefing ranges
must be chosen with reference to the characteristics of the vitwing system and the nature of the targets
concerned. Finally it should be noted that if, as it appears from this experiment, failure to correctly
visualise the appropriate oblique view from a map contributes to the difficulties of target acquisition
tasks, then this may have implications nor only in relation to briefing information, but also to selection
and training problems.
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DISCUSSION

Mr Overington (UK)
Were the improvements due ta photowspbxic briefing referable
taken at the same time as the cite fils
ued in your simulation?
variability of weather, foliage. view sarle and so on.

to the fact that these phtoe were
If they were. they would frees all

Miss Parkes (UK)
I take your point.
As I nos d, stills
~e tAka fron ow tlae film 41slf. Cloud effects were
comnon, a factor you didn't etion,
and I take this to be highly important.
Improvements due to
photographic briefing were exaggiated In r eawrionot.
Wing Commander Anderson

(UK)

Did you intend to vary angle- of appro'at,
concerned?

iosofar ans pepatatlcn of the diagrams or photographs

is

Miss Parkes (UK)
I would have liked to.
It &eem to me rapt umrealistic to test always against oblique diagrams
shoving the same approach angle. and thiw has very -oemaly been done in briefing eperitrees,
presumaby
for ease of preparation of material.
It shrotld be investigated.
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THE 11SF OF KELLVS PERTORY CAID) ECNNVE FC1 AISEZCSING SUMJEr-FIVE
ESTMTVTh Of~ IMEJTNI PAitAMMlERS FOR TARCFT AMQISMO,,
Mn A.I.iatctr
RsiIs Aircndt (wA&U6
limited
Guided Wrvn, Diuni Bre"Vi Works

re1lly's Repertory Grid Tecwauiqe wows eGt~yodi t.j stiu tut %rea o. aulijo.v1.t ractors invalved in
rvcizijtin
f targets, in the hope of' cwvering 4Y* dis;cmJpany tetween the -UAta obtared from
~.~si~a t-dies 4nd actual field dat," -&* experiments were .ondurte4i u-2Ing g4ytrained airorew
rixxsrdv
led to t~t defIlition of some subjective pda .aters, s.;" tstiiata6 of tMAT lap,,rtanoe. Through
r~Zithree najnr overlying cIaeponerL*o were neiltd.
sach Ciwine . scale alenw -*-c! targets -!ould be
Tthese ma33t compcnents wers:-

Ttr.t
has 'ri.4al prw dnence &sInat the background
baokgMrUnd.

1.

Te target is in a helpft'l built-up ... vzromewnt
7b

-

-

?ariat is &aYv7-rudzmto the

Taript -s ir. ar. urba~ ni

trtnt.

hra
=~
a%%i
Coraphzcal and map identification features &round the tarest C& a: acquitition:=e o,. '
a~t~
is not increas-ei by identifictim featurto.
"Zw next 6*tep ,.ov mst be te invwU.-sA, myj czrrelations between these rewiat erig j~ysical data
.ii Ettempt to -incor~r a fcci4-r forui%4 a '.)k t-etvc t- two. to improve any modi of prvdictioK of

2

a-;'iral
tarirI.

wi.tt :t2 ur/Ar*Iv-ndax~~ *iu
arodetia3. of' inrjw L had led to *zkerimctatioz on
pares,tee. Involvtd, s.~h an target size and she ..Ontrast, coaqlexity,

C.7
VOW,

rl&0 1-tyq ant o~e

~

and sltituis of appruachl m*inly using psycho-physiical

Hwever dIsAomrmicy was 1.%uraI hetween the p)kwtically nownred data am* field data. and 'thus it
tea% fel t thax ric-. armugh werk Lai -cow daha ;zn *kw zue amb3eciti eastimates of tftt fact.rs involvvid in
VidWg a.C'jift
Mf, w,)c4: si~gtt cgtrm the disoeepancy.
To this end, ez~s%smU~ wers inditieE with the xrntection ,40 staadyieg we ricoly the peroe-)taA
c60. cagniti-.a procoase of thm ckaerwer diez124 targt acquisition, wl.%h #artimiar eqbmis or. the probLeims
.. riolved in see. r targets &gsinst a straotwrvi background a opposed to & timpl. )aci
rwn.
For this, a
p-nc±.tre iras required wtidi would looth Iitil'y
the Pilotts thou&Ut atout each%tatt
izi kis own term;
.t!lc at the saw~ Lime, would ;rod:-%c* data whli could be mnalye54a mid asesoed in -%unafle form. ?2miss
rvjuireaents ul:.iite,6 two mthods immdiately springiAC to mind, nari~ly, the unmewurolle4 free choice
mch aimd the forted choice mortud whbich zmalw give@ subjective measmrefs of the 4Zswroeter's com
tnought*. Aftir concidaratifin, it was tuggesgtad That Xeily'. Repertory Grid ?lechique m #A be an adequate
umt'*ert for the prn-oaed inreetigmtions.

wtceappraises his position and erroundingei, and atteupt. to fetioapate Nutw*a

e-mla.

Each cf these

s-trute wiai api.ir oraj to a oeatar. ==her of situatil- in in UInd wals ex.aws
-.nd they probably
wi:A no tzeist ". isciatior; saime may tend to over-lap; and certain ones will be MMe i-aarkat or more

er~than ot ors.
ALI. corstrYt5 ini KP1's Thewor are assumed to W-we bipoiar dixnsiions, wte- "~i slationtip
'between
t.W! r110%Ia
- C that Of Ceon7Mt.
Tb p~le rupraaenting the corutrtt is terned tVbe construct or
-=nprye,* polt, wAdthe c'zrlraating oe the Motraut cr invlic4it p3Ya.

t.

The It.,ertory Nert was dneilre4 to look at the content aerA iz*racture of %tes jviitruot sjitem,
ait proviisa a aaea bi whiub statiatioal seasurementa can be mans oC tkj- relatiomip. btw~een cors tructs.

~i*~initl.aib'

isa.v...c.

the? crignal2

a.a role conetticts, oe

in the original prcoedure the '3nijuta Crtart Card T~rm"I

ti.J-' . a -;tions
on this form of 7htertry Test have been suggeted, it iwt Ponsidered that
lrooedu
would be tha ncnt %sefuL for this presen% investigation. (Ste dost-ir.en ir. K'IHOD).

!evxspd v~ extanaxon to the tanin method, the Grid Fort, in which once tat ccamtrutl had been
4;ub~tc% uaa asked to clasA.fy eachi element under w14 or other of the poles.
Mic cam be done
f'or e.ch construct. and thi. whole grid dramn up in tabtaar fors, witi the elometntmi alone anna axis a.id the
trrt
nK~.ti~e o~~.Vnriorw adifiszatioris of the Grid methxod nave been asssipim4, but the o.w
c-csdred tc be =sl .sefUl for this investigatiorn was the Raoting Grid Form in whicil tbi subje4t rtted each
kelly

* l .idthe

ele %~a
for saci cinstruct =n a scaile of I to 7. Thin 2etho'. allows 1ho oubject tcr allatrto Wsman/ elements
as ;:;ishoo to either pole, while at the ms
tine being ablen to drw. greater di-nvitbetween the
.hs cnti--e Re;ertory .3rid is tased an a large zeanber of as.'mptiore:-

fa)

:hat the seample~ of eas
toI an adequato
el~qnents Ln :he. subject's vnvxroryent.

Mr,,reetsti=c Or the tot~d poviYAation of -.?levant
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(b)

That the relationship between the two poles of the construct is that of pure contrast. In
experiments employing the Repertory Grid technique the subjects are rarely asked to rank or
rate the elements for both poles, although if time was available the validity of the results
would be enhanced by this.

(c)

That the constructs given by the subjects can be applied,9 situations with which the subjects
in Bonarius 1965)(11 demonstrated the validity of this
Hunt (1951,
have not been confronted.
assumption.

(d)

That the constructs elicited are pre-existing, and are not newly developed daring the test.

(e)

That the subject does not alter his view at all between the prouess of eliciting construct
If he dnes blur the distinction he mal:es
poles, and of using them for sorting the elements.
between the poles it may be said that rather than giving a construct and contrast pole, the
Thus it is important to re-check the
subject in actual fact is using two construct poles.
construct and contrast pole meanings with the subject whiie he is completing the sorting task.

(f)

The experimenter must assume that the verbal labels the subject gives to the construct, and
the explanation of the meaning of the construct given, is adequate to give the experimenter a
practical understanding of how he is organising the elements in the test.

Some constructs do not have verbal labels, and reprqsent non-verbal and pre-verbal bases of
These may occupy important positions in the
discrimination and organieation, (Bannister and .air 1968) 3).
Also, sometimes only one pole of
layout of an individual's orientation towardo himself and his environment.
a cortruct will be capable of upholding a verbal label and in such a case the other pole is said to be

submerged.
As wel'

an accepting the assumptions behind the Repcrtory Grid Technique,

difficulties involved in its use.

there are certain practical

Each subject will usually be required for a considerable length of time to

However, as the subject is intimately involved with the matter of the test,
complete an oxhaustivo interview.
the results are unlikely to be uffect:dby the boredom of the subject.
As has been previously suggested, one of the main difficulties is that of understanding the verbal
The experimenter has to be careful not to prompt the subject while he is
labels given to the constructs.
eliciting constructs, and also to be careful to record the subjeots personal interpretation of them,
uncontaminated by any vieu the experimenter himself may hold.
Even when just one grid is completed, a large amunt of data is produced. Thus if a number of
subjects are used, extensive analysis will be required to draw out all the available information. It has
been suggested that it may be worthwhile investigating a single case in depth when an elaborate coarse of
treatment is under progress. (P. Slater 1965)(4).
After oonsideration of the assumptions and practical problems involved, the validity of the
for an individual,
Repertory Grid Technique night be questioned. A test/retest validation cannot be designed
The internal consistency of a Repertory
I ut possibly ii may be applied to a grid designed for general use.
the constructs.
Grid catr, be establish' throu.gh the occurrence of significant relationships between certain of
entry by
Possibly similar grids obtained from the same subjects on different occasions could be oompared
expected.
be
would
differences
slight
entry, although
( 5)
, conducted a study to assess the validity of a Repertory Grid's
Bannister and Pransella (1967)
that, in this context, Repertory Grid techniques appeared to have
found
and
measur- of political construing,
substantial validity.

involved, there are several advantages in using the
Despite the assumptions and difficlties
the relationship between a subject's
Repertory test, By using this technique one is able to covertly examine
subjects tend to
construct dimensions, without the subject fully realizing what is being measured. Most
is being measured.
imagine that it is their actual judgement of each element within the sorting task which
and
A second advantage is that Repertory Grid testing is essentially a highly flexible technique,
and
Flementa, constructs, elicitation procedure, and scoring method can all be varied,
not a single test.
practical limit to the ranga of the type, size and purpose of individual
thus there appeare to be little
useful for numerous
grids, which can be forejed. This flexIbility moans that the techniie is potentially
typeg of investigation, for explaining individual's conatruct systems on rany topics, by varying the
Also, the test enables the investigator to record 'uantitative information on areas
elements accordingly.
which are difficult to examine by the more conventional methods of
conceptualisation,
personal
of
questionnaix as, standard interviews and projective tests.
study of the
One of the major advantage of the F .;,rtory Grid Teohnique in that it permits the
which confront him,
dimenniona along which the subject locates t;.Jividuls, and the rest of the world
dimension system.
rather than an i.ttopt to n1eastfy the subject on the ex,.miner's own personal
of targets by
Thix study -- , the technique to examine factors affecting visual acquisition
of interest are the pilots
pilots flying at high speeds an! low altitudes. Thus, essentially, what is
various types of targets, in order to
construct dimensions aroind the area of dateotion and recogpltion of
gained in the way the pilot would
view the targetz through the pilots eyes and use the information thus
the information.
rather then as the experimenter thinks the pilot would see the target and use
utilize it,
conjunction with objective
As it is hoped that the subjective results obtained will be use)d in
eventual aim of
,eanureronte, quantitative data on the subjeotive estimates is reqircd, with the
Dlue to the Repertory Grids versatility, then, it is possible, by
cleanif~ing the tar-ets in these terms.
and scoring r-sthod to make the teohnique
selecting the relevant e'emonts, a dminietration procedure
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applicable to the present problem.
The first experiment was dos-gned as a preliminary
The study was conducted in two parts.
investigation to elicit the main constructs uoed ir. this area; and the seconi experiment, to verify the
results obtained, and to investigate the effect of using two different inte.-viewrs; and of "giving' the
As the entire procedure
subjects constructs which have previously been elicited, to rate the elem'.nts on.
of eliciting constructs and rating them, was very lcngthy, it was hoped thct this culd be shortened,
particularly in further experiments where it might be just part of the investigation, either by using more
Hence the reason for the latter part
than one interviewer, or by the subjects rating "given" constructs.
it should be notud, that although this procedure of "giving"' eonstricts could
of the second experiment.
be termed "prompting", the prompting was done, not with the experimenters thoughts, but with the constructs
generate by other aircrew subjects.
To sum up the introduction, the experimental aim of the investigation is: to establish the way
in which aircrew construe targets.
EIPERIT 1.
ZI[OD:
Fifteen elements were uned, taking the
Nineteen highly trained aircrew were used as subjectR.
form of photor.pho of targets, varying in taking range from )K ft. to 20K ft. Ordnance Survey Blaps (scale
ringed, were displayed with the photographs.
1" to 1 Mile) of the relevant area with the actual tarot
Each subject was interviewed individually, each interview being initir.ted by a brief explanation,
during which it was emphasised that the experimenter was interested in the visual acTiioitiun of the
targets, and thus, factors such ai the quality of the photography, etc., were not really of importance to
the main uim.
Such an instruction wau felt to be justified in this particular case, as sarorew are used
The
to identifying targ__ts from photographs, and can generalice from photographs to actual conditions.
set of photographs and their maps were then presented, one at a time, and the subj4ect was told what the
thua to a small extent,
target was, and asked to locate it on the photograph using the maps as a guide,
simulating an acquisition task.
The minimum Context Card form for eliciting constructs was employed. That is, the subject was
shown a triad of the target photographs and asked to gLve one important way in which two were similar,
The construct
shown.
and differed from the third,. with respect to the visual acquisition of the targe'
elicited was recorded, and the subject asked to specify the contrasting pole, it this had not already
been stated.
A rating form of scoring method was used, employing a eeven-point scale. The subject was asked
rating the elements not
to rate all the elements, on the seven-point acale, for that cor.truct; frst
included7 the triad, and finally the elements in the triad; where the elements exactly illustrating
If the subject felt
the contruct pole were rated one, and those at the contrast pole, were rated seven.
unable to rate any elements for a oertain construct, he was asked to give it a rattng of 0.
felt unable
If a subject gave a construct, and then or being asked to rate the elements on it,
to rate the majority of them, either because the construct applied only to the particular triad of elements
it was elicited on, of because the construct was not scaler, the construct was noted down and the subject
enocouaroed to suggest a different construct.
Once the ratings on one construct were coopleted, throe more targets were selected, on the basis
of their having Similar ratings on the previous construct; ead were presented to the subject, who was again
asked to suggest a way in which two were similar and differed from the third.
This procedure was repeated a number of times to elicit further constructs,
original construots.
did not appear to be able to generate any more

until the subject

If, during the Repertory test the subject did not introduce the construct of the target standing
in a simple background as opposed to a structured background, then this was given to the subject at the
Care was taken both to specify both poles of the given construct, and to ensure
end of the intcrview.
as far as possible the subject's interpretation of the label given to the construct was similar to that
of the expeririinter's.
Throuhout the interview, care was taken not to prompt the subjeot in anyway, and notes were
taken of any remarks the subject made either in explaining his constructs, or of any more general remarks
on target acquisition.

RESULTS:
"le data fro;n each cubject was r ecorded in tabular form, with the elements along one axis,
the constructs elicited along the other. (For an example see table A).
Twenty apparently different constructs were elicited:-
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Contrast Pole

Construct Pole
-

Complex Background

-

None

-

None

-

Poor target/bokground contrast

Large target

-

Small

I.P.s (Identification Points)near the target

-

lone

Unique targe

-

Not uniquo

Uncsmouflaged target

-

Well camouflaged

-

Not near a buiit-

-

None

-

Obecred

Simple Background
Vertical

Displacement

-

LeAB-In Features
aood target/background

Target is

ontrast

near a built-up complex

Water as lead-in feature
Target is

unobscured on approach

ttrget

complex
"

Target is not familiar

Familiar target
-

Confusible

Are: target

-

Pin point target

The target is a line feature

-

lNot

The target is immediately recojd.ieable

-

Not

Helpful geog-aphical location of target

-

Not helpful

Shape of tar,et contrasts with surrounding

-

Poor shapi cnntrast

Good range and beaflnc from known feature

-

Poor

Good target aspect

-

Poor tarpot aspect

Photograph is true to map

-

Not

1.ovement on or around target

-

None

Easy back-stop

-

None

Target easily seen whatever the weather

-

;,ill not be seen easily in bad weather

Local knowledge

-

None

Easily destructable Target

-

)lot

The targets are bridges

-

Pot

to cloud shadow over target

-

Cloud shadow

hater nL-ar the target

-

'lore

Phn target is on a cogatline

-

Not

Target is

not confusible with other features

Other constructs given that won, not rated

A Principal Components Analysis was carried out on the raw data rids, using a program provided by
the !..R.C. servici for analysing Repertory Grids.
The nineteen eubjocta generateJ 161 construcas (although many were similar across subjects), and the
One way of defining a
Analysis was used to reduce these constructs to a set of overlying components.
principal coponer.e is as a scale which can be derived from the constructs for meaeuring the elements. It
of an element vector
to and define it in tors
is also posible to relate a component directly to the ele
from which constr'.rt loading can be derived. (Slater 1967)M0).
Fourteen components were brought out, the first three appearing to be major once and a further three
Dr. Slater su goesto that although many components may be needed to complete an
having certain proninenco.
exhaustive analysio, it is unusual to find much variation left in a grid after three components have been
coponent accounted for thirty six percent of the total variation within
extracted. In this cane, the first
the grid; the first three conponente for approximately sixty percent; end the first six for eighty percent.
Thus, these Six conponents were studied more closely.
The loadings of the constructs and elements on each of the six components were given by the program.
In an ottempt to find verbal labels for these components, the conotructs and elements with either higa
positive or hign negative loadinge wore identified and plotted on a single axis. (For an example see Table B).
'The contructs at one end identify one pole of the component, and those at the opposite end, the
By comparing across the element and construct axes the main constructs describing each
contrasting pole.
target can be con.
The program also ohowei the Polar Co-ordinates, i.e. "latitudes" and "lonGitudes", for each of
the constructs ard elements, which enabled their distribution in three-dimensional apace to be illustrated,
by mapping thee on spncres. by doing this, a picture of the clustering of the corntructs was given, and the
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WADUIGS ONlU0ItAPCINS

HEAVILY LOALED CONSTRUCTS
Lrban 2nvironment
Complex Background
lot
I3ola'ted
1o Lead-In

E.LEMTS

Target is in 1he-,iddlc
Aotivity
Urban

lot
o
Unique
Poor Contrast

(1)

o

Sallebury Bus Station

Znvi ronment

Well Camouflaged
Small Target
Poor Shape Contrast
Poor Contrast

0.8

4.0

-

Poor Contrast

Complex Bakground

Complex Background

0.6

3.0

Nlear a Built-Up Complex
2.0

0.4 -

lnnel Features

Stratford Theatra

Load-In Peatures

Near a Built-Up Complex
0.2

Henstridge Control
TowPr

1.0

'.Ieyhill Radio Masts

I.P's Near the Target
Man-Mada

Flat Terrain

Featuros
Kan.VadeFeturceGosport

Merrifield Control Tor

Oil Tanks

0-0
Rolling Terrain

DridS!water Dridge
Iampisham W.T. Station

Natural Features
No I.P.D.

Ford Rail Junction

-0.2 -

-1.C

No

o Built-up Colex
lp

LosadIn

No

p

0

-0.

4

uYeovil

Causeway over

.'cturs

Reservoir
Longleat House
-2.0

-

No Built-Up Complex

-0.6

Good Shape Contrast
Isolated Target
Unique Target

-3.0-

Simple Baokgrond
Load-In Features

Good Contrast

-0.8

Not Camouflaged

-

Y150/River Severn

nl

,

Gloucester C:tnedral

-4.

Simple Background
Large Target
Good Contrast

-

Rural Evironment

Simpl o Background
Rural Dnvironment
Targu-t in Open Country
TABLE

'B'
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Shoreham Rcad Bridge
Naval Vessels

B14-7
relationship between constructs and elements, shown,
most closely. (For examples, see Tables C and D).

i.e.

Constructs which lay nearest together, correlated

CO1UCLUSIOGiS
Although an exteniveamount of information was obtained through the analysis, difficulty wa3 found
a dorroo of subjootivencss
in converting statistioal figures into payoholo,-ioal prose, as there Was still
in selecting verbal labels for the components. However, this wao tentatively attempted by a panel of threo,
boarin in mind the intention to check them in a second investiCation.
By examining the constructs with high pooitiv and high neoativo loadinO, and the rospoctiv)
elements, on component 1, it wai docidad that the constructs und3rlying the compononts were mainly concerned
with the target in its imediate background, and whether it stands out, or it aboorb3d into the backCround.
This was validated by lookine at the targets with high positive loadinis on this component, and also by
The following five components wore
the distribution of constructs around the major axis, of the sphere.

examined in a similar manner, and it was suggiistd that the verbal labels for the first throe compononts ba:1.

The target has visual prominnce against the background/Target is

absorbod in

2.

Helpful built-up onvironment/Rural environment and toret simplicity.

3.

of
Geographical and map identificatior, fa.tures around the target to ad o-uicition/as
acquisition of target is not inoroased by I.P'e etc. as target features alone are sufficient
for acoquisition.

Difficulty was found in allocating labels to the next three components,
that they may be concerned with actual target features.

although it

the background.

is thought

ii

1~i5
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zXPelR*1lT 2
:.UTHOD.
Two groups of sixteen subjects were used, all of whom were tra,*ed airorew.
Fifteen different photographs of targets, all taken at a range of 5K ft. were seleoted using knowledge
gained from the previous experiment to ensure a varied but representative selection of elements. Ordnance
survey naps of the relevant areas, were again presented with the photographs.
Essentially the same procedure was used as in
modifications:
(a)

Two groups of subjects were used.
exactly the same manner as those in
the second group were not required
fourteen constructs derived during
in the study; on which to rate the
1.
2.
3.
4.

the preliminary study, except for the following

The subjects in the first group were interviewed in
However, the subjeots in
the previous experiment.
their own constructs, but were "given"
to elicit
-roup of subjects
the previous study, and from the first
The "given" constructs wereelement.

Simple background
Good vertical displaement
Good line lead-in features
Good colour contrast

-

Complex background.
Poor vertical displacement.
None.
Poor.

-

-

Small target.

6.
".
8.
9.
10.
11.

Identification points near target
Uni',uo target
Uncamouflaged target
Target unobscured on approach
Familiar target
Unoonfusible target

-

12.
13.

Helpful geographical location
Target near a helpful built-up area

-

None.
Not unique.
Hell camouflaged.
Obscured,
Not familiar
Target could easily be confused with
nearby features.
Not helpful.
Not.

14.

Good ohape contrast

-

5. Large target

-

Poor.

Both poles of each contruct wore supplied, and care taken over the subject's interpretation of
each. The order of presentation of constructs was randomised fr each subject.
(b)

Two interviewers were used, each taking eight subjects from both groups.

All subjects were shown the same set of pho ogrephs and maps.
RZULTS
The data was tabulated as in

Experiment 1.

Both interviewers elicited similar sets of major constructs from their subjects, and thus it was
possible to examine the effect of using two different interviewers, or, the subject rating of the elements.
for Interviewer 'A',
A Kendall Coefficient of Concordance test was carried out on both groups of subjects&This indicated that there was no
for Interviewer '3', and for both combined; on six main constructs.
sigificant difference between the ratings by the subjects under Interviewer 'A' and those uider Interviewer
'B', and also, that in all casec the subjects appeared to be using a similar or-)e of reference for rating
t rg ts on sinilar constructs.
Again, a Principal Components Analysis was carried out on the raw
separately. For the first group, fourteen components were brought out, the
The grids derived from the second group,
closely, as in the previous study.
constructs, were treated slightly differently, in that they were aligned by
High correlation (the lowest being 0.65)
combined to form a Consensus Grid.
grids end the consensus grid.

data grido, taking the two groups
first six being studied more
by "giving' the subjects
construct and element, and
was shown between individual

OVerALL DISCUSSI01N OF RESULTS FROM. BOTH SPMIM1TS
The constructs generated during both oxpzrimonta were very similar, and the few oonstructs
elicited in one study and not in the other were either very general, e.g. Target is immediately recognisable/
not; target is predominant/not; or were elicited by only a few subjects.
few constructs readily, and then think more carefully over
Subjects tended to generate the first
further ones. Also, if the Nriade presented early on in the intorview did not allow for the elicitation of
constructs which the subject personally felt most important, then the subject would either introduce these
into general conversation at the first opportunity, or would elicit them when presented with a further
A number of apparently important
triad of elements, whether they were representative of it or not.
constructs appeared regularly across The subjects, the order of their appearance depending n the targets
used in the elicitation triads, as the importance of any construct varied from target to target.
The nucleus of regularly generated constructs consisted of:- contrast of target against the
background; size of the target; vertical extent of the target; lead-in and identification features; the
shape of the target contrasti ig with surrounding shapes; and the complexity of the background and the
'he size and vertical extent of a target were always juaged in relation to
predorinance of the target.
If the target was a large building in the centre of a complex of large buildings, then
its background.
it would not itself appear larye, whereas if the same target was surrounded by smaller buildings or fields,
In a similar manner, the immediate background will also affect the apparent
then it wou.ld seem cuch larger.
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vertical extent of the tarset.
The bast types of lead-in features were considered to be railways, rivers, and motorways, and the
best identification points, woods and water features; although it was stressed that if there wore too many
rivers end woods etc., then they would merely increase confusion rather than being of any help.
In some of thr photographs, the targets were large, contrasted sharply with the background, and
took a prominent positLon on the photograph, and thus could easily be acquired without the use of any lead-in
or identification fe',ture, although these could be present, in this type of case subjects found difficulty
in rating the photograph for useful lead-in or identification features as they were not actually recuired.
However, under real conditions, a pilot would use lead-in features and track checks a long time before he
could actually see the target and thus the aubjeots referred to the Ordnance Survey maps for earlier evidence
of lead-in features, in order to rate the targets for these constructs.
step in the analysis of the results, the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance test was
As a first
carried out on the raw data grids, and the results indicated that on the whole, the subjects used a similar
This was even true in the second experiment, regardless of
scale of reference for rating the elements.
which interviewer was testing. Although interviewer 'A' was more restricted by subjects' length of
availability, and this did not obtain as many constructs as interviewer 'B', both interviewers obtained
difference between the results gained
similar major constructs; and thus it would seem that there was little
However, the interviewers held a series of pre-test discussions on the Repertory Grid technique,
by then.
as
and planned as far as possible how to conduct the interviews, using the strategy of saying as little
possible during the experimental sessions to avoid prompting subjects, while at the same time encouraging
Thus,
new oonst-ucto and helping with any problems arising in the rating of the elements.
them to elicit
before it can be assume( that any number of interviewers can be used, this aspect of the tochnique should be
examined further, as probably interviewers should be trained in the technique together, in order to gain
similar results.
From the Principal Coponents Anlysis, loadings of constructs and clennts on each component could
be examined in order to suggest verbal labels for the components.
13
Constr-urt3 from the consensus Crid at the positive ondof oomponent (1),wre of th-2 type-:- "Tcxt
nerA helpful built-up complex"; "Targ t is well cmoflaged"; "arg.t is obscured"; thcre is poor tar t/
backg-rouid cr.tremt, ani "the targit background is complex". These were also shown by the imn-lyss cf the
-riA usint "elicited" construots t An both experiments. All sets of meults s.howed similor censtricts at
is not concouil-gd';
the ngativc end of the component, e.g. "target is unique", "target is isolated"; "tret
Hence the major component
"the target background is simple"; and "there to good target/backer id contrzst".
-pp ,rod to bi an overlying factor concerning the visual prominence f the target aa opposed to it b-ian
absorbed into the background.
Underlying component (2), from both groups of experiment 2, are the constructs; - "good vertical
extent"; "large target"; "built-up complex"; and "no lead-in features"; at one component pole; and the
constructs: - "small targets"; "good lead-in and identification features"; and "poor vertical extent" at the
It was
These correspond to the constructs underlying component (3), of the first study.
opposite pole.
decided that the component overlying these constructs could be described by, "whether the terrain
surrounding the targot has useful identification and run-in features, or whether the target is so large and
unique in the area that the eye will immediately be drawn to it and thus identification points will not be
needed".
Both sets of gr'ids in the second study gave the following corstructs at the positive end of
"the target background is complex"; "target has
component 3:- "target is near a helpful built-up complex;"
poor ver-ical extent" and, "good lead-in and identifination features"; and at the opposite pole:- "simple
target background": "no built-up complex"; "unique target" and "lack of other features to confuse the target
Thus the
study.
Thsue constructs correopond to the constructs un.dor component 2 in the first
wit"'.
overlying component could be labelled, "The environment is a helpful, built-up aroa./ The target
environment is simple".
Components 4, 5 and 6 do not appear to take any obvious form for any of the groups of grids
examined: and thus it is considered that as far as these sxudies show, the first three components cover
th" most important factors, according to subjective estimates, for influencing the visual acquisition of
However, one cannot say that the less obvious components are completely devoid of interest as they
targets.
may involve onaideratione that only a small number of subjects had noted a&id felt importent.
Although a few difficulties in using the Repertory Grid technique were encountered, namely, that of
interpreting acourately the meanings implied by the subjects to their constructs; and the considerable length
of time needed to complete an exhaustive interview with each subject; these wore not unsurmountable, i.e.
detailed notes were taken of subjects' descriptions of their constructs; and longer periods of time could be
Thus, overall the technique was considered to be a highly sophisticated instrument, capable
made available.
of providing adequate information about the way in which aircrew construe targets.
To sum up the information gained in these two studies, it was shown; that the aircrew subjecto
tended to use similar constructs, and to use the same scale of reference for rating the elements on the
constructs; that the targets are seen in relation to their background and not in isolation; that there was
difference in the data collcted by the two interviewers; and that the grids containing elements rated
little
on "given" constructs gave the sane principal components as those with "elicited" constructs, although the
weighting given to the first component, by the subjects rating "given" constructs was much heavier, than that
given by other subjects. The three major components derived, overlying constructo used for the acquisition
of targets were:-
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The target has visual prominenoo against its backgpound./ The target is absorbed into the
background.
There are geographical and map identifioation features around the target to aid acquisition,/
Uase of target acquisition is not inoresed by Identification featres.

(1)
(2)

(3)

The target is in a helpful built-up ervironmont. /Target is against a simple background.

The first of these appeaor

to be dominant.

The next step is a comparison of grid results with physioal data, in order to gain a more complete
model for prediction of performance.
Attempts are already being made in this dlrection, uning peychophysical techniques for reuording deteotion and reoognition thresholds, followed by a Repertory test, uAing
the same targets.
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SE IMARY
The variance assooiatnd with acquisition performance arises fror 'between subject' differences and
Psyohological tests have been used in the past in an attempt to a.;sess the
'within aubjects' differences.
factors contributing to this variance, but the results have been inconclusive. A recent more intensive study
Previous experimental
was conducted, using a pattern discrimination test, the Witkin Embedded Figares Test.
work using this test insieated that the test w.-uld be suitable for the target acqueition sltuation in that
it would estimate an lytical ability, which w"' hypo hess'od as being a factor contributing to the variation
in acquieitor performance.
was found between EFT :cores and measures of ac'uisition
Although o0 overall significanoe
performance under various briefing conditions, the study highlighted *hfa difficulties involvod in using
The pacer examines theme difficulties and
psychometric tents in the context of taget acquisitlon.
illuatrates the contribution to the methodology in this area to w..ich they havn led.
1. IsM'ODUCTIO;
'tuA -a of target acquisition have concentrc.ted mainly on the effects of environmental and tirge
Among the aiss of this research is the abitity to predict operator
parameters on operator performanoe.
In its simplest terms, it is hosl that this inferation will be
of conditions.
pariormance undor a Civen e
The ree-tc of many simulation stvkdies inPtjate that the controlled
of use in the design of wuapon system.
variAtion of physical factors such as target size end contrast eta. dons not give consistent results in terms
Similarly, there is a discre:Dnny bitween flight results and simulation results
-f operator pnrforanice.
which ca-nmot be completely explained by consideration of the various differences in physical parazieters. It
has become increasingly obvious that some mean of assessing differences dUe to the operator should ba
If one considers the performance
employed in order to explain the inconsistent nature of acuisition results.
of inuividual subjects, the problem becouas twofold - not only' does the same task produce different results
for different subjects, but the same o,,orator may g-ye signuficantly different results for the same target on
Results from acquisition studies nave a variance orawn therefore, from 'within subiects'
co-nsecutive trials.
Lh w'll as 'betweo: subjecta',
Inese

'individual

differenons'

are considered to be the main source of variation in experirtntal

effort has boon spent in trying to
findings, a..dit is surprising theefore tLat comparatively little
Psychological opinion suggests that the main source
etstalish the factors contributing to this variation.
of possible variation ;iay a&rise due to individual differences in intellige co, personality, psycho--motor
ability and, lirk.kd c.osely with all these thec, perceptual skills. There are several standard
Wae question arises an to
gsychologisca &eset which ma- e -!mplayed to assess variation in these factors.
the use )f psychological tests - are they any better at predictine operator performance than simulations? The
As alreay discussed, the main problem appears to be interpreting acquisition
answer is far from simpie,
'The first step in evaluating the results is to understand the
results in view of the variation which occurs.
is at
Psycholopcal tests would appear to be the only method ther
factors contributing to the variation.
Whether one can actually predict with confidence on the basis of the
present of assessing these factors.
tests is another matter. Certainly there are tests which are claimed to predict tendencies towarda certain
Extreme scores on
specific behaviour patterns, and in clinical psychology they are used extensively.
personality tests may be used as predictors in the acquisition/tracking situation, but in general, these tests
should be used and interpreted with caution. The main use of tests would appear to be in the explanation of
significant individual differences in performance, definition of the population sample on stendardized
dimensions for valid comparisons with previous work and selection of comparable population samples.
The main problem appears to be choosing the apprpriate psychological test. A test is usually
chosen on the basis of three criteria. Firstly, a definiticn of actual use to which the test will be put,
Secondly the appropriateness of the test for the task with which the
e.g. selection or stnmdardisat;on.
Finally, there should normally be some hypothesis about the nature of the
results are to be compared.
This does not, of course, preclude the use of tests on an
individual differences being investigated.
intuitivc basis. In additior, the test should satisfy the basic standard test requirements such en
reliability and validity.
Psychometric teats have been used by BAC in the past in conjunction with ac4iaition and tracking
tacks.
Eowever, where teats have ceen used, they havo genaral y been an afturthought to the main study, and
As a resul
often the hoce of tests has not been based on any of the three mjor criteria mentioned above.
oor of the tests used has been
no extensi- evaluation of factors contributinE to the variation in rea
The tendency has been to use a standard intelligence or personal.ty test and the tests used include
completed.
Eysencks Personality Inventory, Ravens Prog-cssive Matrices (Advanced and Standard), the Catell 16 PF and the
Heins !j[5-. V^ry few significant correlations between the tests and ac,uisition tasks have been found, and the
main finranp are suonarieed in Tible 1.
Recently, a more intensive study using a specializead tee,;, the 'itkins Ebedded Fgures Test (ET)
war. conductod by BAC, and it is proposed to devote this paper to consideration of this particular study since
At highlighted the difficulties inherent in choosing an ap-.rupriate psychological test.
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The Z.F.T. is essentially' a putten dixerimL=ti*-3 tk
and would seem directly applicable to tie target atq'4siticr. Ot

baaod a31 Witkin's warx on peaceptual st.,7e,
.toln.

A brief outline of Witkin's work is ±.l~~ since fNh appreciatits, of the* ta~st dependn, :
having some understanding of the work Vtich l44 ,;f to the development of tht teot. 'Zilk~n (9Rsf.'9 performed
a series of experiments to euamine t!.e y'an
in '-i*
iniiuhala pero.iwel the orlintftticn fl a .wi with.r.
differently orientated surrounding frm.. He rw-d that iattividas, ,t onea Gx1Lz-,
corCOWIA tkv rod as
being upright regardless of the orientation of the @%rvm!r frza%, v.bxlst at the other extimmes
individuals found it impossible to aliff- the to;; %Izt tk* vertical du ton the orientation of the &s.irtundng
frame. In a later study using the perception of the r~pright when bodr poeition ani room were tilt~i, Aditki
found similar results: in both situatias some indiwidralii lire %ele to cvqrcome the
of th~e
surrounding field (i.e. the tilted ream ) whilst e-Mvre d
s
Etra;gly
inrluenced b>, it.
Ilato: Vitsir. 0Raf.2)
adapted test material developed by Oott.'ihaldt (1?26) in iurA*e tao obtair uona "asure of 1pe---dptuUl styil
apart from that involved in the psroepti~m of #Aa :ikir1git. Mhis 94.st t. knzown an M Utbilildwd Piswae6 1Teet,
in this the subject 's task is to locate ui previotz*17 sesn sitsa,, figure
"In c-intain id, and partyial3
-a~
obscured by colour and oonfiguration, wilb~in a cc
fc~r'lur.
Thse aecawv 4i peroe,7taui styl, to *,h total
time taken by the subject on the item i tre U4C
Subject's responses to this teit are dtacrt~ie( P.ucr a acn~inesu )f lperept-tal stcl I cyLinq f'r.-r
those who are Field Independent (proficiet at
ti~a~~~he
figurs fren i%,3 contt) to ;;hCs~W"ire
Field Dependent (find difficulty in separating tte fxguro xvn~iit ;7rt,!xt).
'.tkin found htv
correlations between subjects' perforantc on th* r~e- nrl tie~tion taste ana t S'ibodded
&~Nr3 Ikl
led to the postulation of a generalized analytiaaJ tra- i-- per.otior. wich vns related o ertstn
personality factors.
Two recent studies have tried io relate the perttptual at .. of ir.4tvidwule til "oit apo t:,itined
Barrett and Thorntonr, ekrupence J) found per. apLtal
~ C~a'~
practical aspects of perception.
i'icha :;ptared In t pA~h 3r a
related to tho ability of subjects to pe.-ceive -- hutAD-Like d-A.wh
crn)eitinia 'mtwe.ar perceptvk :y'
simulation. Thornton, Barret t and Davios- 19&m3)fo-tv.4 .iLicn
inCdcatod by the Dnbedded Fieures Test zr Lte i2ItY Ic rz-O-octl i~ertify targ-its in w~rati p.rt*
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The test was ad-iniste.r-d to a total of forty-eieit pilots, whose ages ranged from 21-41 years
(tean 2o.3 ycars) Flying experier.ce also varied fr-. 40 houra to 5,000 hours.
The scoring techniqte was
naewr-i. different to that of "Iitkin, Witkin used a mcaximum time of 5 ninutes whereas in this study a maximum
tire o.' t.:oninut-a w-u i.,p)swd to r:akethe test short.rr. In adu. ion the watch 'ja stopped during any
demon.otrz.tionof the figure by a subject; in the event o, an crror, timinpwas rezsod. Witrin on the other hand
includeu time taken to trace the figura wnethor the subject's responso was correct or incorrect.
The fcllowing mcasures of target aiuis-_tzon were taken from an air-ta-ground cine simulation running
concurrently, xnveotigating the relative contributions of target cue anC target area information to
acquisition performance.

(i)

Acquieition Range - the range at which a subject sees a target wien approaching it at normal
speed with briefine material.

(i i)

Potential Range - the range at which a target becomes potentially visible. Where a subject
cs.r.
da'-ing ,ush a target when approaching it at a slower speed and knowing exactly where it
Ad.
is

(iii)

Search 'rime - the difference between ac'-uire search and acquire target,

that is, elapsed time

measured .n frames.

;'our tan conditiono were riven to the subjects, during the simulation, each representing a
different level of briefing. The first task was termed 'route learin and in this condition the subject
was shown the film three times detecting and 'talking through' with the experlmenter pre-esleoted reference
pointo to provide active involvement in the task. After the route learning runs the subject was given another
map of the same route, this time with the target marked on it and wa required to aquiro this target. Ior
thi second condition, target briefing photographs cf the target and its irvnediste surroundinps were given,
before and during - first run detection. Those photographs were taken at ranges of approximately 5,000,
10,000 and 15,C1.Z feet in order to givo the subject an indication of perspeotive effect due to altituda and
approach angae. The next condition consis'.ed of a slow lorward run throug the film d% ng which the subject
acquired the target. This was ic tediately followed by a fast forward run, again acqui
the target. During
the first half of this condition the subject 'learnws' the target within its background .:. tranafem this
knowledge to th osecond high speed run. The final condition was a control condition, which was a normal
approach tu the target with basic briefing materials of 4 x 1 mile map with both target and track marked.
For Acquisition Range, acompoaite rank perforeanos score was compiled, this being the sum total of
each subject's first run, performance ovor all targets. The potential range for each of the four targets was
examined 3eparately. Correlations were performed between the coriposite acluisition performance and L.F.T.
tirn, scores and Fotontial Range for each of the four fils
and E.i'.T. time scores. In addition correlationt
betwneor. 2.i... scores and A;;e and Tlying Hourn were performed. Fo significant coxrelations (at the 53,level)
were :cand between ar.' of theso m asures.
However, since the E.F.T. is esontially a search tesk, it waa f31t that compaLisons with the
elapsad time between "ac4uire search arca" and "acquire target would be more appropriate. Also, the method of
p)olinr the data used for acquisition performance may well nauk the effecto duo to performance on individual
fils
and briefing conditiona.
For each film and experimental briefing condition correlations between
subjqcto' Ef1 scores and their target search time in the cne simulation were
'rmed.
7hese correlations
are onown ir the table below:TABLE 2.

CO;DITI1;.
A

3

-Q.11
2

-0

3

-0.16

C
-0.44

-0.77

.o.62

0.17

O.O1

-0.1.

-0.35

0.17
-

C,

x

)
x

-0.3

-0.41
0.02
-0.09

A - Route Learning
B = Pho~obriofing
(11

Targt Learning

2)
-0.,7

U.4
xi

-0.2)
:,Mificant
+ t.ou
fficien.

-0.0)
p 0.01
Dat-i

+

D - Control Condition
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Again, the overall lack of significance was notable but here there is a trend towards negative
At present there is no explanation to account for these negative correlations.

correlations.

Inapeotion of the data revealed that in many instances the potential range measurement was less
than the seach area range measure. If we assume that the potential rangs measure is the first point at
which the individual would b3 able to see the target, then it follows that the difference between acquisition
range and potential range is a better measure of 'u~iiil' aesrch time. However, if the subject har not
acquired the search area before his potential range, the useful search time is then estimated from the
search" measurement and the "acquire target" measurement. Correlations were
difference between the ",quxire
performed with EFT scores and this ammended sea-)h time measure, for each film/condition combiation. None
of those correlations were found to be significant. However, the previous trend to negative correlations
was less pronounced.
CCIDITIO11.
A

TABLE 3.

IJRTI1O

c1

c2

D

FIJIt 1 -0.04

-0.14

-0.30

-0.20

-.0.12

0.00

+0.05

+0.40

-0.45

+0.05

3 -0.14
4 -0.75

-0.04
-0.30

+0..8
-0.50

+C'. 1
+0.15

-0.28
+0.40

2

4.

B

C0IISIDERATI0; OF THE RESULS

The total lack of any useful correlatione between the various acquisition measures and aT scores
,aosurprising. The experimental evidence from the studios quoted earlier, combined with the nature of the
I, task, i.e. extracting information from a complex background, suggested that the test would be useful.
In order to oestablish reasons for the lack of correlation the data was examined in more detail.
Previous B.A.C. experience of target detection tasks is that detection ranges are approximately
log normally distributed. Alsc, search times as investigated by J. Bloomfield at lottington (Reference 4)
follow an exponential distribution of the Rayleigh Form.

t was decided that the distribution of E.F.T. scores (both Witkdn's original data and B.A.C. data)
should be examined in normal, Rayleigh and log form. Wher, examined In normal form, keee Fig. i) ,it was clear
that both data sot; wore non-linear, end could not be considered as normally distributed.
In .'igure 2, both sets of data are presented to test the possibility that MT scores are Raylellh
dLstributea. There in a posibility that the B.A.C. data is RayloiGh distributed, whilst this is clearly not
the case for the Vitkin data. This would imply different distributions in the Witkin and 3AC data. However,
data iz alc approximated by a ,t-ai&.t line. In view of thin it in
over the awr.r..zo of corc3, ":tinc
preferred to regard the BAC ditl, mn part only of the larrer hitkin dictribution. This would also provide
an answer to the problem of why no correlatore were found between MnD sooren and acquisition perfcrmance in
this study. All the Ar data falls in the upper 50Y of Witkin's data, and in relation to Witkin's conoept of
the field indepUndent - field dependent continuum, this would sugest that all the subjectr, used in this
study clunter at the field independent end. AlthouGh the toot nay adeqTuately discriminat. between field
0too
i
independent and field dependent operators drown at randon from the population, it appeawt that it
inscnsitive to discriminate within a group of highly field independent subjects.

stores are normanlly
In iijre 3, the data is presented to test the pocibility that log :a-'I
Jitributed. Both DAC and ,itkin data are reasonably fitted by straight lines, and thin disotribution in
strongly supported.
Finaliy, the data is presented .n Fiare 4, to test the possibility that lo Er? acores ar0 Raylcigh
dictributed. It io clear that neither BAC or 'itkin data io so distributed..

TMe Investigation of the distribution of Thr'Iccore otjmilat;d a roappraisal of the test. The
nature of the ar as seen by UitV-in, involves an abihty to deal with the field analytically, ad thin is
enbodied in the term 'peroeptual style'. The aim of this particular atuLy wac to teat the relationship
7rcoree, the hypothesoi beinr that high analytical ability
between tarfvt acuisition porformanoce ad 1Pf
is a factor contributini: to good acquisition porfcrmance and it follows that the variation in porformance may
be partly duo to this factor. The choice of the Imbedded r'iures Seot as a moans )f entimating analytical
ebility wan strongly supportod by the experimental evidonco of Barrett and 'hornton, and by the fact that the
acq-uisition situation,
tvik wan airilar to the tarct
uxtract information from a compley baokeround.

in that in both caoes the subject in required to

Corrolatiorn between composite acquisition performancs, potential rmeL and u'.arch time moocures
Similarly, meouros of cxporienoo (are and
inificant rlationship.
with E'f scorer failed to ahow ary
Sooe possible manono for this lack of correlation will be
flyin, hours) did not correlate with a'T scores.
aroethe Z-1 tank cugeut: that thcre
:-'urthor cneidoratlon of the target acquisition tak
discusued below.
may bo aifferenoun betwe.n the two which makp the tanks inco'npatlible, and that these dlfferoncoc wiaken the
Onc main difference in that the targ.et
apparent face validity sugested by the distribution of scor-oe.
.'rrpiition tank in the sine simulation may only contain n small proportion of the n'f taka in the cine
The acquilstion of the t:Lrgfet
elmiulnlon, the tar t ac,,-uiition tank inoluded a mnp-refing uxercise.
u2;,td.,Aod on the mograpnic orientation of the subject, u3ing identificLtion points on thu track along which
ti aircrift flew and with the oxception of one condition, where, photographo siere ,ivon in the brifini:, the
it i; sggented that the phtobrieflng
sdbject t1.2] no k-nowledg of the tarmt cther than a verbal briefing.
rare ainilar to the :m'; task. in that it is p~rtly a pattern raoo ,ition tush where thns subject
cer itise n
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recognises the pattern of the target end its immediate surroundings from the briefing photographs.
Similerly, a point of difference is the manner in whiuh the target is embedded in its background. In the
Witkin test, the simple 'target' figure is 'overlaid' by the background whereas in the target acquisition
task, the target is

a sub-element of the overall pattern,

In the target acquisition situation the target

background provides meaningf l 'cues' for detection end recognition of the target, whilst in the Embedded
Figures the bankgound is designed to obscure end confuse the observer by detracting from the target
figure, in a situztion where both target and background are meanaingless.
Again the photobriefing condition
in the cine simulation is similar to the FIT task. It was found in the briefing experiment that performance
on the photobriefing condition was worse thez for the other three levels of briefing. 'his is Oxplained by
the nature of the photographs given in the briefing. Very little target background information was
available to provide the meaningful Icues' for dutection, and the information provided wan too specific in
that the subject waited until he could positively identify the target.
Aloo, the target acquisition tnk urcd a black-ared-white cin4 simulation whereas the EFT task
involves finding a smple figure in a coloured complex figure. Apart from the different colour treatments
the tasks differ in that the targyl acquisition task was csosntially dynamic (target growing in size and
definition) and the F.F.T. task stutic. Althougn each of the tasi' differences considered independently
may have little significant effect on the u.-rill result, the combined effects may well have contributed
to the overall lack of se|nificncs.
The most important single factor is the insensitivity of the test, and evidence for this comes
again from the distribution of test scores. The comparison of Witkin and BAC data supports the hypothesis
that the BAC subjects, being aircrew, were highly selected for 'field independence', and that the measures
ued wert too inaensitive to diocriminate within the group. Whether the 'field independence' is innate and
unlearned nr whether it is the result of trainting is debatable.
It is certainly true that pilots are taught
to rely on visual ct3m and ignore vestibular oues during flight, and the results of the study indicate that
they can successfully resolve o-,nflict between the two. On the other hand, investigation of flying
experience md ET eores indicates that flying ex;erience does not influence EFT score3.
Again this may be
attributee to the irsensitivity of the test, but it should be remembered that the range of flying hours was
from 440 - ,O00.
Another factor worhy cf mentign is the hie. rats of guessing which occurred. This is due
to the fact that only eight simple target fig.ires were used in the test, and the presentation of the figures
was such that only ceven were presented frequently. The remaining figure was presented once towards the
end of the test. The sub4acts euoussflly anticipated which simple figure would occur during the initial
inspection of thc complex figure, aid tbis may have influenced the overall results.
tect

This partxctlar Etudy was uf imlyrtance in that because no correlations were found between the
-d t-e g.cTicit-lon tack, the precise nature of the test was examined more closely.

Despite the fact '.nat the test was appropriate on the basis of the three criteria discussed earlier,
the laoK of cerzelation was almost significant in itself. The trend towards negative correlations with
serch tine was notable. It is interoiting to speculate whether, at this extreme end of the contiruum, the
suejocts performnu:a .n t%'eacTuisition task is not cstimated by the 2
test due to some other factor, such
sz. motivation, or sz-uia level. All the subjects who took part in the test were aware that their responses
were being timed, end were motivated to do well on the test. It may be possible that, at this end of the
.ontinuum, any fine discrimination .ada by the test could be maskedby the et-onger factor of motivation.
The main linding of this study, i.e. test insensitivity, would also explain why tests used in the
past have been unsuccessful in ebtimat*ng factors centributing to individual variation in results. A
previously mentioned, the tests used have generally been a standard intelligence or personality test. In
those studies where aircrew or Ar," pereonnel have ' n subjects, it is very probable that the subjects are
already highly selected bj virtue of the nature of their occupations. Army and Airforce selection centres use
psychological tests as an aid to their selection procedure.
It is easy to imagiivi some sort of threshold
effect operating such that above a certain level, differences in, for example, IQ scores will not be reflected
in acquisition tasks. Similarly with personality testing the extreme scores are already eliminated from the
population sample. Theus ."onsiderations have serious implications for future psychological testing. Vlot only
must the choice of tests be based on the nature of the individual difforences we wish to investigate and the
appropriateness of the test, but, it appears that full appreciation of the test components and the population
s, plo is re .;uird. Within the context of target acquisition this can be achieved by the development of a
comprehensiv theoretical framework. This would involve the detailed consideration of bot.. physiologioal
and psycholofical va-iables and their interaction, and the evaluation of standard tests to assess their
applioability and sensitivity.
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(ZNRAL DISCUSSION

(UK)

Dr Huddleston

Apart from Dr Frick's analytical description, the foregoing papers have in part tried to mention the
Could we usefully concentrate our final open discussion on
vexing topic of inter-observer differences.
that issue? It seems to me inescapable that a prediction from group metn data alone is unlikely to match
operational performance with its likely emphasis on surprise, first-pass effectiveness, and so forth.
Mr Clement (Belgium)
I would like to make a coment on the correlation between target acquisition performance by an
operator and his later rating in an aircrew school or flying career. There is a test (from Holland) where
the subject is askeo to spot groups of 4 points within a row of other groups comprising 3 or 5 points.
We ran this test, among others, with 400 to 500 pilot applicants, and
This is a matter of recognition.
compared scores with pilot course success or failure. There is a correlation; but it disappears comI would say target
pletely in a discriminant analysis taking account of other tests in other fields.
perception was a general psychological property, which can be tested by quite dissimilar means, but
detecting it as an ability in early applicants does not predict later career.
Mr Silverthorn (UK)
We're not nor-irlly able to follow up the career developments of our test subjects.
I heard of one csbe, where an Aroy candidate in training failed both the Witkin Enbedded
An Army-Air Force difference in our test results could
the air gunner course he was on.
pilot candidates being compared with Army pilot, air gunner and other trades, and so our
valid comparisons.

By purest chance
Figures Test and
be due to RAF
data do not allow

Mr Ericsoq (US)

that

Would you comment on the skills required in preparing the briefing diagrams iii the context of making
technique available operationally rather than only on an experimental basis.

Miss Parkas

(UK)

We looked at 2 techniques, a freehand une and a diagrammatic one. The freehand technique requires a
The diacertain minimum level of artistic skill, and as such it's really probably not so appropriate.
gra--atic technique requires really no artistic skill at all, but a minimnu technical skill in plotting
coordinates from a plan view grid to a perspective grid. This latter would lend itself well to automatic
In our experiments we have fotu.d no difference in briefing effectiveness between
methods of plotting.
these two methods.
Mr Corkindale

(UK)

We've heard a fair amount of data described in what I would term conventional threshold form. We
haven't heard a great deal of data presented in signal detection form. The point I want to make, follow-"
ing on an earlier reference, is that aircrew subjects do not like to look foolish in public, a thing
Very often one notices differences between
which they often see themselves doing in the test situation.
subjects not in a narrow psychological-cognitive sense but in their willingness to give an answer when
they are free to continue to inspect the situation.
Very often in simulator trials, long before the subject gives an answer, he is inspecting one small
part of the test field very closely because that's where he believes the target is. But he won't say so.
Perhaps this confidence factor distinguishes subHe wants a greater or lesser amoumt of confirmation.
jecte more than visual characteristics or general psychological attributes do. After all, seibjects are
generally screened as to vision, and often, aircrew in particular, as to general psychological characteristics. Aircrew are in these two respects a fairly homogenous population. Is there work looking with
this sort of signal detection approach in rather more detail than I've mentioned?
Mr Silverthorn (UK)
This kind of research is very much limited by finance, and I know of no studies on any current programme of work. While I agree with your comments, it would be difficult to add a suitable investigation
into an existing one without noticing. The likely payoff seems to me to be justifiable financially,
though.
Mr Corkindale (UK)
I know it's very convenient to handle a simple figure, say a 50% or 90% threshold, buL I have the
Is it, howimpression most researchers no longer believe in simple numerical thresholds of that kind.
ever, a history of convenience too that keeps threshold data in mathematical models? When I've tried to
their objections have not
persuade mathematicians to take an interest in signal detection calculations,
been theoretical but straightforwardly practical ones.
Hr Overington (UK)
threshold data on to sigi..1 detection theory.
One objective of my modelling has always been to fit
There is a current convention, however, to make operational use of the outputs of a mouel which give
But I believe that subject confidence, viewed at the neural
threshold and frequency-of-recing numbers.
level, might well be a signal-to-noise ratio effect, wiipere different observers wait for different ratios
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or achieve similar results at different rates before coming to a decision.
Miss Parkes (UK)
We have attempted to measure observers' confidence levels aftar they htve made a positive identification. Unfortunately for our efforts, experienced aircrew weren't prepared to make decisions at anyThis confirms Dr Greening's original comment on the topic. Unskilled
thing less than "100%confident".
subjects, on the other hand, would make decisions at lower confidence levels. For these latter we have,
on occasion, found good correlations between cmfidencz level and actual performance.
Dr Huddles:.on (UK)

I be: -ve Professor Howarth at Nottingham University has had some success in changing student
o'server -riteria by carefully worded instructions accompanied by some verbal bullying. Aircrew with
experience, however, generally knovbetter than the experimenter --hether a real target is present or not.
and their criteria should be much more resistive to this kind of simple verbal assault.
Mr Overington (UK)
Surely if the literal 100 confidence criterion were applied by aircrew you woulo find an exactly
rectangular frequency-of-seeing curve? Some variation at least between 99% and 100% must be present.
Miss Parkes (UK)
We didn't allow our pilots a complete continuum from 0% to 100% confident. They had the choice of
100%, 901, and, I think, 75% and 50%; certainly only two values below the 90% confidence level.
Dr Frick (US)
I really represent a user of acquisition models rather than a developer, and I tried in my paper to

show how a model could be applied, taking into account other issues such as aircraft performance.

Talk-

ing to other users, and thinking about my own work, I am struck by the number of variables and assumptions in models, which make it most difficult to know just what model form to use. For one thing, the
random variable in these models changes from one piece of work to another. Sometimes this variable .s
slant range, sometimes time-in-view, and there are many others.
A system analyst's problem is ofzen one
of translating a model from one form to some other which fits the problem at hand,
Dr Huddleston (UK)
;f I had to summarize, I would have to plead that our deliberations at this symposium had not
covered all the target acquisition topic, and assert that no easy summary was in any case achievable.
I remain impressed by the relative precision with which the important physical parameters can be
defined and measured, that is the light path from target to eye, and the relative tenuousness and
unapproachability of matters biological, that is the information chain from eye via brain to motor act.

While agreeing that the physical problem is complex and very demanding of sustained effort, the biological one has in my view to be set apart as not yet .ompletely amenable to sufficiently elegant methods.
Individual operator differences stand squarely at the top of my personal scale for experimental
nausea, irritability and confusion. They seem, oall facets present, to introduce most noise into any
predictive model and to be least usefully disscussible .n public. Ignorance of the operator in gtnersl
and in particular is most likely to cheat the exact application of a given acquisition model. Physics
generally fails our practical needs because of bad measurement; biology leaves us with little intelligent
to say.

Empirical modelling is attempted and proves useful precisely because specific underlying factors
defeat our understanding before measurement can even be attempted. Psychophysical data are embarrausingly
specific to the context of their measurement. To give one isolated example, one's conclusions on an
observer's colour vision depend heavily on which test pigments or test lights are utilised, and the value
of normal colour vision is in any case unproven for the target acquisition task. Physical data coalesce
nicely into encouraging ideas such as the existence of the solar system, into
X."
..
hrn. .
f
thousands of measurements collapse neatly. Newton's early formulations perhaps rid the world of any need
to observe the fall of every apple, but in biological matters we can still
be intellectua.iy defeated
by a single everyday event.
This is certainly descriptive of our current understaning of air-to-ground
target acquisition by human vision.
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